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Abstract 

Background 

Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death in Australia. If found early, a 

patient can undergo potentially curative surgery. Even in the third of patients that do recur, 

there can be palliation or even cure with further surgery with or without chemotherapy. 

Although surgery remains a vital tool in treating colorectal cancer, it is not without 

complications. 

The principal studies of this thesis used administrative data to report on short- and long-term 

outcomes following resection for colorectal cancer in the state of Victoria over a ten-year 

period. 

Methods 

Administrative data are collected on all patients admitted to Australian Hospitals. Patient 

demographics, co-morbidities, type of operation, post-operative complications, histopathology 

and some staging information are recorded. Trained coders review clinical notes and then 

assign alphanumeric codes to these data based on the International Classification of Diseases 

Tenth Revision, Australian Modification (ICD-10-AM). These codes were developed for the 

purpose of billing and therefore may not be focused on reporting data in a clinically relevant 

fashion. We have previously shown that the use of algorithms of code combinations can 

increase the accuracy of this data source for clinical research1. 

This thesis added laparoscopic detail to these coding algorithms. These algorithms were then 

applied to a central repository of administrative data in Victoria, to report on short-term 
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outcomes following resection for colorectal cancer comparing regional to metropolitan 

hospitals. Results were adjusted for potential confounding variables using a multivariable 

logistic regression analysis. This data source was then linked to death data to report on overall 

long-term survival following colorectal cancer surgery, comparing regional to metropolitan 

hospitals. Survival results were presented as a rate, adjusted for potential confounders using a 

multivariable Cox regression analysis. 

Results 

These studies found strong evidence for lower odds of prolonged length of stay (OR 0.53, 95% 

CI 0.48 – 0.58, p=<0.001) and inpatient mortality (OR 0.67, 95%CI 0.49 – 0.91, p=0.01) in 

inner regional hospital compared with metropolitan hospitals. For outer regional hospitals, 

there was strong evidence of decreased odds of prolonged LOS (OR 0.64, 95%CI 0.52 – 0.77, 

p=<0.001) and return to theatre (OR 0.67, 95%CI 0.47 – 0.95, p=0.03).  

There was no difference in overall survival comparing colorectal cancer resection patients from 

inner or outer regional hospitals to metropolitan ((HR 1.02, 95%CI 0.95 – 1.09, p=0.59) and 

(HR 0.97, 95%CI 0.85 – 1.11, p=0.68) respectively). 

Conclusion 

These studies demonstrated the strength of administrative data with validated algorithms and 

data linkage in reporting on outcomes following colorectal cancer resection. This methodology 

resulted to two of the largest and most detailed studies concerning colorectal cancer resection 

in Australia. Importantly, they validated current practices in Victoria by revealing similar 

outcomes in regional and metropolitan centres after resection for colorectal cancer. 
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Introduction 

Problem Statement 

Whilst there are many reasons to setup databases, databases are not always planned for clinical 

outcomes research. Variables included in a database are likely to be those that can help audit 

performance and those predicted to answer future research questions. As the research questions 

come after the data are collected, usually not all useful variables have been recorded. This is 

the opposite of randomised or prospective trials where the question is created first and the 

variables to be collected constructed afterwards, ensuring all useful variables are collected. 

Database research is also considerably more prone to bias than randomised trials. Therefore, 

statistical methodology needs to at least adjust for potential confounders. Databases also face 

the resource constraints of collecting detailed, accurate data whilst maintaining broad coverage.  

The goal of this thesis was to further develop a novel data source (administrative data linked 

to death registry data) to facilitate reporting of long- and short-term outcomes after colorectal 

resection at a population level with a high degree of accuracy. 

It is important to describe what current colorectal surgical databases exist in Australia and their 

strengths and weaknesses to fully understand the niche that our database fills. 

In a broad sense, there are three types of databases capturing colorectal surgical data: clinical 

databases, registry databases and administrative databases. 

Clinical databases are the most accurate of the databases. They consist of prospectively 

collected data so lack recall bias. Moreover, the data is entered directly by clinicians, database 

managers or imported from another linked clinical database. The most common clinical 

databases are single-hospital or single-surgeon databases, that have been used in surgical 

research but may lack numbers and generalisability. Other clinical databases are multi-
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institutional and benefit from larger numbers. The largest clinical databases in Australia for 

surgical colorectal research are the Bi-National Colorectal Cancer Audit (BCCA) and BioGrid. 

The Bi-National Colorectal Cancer Audit 

The BCCA was created in 2007 by the Colorectal Surgical Society of Australia and New 

Zealand (CSSANZ) and records details of patients undergoing resection for colorectal cancer. 

Originally, participants were only from major metropolitan teaching and private hospitals. As 

issues of data retrieval and costs became apparent, the database was moved to an online server 

in 2013, with historical data being added2. Its collaborators now include CSSANZ, The Royal 

Australian College of Surgeons, General Surgeons Australia, New Zealand Association of 

General Surgeons and consumers. Currently it captures data from around 400 contributors 

across Australia and New Zealand with increasing representation from regional areas. Data are 

either entered by the treating clinician via an online portal or transferred from other 

prospectively collected databases, including a branch of BioGrid, the Australian 

Comprehensive Cancer Outcomes Research Database (ACCORD) and the Otago Surgical 

Audit2. Data entry is not mandatory for registered contributors and it is estimated to collect 15-

20% of colorectal cancers in Australia and New Zealand. Furthermore, as it is voluntary, it may 

lend itself to reporting bias. To date, the data from this database has been used in four published 

studies investigating outcomes post-resection for colorectal cancer.  

• Rasmussen et al. investigated the incidence of unplanned return to theatre (URTT) from 

2007 to 2016 in hospitals contributing to the BCCA and created a risk-adjusted model 

to identify 12 preoperative and intraoperative variables that increased the risk of 

URTT3. These were male sex, ASA score, emergency admissions, conversion entry, 

left hemicolectomy, total colectomy, proctocolectomy, lower anterior resection, ultra-

low anterior resection abdominoperineal resection, organ resection and excess lymph 
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nodes harvested. Using funnel plots, the study also identified five potential outlier 

hospitals with one hospital being a definite outlier. 

• Teloken et al. audited the incidence of inpatient mortality across 56 surgical units with 

a total of 10008 patients4. Overall mortality was 1.51% and it was demonstrated that 

5.6% of cases lay outside predicted rates of inpatient mortality based on surgical 

caseload. 

• Warrier et al. proposed a predictive model of 6 variables which increased the rates of 

positive resection margin after resection for rectal cancer. The predictive model was 

created with a hierarchical logistic regression on 3367 patients5. The study did not 

report on long-term outcomes. 

• Lee et al. compared short-term outcomes of emergency colorectal resections to elective 

resections in 15676 patients6. They found increased rates of inpatient mortality, 

anastomotic leak and medical complications. They did not report on long-term 

outcomes. 

These studies were some of the largest in Australia but only reported the outcomes of hospitals 

subscribed to the system. The vast majority of these are CSSANZ affiliated and therefore 

results may lack generalisability. Moreover, the database is yet to report on long-term 

outcomes, an important benchmark after colorectal resection. Apart from ASA score, the 

BCCA also lacks data on patient comorbidities which are potential confounders that require 

adjustment prior to reporting final results. 

BioGrid Australia 

BioGrid Australia is the final version of a project devised by Bio21 Australia Limited, a group 

of research universities, tertiary health services and medical research institutes. The original 

version of BioGrid Australia was called Molecular Medicine Informatics Model (MMIM). 

MMIM was a pilot system which was tasked by the Victorian Government with gathering 
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genetic and clinical data from multiple hospital and health institutes into a single database with 

the aim of easier selection of patients for trials based on their genetic information and 

increasing Melbourne’s attraction for pharmaceutical trials. The MMIM pilot was based in 

Parkville, Victoria and after a series of state and national grants was renamed BioGrid in 20077. 

Hospitals that subscribe to BioGrid have a local server for storing BioGrid data. Data is loaded 

into this server from a source database. Parameters collected for each cancer stream were 

initially setup by experts in each area, however BioGrid does not police the standard of the 

source data inputted into its system. To date (01/01/2020), the data from BioGrid has resulted 

in three published papers regarding resection for colorectal cancer. 

• Sammour et al. compared the effect of anastomotic leak on 5-year survival in 4892 

patients undergoing resection for colon and rectal cancer. Results were presented as 

percentages analysed with Mann-Whitney U test rather than analysis of rate8. They 

found worse 5-year survival in colon cancers with anastomotic leak, but no difference 

in cancer-specific survival or local recurrence. 

• Sammour et al. investigated oncological outcomes in 1387 patients undergoing 

laparoscopic versus open surgery for colorectal cancer. Again, overall survival was not 

presented as a rate analysis but as a percentage analysed with Mann-Whitney U test9. 

There were significant differences in the baseline data between the groups and it is 

unclear how these differences were adjusted for. The open group had a higher length of 

stay and complication rate. Overall survival was higher in the laparoscopic group but 

there was no difference in cancer-specific survival. 

• Hayes et al found no difference in recurrence comparing patients who did and did not 

have neo-adjuvant chemoradiotherapy for early staged cancer of the lower rectum 

requiring major resection. Recurrence was presented as a hazard ratio estimated using 
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a time-varying multivariate Cox model over two separate time intervals (≤ 1 year and 

> 1 year post-surgery)10.  

These two clinical databases require customised setup for computerised infrastructure and data 

entry staff, therefore they are costly to setup and maintain. Despite these significant costs, the 

output has been only seven papers which may signify issues with data extraction and long-term 

follow-up data. Moreover, these clinical databases can only study 20% of colorectal cancers in 

Australia.  Ideally, larger numbers are required when reporting on outcomes at a population 

level. 

Cancer Registries 

Cancer registries are larger prospectively collected databases. Their primary aim is to report on 

cancer incidence data at a population level. Cancer registries in Australia have been operating 

since the early 1900s and initially these data were gathered from death certificates provided by 

the Register of Births, Deaths and Marriages. In 1982, cancer notification and registration were 

made universal across Australia, apart from the Australian Capital Territory that followed suit 

in 1994. Collection of these data is state or territory based with each registry’s data collated in 

a central database, the National Cancer Statistics Clearing House (NCSCH), operated by the 

Association of Australian Cancer Registries (AACR). This central repository aims to compute 

and publish national cancer statistics and track interstate movement of cancer cases to ensure 

they are not counted twice11. 

Data sources for each of the registries are pathology reports for cases treated operatively and 

radiation departments for those cancers treated nonoperatively. Therefore, those treated with 

just chemotherapy may not be captured. Given the above legislation, cancer diagnoses are 

notifiable to the registries and capture rate is quite high. As most of the data are inputted from 

pathological reports, histopathological data is of high quality. However, demographic data are 
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limited and include age, sex, year of diagnosis, home address, treating hospital, Medicare 

number, treating doctors name, date of admission and date of discharge. Registry data is 

routinely linked to death data to report on survival outcomes. Cancer registries are relatively 

inexpensive as standardised reporting in pathology and radiology have increased automated 

collection of these data12. A number of population level studies have been performed using this 

data source13-19. These studies did not use registry data alone, relying on linkage to death or 

administrative datasets14,16,17 or further data creation by the authors13,15. 

Administrative data 

Administrative data is collected on all patients admitted to an Australian Hospital. This source 

captures detailed information on patient demographics, co-morbidities, procedures, 

complications, histopathology and discharge data. Trained coders convert clinical notes into 

alphanumeric codes to summarise the above variables. In Australia, the coding vocabulary is 

universal and uses the International Classification of Diseases Tenth Revision, Australian 

Modification (ICD-10-AM). This classification is based on the International Classification of 

Diseases (ICD). The origins of ICD date back to 1763 when French physician and botanist Dr 

François Bossier de Sauvages de Lacroix developed a classification of 10 distinct classes of 

diseases covering 2400 distinct conditions. This type of classification was similar to that used 

by botanists at the time. This allowed comparison of mortality rates across regions and 

languages, the importance of which was soon recognised. During the first International 

Statistical Congress held in Brussels in 1853, this classification was further developed, 

enabling use internationally and was called the ‘International List of Causes of Death’. In 1898, 

various countries adopted this system including the United States. The list was updated every 

decade, however challenges where encountered, centred around maintaining the system and 

adding morbidity to the list. In 1948, the World Health Organisation (WHO) took charge of 

the list adding morbidity to the classification and changed its name to ICD20. Updates were 
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released in a more predictable manner and the United States public health service adopted the 

system to index hospital records and surgical procedures. By the tenth edition (released in 

1992) more than 100 countries were using the classification to index mortality and morbidity 

figures and to index hospital data. Many countries transitioned to the ICD-10 with 

modifications to ensure it was locally relevant, an example being Australia with the ICD-10-

AM and Canada with ICD-10-CA. Specifically for colorectal cancers, the eight edition of the 

ICD-10-AM added codes for laparoscopic colorectal resections and this was available from 

mid-2013. 

Strengths of administrative data 

Coders in Australia are trained to code using this system and therefore coding patterns are 

homogenous across hospitals21. The completeness of administrative data is high, capturing 

100% inpatient data22-24. Data is inputted prospectively decreasing recall bias. Coders also 

routinely question clinicians if the clinical notes are ambiguous to ensure data is as accurate as 

possible. Publication bias is also minimal as data is inputted not by clinicians but by the coders. 

Compared to clinical databases, administrative databases are also cheaper to maintain25 as they 

require no additional staff or infrastructure but utilise systems already in place. 

Limitations of Administrative Data 

This data is collected primarily  for the purposes of billing, hospital administration and to guide 

healthcare funding26. Therefore, codes with higher renumeration rates may be used, potentially 

causing selection bias. Moreover, unlike clinical databases, data is inputted by coders who may 

lack the nuanced understanding of medical staff. Peabody et al. assessed the accuracy of 

administrative data by comparing the written diagnosis of physicians to the administrative 

data27. This was performed for 348 admissions. The correct diagnosis was recorded in 57% of 

cases. Of the 43% of incorrect recordings, 22% of cases were caused by doctors making the 

correct diagnosis but recording it incorrectly in the separation form used for coding, 8% of 
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cases had the correct diagnosis but had no separation form and 13% of cases were diagnosed 

incorrectly by the doctor27. This was an American study so these findings may not correlate 

with the Australian experiences but it highlights the potential inaccuracies of using 

administrative data for research purposes. Therefore, prior to using administrative data for 

research purposes, the accuracy of administrative data needs to be defined and improved to 

make any results meaningful. Improving the accuracy of this data source by using combinations 

of codes is the backbone of the studies contained in this thesis. 

Use in research 

A number of Australian studies have been published using administrative data for outcomes 

research after resection for  colorectal cancer17,28-42. These studies used administrative data 

without modifications which may result in inaccuracies as described by Peabody et al27. We 

have developed novel algorithms to increase the accuracy of administrative data coding 

allowing it to approach that of a clinical database but with the benefit of larger numbers1. 

We are not the first group to use combinations of codes in administrative data. We have used 

the Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) in this thesis as a measure of patient co-morbidity. 

Initially. CCI was created by Charlson et al. as a way of predicting the relative risk of 1-year 

mortality. This was based on a weighted score given to 17 comorbidities. This weighted score 

was created by reviewing hospital charts and correlating comorbidities with the chance of 

mortality. The CCI has be applied to larger populations and been validated in its ability to 

predict mortality43,44. For administrative data, CCI was first applied to ICD-9 and validated as 

a way of grading the comorbidity of a patients and their chance of mortality45-47. The CCI was 

then adjusted for use in the ICD-10 system and specifically for the ICD-10-AM48. We have 

used CCI in our thesis to grade and adjust for patient comorbidity.  
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Thesis Structure 

This thesis consists of a series of studies that are stepping stones culminating in the final two 

large state-wide studies. We have taken a lot of care to ensure that the correct statistical 

methodology was used for each study ranging from Cox proportional hazard analysis to random 

effect model Forest plots. Rather than rely on a statistician, I have done all the statistics myself, 

thanks in a large part to my lead supervisor Associate Professor Ian Hayes. I used Stata version 

15.0 (College Station, Texas, USA) statistical software. A lot of time and effort was taken in 

performing these statistical calculations in Stata and required reading many articles, 

epidemiological text books, online tutorials, trial and error and thousands of lines of code. I 

have attached the ‘do file’ associated with each of the studies as an appendix to portray, in 

some part, this aspect of my thesis. Moreover, at the end of some chapters, I have included a 

section titled ‘Statistical Explanations’ that represent key methodological or statistical choices 

made to create the study. Therefore, by performing this thesis I have studied clinical outcomes 

research in colorectal cancer and clinical epidemiology in equal parts. This thesis has been 

constructed according to the Melbourne University Preparation of Graduate Research Thesis 

Rules. 

This thesis follows on from previous work our group has performed in using combinations of 

codes to improve the accuracy of administrative data. Initially we determined the accuracy of 

administrative data concerning diverticular disease by comparing it directly to the clinical 

notes. We found the accuracy of administrative data was not enough to make any meaningful 

conclusions using this direct method. We then used combinations of codes to rule out illogical 

combinations thereby increasing the accuracy of administrative data. In this way, we validated 

the accuracy of our coding algorithms. The first algorithms of codes were created to compare 

types of operation for complicated diverticulitis. These algorithms were applied to Australia 

and internationally49,50. We then change our focus to colorectal cancer. The algorithms of codes 
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used for colorectal cancer were divided into rectal, left sided and right sided cancers, which 

increased accuracy1. These algorithms were then applied to the state of Victoria over a 6 year 

period to report on the patterns of work comparing regional to metropolitan and high to low 

volume centres51. The starting point of this thesis was to add laparoscopic surgery to this 

algorithm. 

Chapter 1 is an overview of colorectal cancer. 

Chapter 2 is a literature review of laparoscopic surgery in colorectal cancer. It explores the 

history of laparoscopic surgery and reviews the oncological and non-oncological short-and 

long-term outcomes published in randomised controlled trials (RCTs). While performing this 

literature review on the RCT data on resection for colorectal cancer, I came across two 

interesting facts that took me on a tangential thought process resulting in the two published 

papers of this thesis. 

The first was a noninferiority study design that was a common design in many of the studies. 

Having not come across this study design before, I spent some time analysing its methodology. 

I realised that there were quite a few limitations in its design and therefore wrote an article 

directed at surgeons on how to interpret studies using a noninferiority design (Chapter 3). This 

was published as a perspective piece in the ANZ journal of Surgery. The in-print version is 

attached as an appendix. 

The second paper resulted from the lack of literature concerning long-term non-oncological 

outcomes following resection for colorectal cancer, namely adhesional intestinal obstruction 

(AIO) and incisional hernia (IH). I therefore performed a systematic review and meta-analysis 

comparing laparoscopic to open resection for colorectal cancer and the long-term incidence of 

AIO and IH (Chapter 4). This study was published in the Diseases of the Colon and Rectum, 

the in-print version is attached as an appendix. 
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A limitation of the meta-analysis was the study quality, which was generally quite low. Many 

RCTs used data from previous studies on oncological outcomes that reported on IH and AIO 

post hoc, therefore IH and AIO were poorly defined and there was very limited use of 

appropriate survival analysis methodology. To correct this deficiency in the literature, we 

performed a study using detailed clinical notes from our institution comparing laparoscopic to 

open surgery for colorectal cancer and recorded the outcomes of IH and AIO. This study also 

gave us the opportunity to perform a survival analysis and present our result as a rate using a 

univariable and multivariable Cox regression analysis. This was a useful exercise as the same 

survival analysis was used for our final state-wide studied investigating overall survival from 

colorectal cancer resection in Victoria. (Chapter 5). 

Our next study used the data from the above study to report on the accuracy of administrative 

data in reporting laparoscopic colorectal resections. The intention of this study was to add this 

coding data to our final algorithm to investigate laparoscopic versus open surgery for colorectal 

cancer in Victoria. This was performed by comparing the clinical operative report to 

administrative operative coding. Unfortunately, we found that coding for laparoscopic surgery 

did not have the accuracy required for our primary exposure variable (Chapter 6). Therefore, 

we changed our primary exposure from laparoscopic versus open surgery to metropolitan 

versus regional hospitals to address the question of centralisation of healthcare for major 

resection for colorectal cancer rather than mode of access. 

Having made this change in the primary exposure, we performed our studies reporting on short- 

and long-term outcomes post-resection for the state of Victoria. 

The first of these studies reported state-wide short-term outcomes following resection for 

colorectal surgery comparing metropolitan to regional hospital using validated coding 
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algorithms using administrative data alone (Chapter 7). Results were adjusted for 14 potential 

confounders using univariable and multivariable logistic regression analysis. 

The second of these studies reported on state-wide overall survival following resection for 

colorectal cancer comparing metropolitan to regional hospitals (Chapter 8). This required the 

use of data linkage techniques which will be described in further detail in this study. Results of 

this study were also adjusted using univariable and multivariable Cox regression analysis with 

results presented as a rate. 

Finally, I discussed the future direction of our group using this methodology in reporting 

outcomes following resection for colorectal cancer at a population level (Chapter 9). 

Aims 

Chapter 1: Is an overview of colorectal cancer. 

Chapter 2: To report on the current randomised literature comparing laparoscopic to open 

surgery following resection of colorectal cancer. Results have been organised into oncological 

and non-oncological and further subclassified into short- and long-term. 

Chapter 3: To describe the methodology of a noninferiority study by analysing its unique null 

hypothesis thereby eliciting the biases inherent in its design. 

Chapter 4: To perform a systematic review and meta-analysis comparing laparoscopic with 

open resection for colorectal cancer and long-term incidence of adhesional intestinal 

obstruction and incisional hernia. 

Chapter 5: To compare rates of incisional hernia and adhesional intestinal obstruction between 

laparoscopic and open surgery from clinical notes and radiology data at our institution. The 

null hypothesis of this study was that open surgery had a similar rate of incisional hernia and 
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adhesional intestinal obstruction to laparoscopic surgery in those undergoing resections for 

colorectal cancer. 

Chapter 6: To assesses the accuracy of administrative data in coding laparoscopic surgery for 

colorectal cancer resections when compared to clinical notes.  

Chapter 7: The aim of this study was to use validated coding algorithms, applied to a central 

repository of administrative data in Victoria, to report on short-term outcomes following 

resection for colorectal cancer comparing regional to metropolitan hospitals. The null 

hypothesis of this study was that patients who had resections at metropolitan hospitals for 

colorectal cancer had similar short-term outcomes compared to regional hospitals. 

Chapter 8: The aim of this study was to use validated coding algorithms applied to the Victorian 

Admitted Episodes Dataset (VAED) linked to the Victorian Death Index (VDI) to report on 

hazard of long-term mortality following major resection for colorectal cancer, comparing 

regional to metropolitan hospitals. The null hypothesis of this study was that patients who had 

resections at metropolitan hospitals for colorectal cancer had similar survival to those operated 

on in regional hospitals. 

Chapter 9: To discuss future projects utilising the tools developed in this thesis. 
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Chapter 1 Colorectal Cancer 

1.1 Epidemiology 

Colorectal Cancer remains one of the most common cancers in Australia with an estimated 

4000 deaths per year52. In 2019, 9069 new cases were diagnosed in males and 7329 in 

females53. The 5 year overall survival is around 70% in Australia with females faring better 

than males53.  

Globally, colorectal cancer is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer and the fourth leading 

cause of cancer death. Its incidence is highest in developed countries and rises in those 

countries with improving socioeconomic status and those adopting a more western lifestyle54. 

The highest incidence of colorectal cancer is found in Australasia, Europe and North America 

with the lowest incidence in sub-Saharan Africa55. 

Although colorectal cancer remains a disease of the elderly, early onset colorectal cancer (age 

less than 50) is increasing whilst incidence is decreasing in the older population56. Hereditary 

colorectal cancer syndromes such as Lynch Syndrome, are more prevalent in the younger 

population but these only account for 20% of these younger cases57. The increase in the younger 

population has been attributed to modifiable risk factors such as obesity, increased 

consumption of red meat and smoking58-60. The decreasing incidence of colorectal cancer in 

the elderly population is thought to have arisen from better screening programs, endoscopic 

polyp removal and surveillance61.  
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1.2 Aetiology and pathophysiology 

Most colorectal cancers are sporadic with only a minority being hereditary62. Associated risk 

factors include the modifiable risk factors listed above as well as unmodifiable risk factors such 

as  inflammatory bowel disease63 and hereditary disorders. 

Study into the pathophysiology of colorectal cancer stemmed from recognition of the 

hereditary nature of some cases. The initial report of hereditary colorectal cancer was by Dr. 

Aldred Warthin who investigated the claim by a young seamstress that she would surely die of 

cancer given her strong family history of cancer death. He followed the family for two decades 

naming them Family G and published his findings in 1913. He was one of the first to claim that 

cancers were inheritable64. Family G continued to be followed by Lynch and Kush; the updated 

findings were published and coined the disorder, Lynch Syndrome65. 

The hereditary nature of some colorectal cancers led to investigation of the genetic basis of its 

formation. None had more impact in the field than Bert Vogelstein. By isolating genes at 

various stages of colorectal cancer, Vogelstein proposed a series of mutations leading to 

colorectal cancer, commonly called the adenoma-carcinoma sequence, chromosomal 

instability or Vogelstein model66. This included the Adenomatous Polyposis Coli (APC) gene, 

somatically mutated in Familial Adenomatous polyposis (FAP) syndrome and found early in 

the adenoma-carcinoma sequence. He was also involved in isolating the mismatch repair genes 

that caused microsatellite instability (MSI) responsible for Hereditary Nonpolyposis Colorectal 

Cancer67.  

Most colorectal cancers are not caused by somatic mutations but are sporadic. Sporadic 

mutations also occur along the Vogelstein model, the so-called traditional pathway, accounting 

for the majority of cases. Research directed at serrated polyps found adenocarcinomas with 

sporadic microsatellite instability accounting for 10-15% of cases called the serrated 
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pathway68. These sporadic MSI cancers have a mutated BRAF oncogene. Further analysis of 

these cancers found sporadic BRAF mutated tumours that were microsatellite stable. The 

oncogenes KRAS and BRAF signal through the same pathways resulting in the same oncologic 

effect. Some colorectal tumours were found to have a KRAS mutation without a BRAF 

mutation and were microsatellite stable. This is a separate carcinogenic pathway named the 

alternate pathway69. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Pathways of colorectal tumorigenesis69 

 

 

Most colorectal cancers have the histological subtype of adenocarcinoma. These can have 

varying degrees of differentiation. The poorly differentiated tumours can often have a signet 

ring or mucinous morphology which confers a poorer prognosis70,71. 
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1.3 Diagnosis and staging 

Most colorectal cancers are symptomatic. Right sided cancers are more likely to be 

asymptomatic and may present simply as anaemia whereas left-sided cancers are more likely 

to present with haemotochezia or change in bowel habit. Apart from local symptoms from the 

primary cancer, patients with metastatic disease may present with lethargy, weight loss or 

symptoms pertaining to the organ with metastatic disease. In the developed world, most 

asymptomatic colorectal cancer are discovered due to screening programs or incidentally. 

Diagnosis is commonly made by an endoscopic biopsy of the lesion. Care should be given 

during colonoscopy to tattoo polyps that are high risk for containing cancer or to aid 

identification of cancers that would be difficult to locate intraoperatively. Endoscopically care 

should be given to look for synchronous lesions, which are found in approximately 4% of 

patients.72. 

For staging, computed tomography (CT) is performed of the chest, abdomen and pelvis. It can 

also help locally stage the disease, particularly assessing invasion into nearby structures. Rectal 

cancers are further staged with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the pelvis to determine 

the need for neo-adjuvant treatment and to assess the risk of circumferential resection margin 

(CRM) involvement which is an important operative consideration 73. 

For patients with proven or suspected metastatic disease, further imaging may be required to 

help guide treatment. Positron Emission Tomography (PET) CT is used to look for occult 

metastatic disease not apparent on the structural CT alone. For hepatic metastasis, an MRI of 

the liver can also be used to assess respectability of metastatic disease. 

The tumour, node, metastasis (TNM) classification is the standard to stage colorectal cancers. 

It is formulated and updated by the American Joint Committee on Cancer/Union for 
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International Cancer Control (AJCC). The classification has been used for decades to determine 

prognosis and guide treatment. However, it is not without limitations. Prognostically, the 

staging system does not predict survival in a stepwise fashion, evident by the fact that stage 

IIA patients fare worse than stage IIIA74. Studies have shown that other factors, not included 

in the AJCC classification, including: high risk features (i.e. tumour grade, lymphovascular 

and perineural invasion)75, immunohistochemistry, presence of tumour infiltrating T-cells76, 

circulating tumour DNA77 and response to adjuvant and neoadjuvant therapies78,  can change 

outcome. 

 

Table 1.1 TNM classification for colorectal cancer 

Primary tumour 

TX Primary tumour cannot be assessed 

T0 No evidence of primary tumour 

Tis intraepithelial or invasion of lamina propria 

T1 Tumour invades submucosa 

T2 Tumour invades muscularis propria 

T3 Tumour invades through the muscularis propria into the pericolorectal 

tissues 

T4a Tumour penetrates to the surface of the visceral peritoneum 

T4b Tumour directly invades or is adherent to other organs or structures 

Regional lymph nodes 

NX Regional lymph nodes cannot be assessed 

NO No regional lymph node metastasis 

N1 Metastasis in 1-3 regional lymph nodes 

N1a Metastasis in 1 regional lymph node 

N1b Metastasis in 2-3 regional lymph nodes 

N1c Tumour deposit(s) in the subserosa, mesentery, or nonperitonealized 

pericolic or perirectal tissues without regional nodal metastasis 

N2 Metastasis otherwise/Metastasis in 4 or more lymph nodes 

N2a Metastasis in 4-6 regional lymph nodes 

N2b Metastasis in 7 or more regional lymph nodes 

Metastases 

M0 No distant metastasis 

M1 Distant metastasis 

M1a Metastasis confined to 1 organ or site (e.g., liver, lung, ovary, non-regional 

node) 
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M1b Metastases in more than 1 organ/site or the peritoneum 

 

1.4 Management 

1.4.1 Colon cancers 

For early colonic cancers, management consists of surgery alone which involves of resection 

of the tumour with a 5 cm colonic margin and ideally at least 12 draining lymph nodes79. 

Adjuvant chemotherapy is recommended for patients with high risk stage II disease, stage III 

and stage IV disease62. Intestinal continuity is commonly restored. 

1.4.2 Rectal cancers 

A number of additional considerations are present for rectal cancers, Firstly, can a restorative 

procedure be performed given the proximity to the anal sphincters and the likely functional 

outcome? In addition to surgery, patients with tumours threatening the circumferential 

resection margin (CRM), T3 cancers and node positive cancers should undergo neoadjuvant 

chemoradiotherapy80. About 20% of tumours will have a complete pathological response 

(CPR), which may enable patients to avoid surgery (watch and wait approach) particularly 

those with severe comorbidities78. Current controversies in the watch and wait approach are 

patient selection, best chemoradiotherapy treatment, diagnosing CPR, best modality for 

assessment of regrowth and management of regrowth81. 

The oncological resection of a rectal tumours centres around a complete mesorectal excision, 

with surgical dissection in the so called ‘Holy Plane,’ first described by Professor RJ Heald82. 

This involves removing the rectum, its surround mesorectum and enveloping fascia. Other 

transanal operations can be performed for early stage rectal cancers. 

There are many different modes of access for colorectal trans-abdominal operations. Apart 

from the way in which intra-abdominal contents are accessed, the operation of removing the 
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cancer remains the same. Globally, the open approach is the most common modality used in 

rectal cancer resections. The most common minimally invasive approach to colorectal 

resections is laparoscopic. 

To investigate the effects of laparoscopic surgery on oncological and non-oncological 

outcomes, a series of randomized controlled trials were performed.  Chapter 2 describes these 

trials.
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Chapter 2  Summary of randomised 

controlled trials of laparoscopic versus 

open surgery in colorectal cancer. 

2.1 History 

Although first described in 190283,modern laparoscopic surgery was introduced in the 1990s 

with laparoscopic cholecystectomy84. This technique was also used for appendicectomy and 

gynaecological procedures and had the advantages of decreased pain, decreased length of stay 

and lower infection rates. The first series in colorectal surgery was published in 199185. 

Adoption was slow and stalled when some early studies showed an increased incidence of port 

site and extraction site recurrences86-88. 

These concerns led to the Clinical Outcomes of Surgical Therapy Study group (COST) study, 

a multi-institutional randomised controlled trial comparing laparoscopic-assisted colectomy to 

open colectomy with the primary endpoint of time to recurrence and secondary endpoints of 

disease-free and overall survival89. This study was the sentinel project of its type beginning its 

accrual in 1994 and ending in 1999. Subsequent randomised control trials in this area shared 

many of its traits including its noninferiority study design. 

The investigators chose noninferiority rather than equivalence in order to feasibly accrue 

enough patients in a meaningful timeframe; the number needed for equivalence was estimated 

at 3000. 90. Noninferiority, by contrast, required only 1200 cases in the COST trial. To provide 

evidence that laparoscopic surgery was not inferior to open surgery only required assessment 
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of one side of a bell curve comparing the two modalities. If the difference was less than an 

acceptable range, then the evidence supported noninferiority.  

Noninferiority is a weaker alternative to equivalency, but was chosen for the major subsequent 

randomised controlled trials in this area91-94 due to feasibility. COST failed to accrue 1200 

cases but rather 872 patients. This was deemed adequate by the Monitoring Committee of North 

Central Cancer Treatment Group as the number of events occurring over 7 years of accrual of 

872 patients was estimated to be similar to the number of events occurring in 1200 patients 

over 3-year accrual (A detailed description of the methodology and limitations of a 

noninferiority study design can be found in Chapter 3). 

This study was the first multicentre large comparative randomised controlled trial comparing 

laparoscopic to open colonic resection for colon cancer. Having disproved the assumption that 

laparoscopic surgery increased port-site recurrences, laparoscopy once again gained traction in 

the colorectal surgical community. Other randomised controlled trials were performed to 

further investigate the safety of this technique.  

2.2 Other early studies 

CLASICC 

CLASICC was a multicentre RCT that compared open to laparoscopic resection for colorectal 

cancers from 27 UK centres. Patients were randomised to laparoscopic or open surgery on a 2-

to-1 basis favouring the former (526 vs 268 patients) from 1996 to 2002. It measured the 

absolute difference between laparoscopic and open surgery, deeming a 10% difference to be 

clinically significant. Its primary outcome was to compare overall survival and disease-free 

survival at three years post-resection. Secondary endpoints were distant recurrence rates, 

wound and port-site recurrence rates and quality of life (QOL)91. Like many other studies in 

this area, interim studies were also performed. In CLASICC, short-term outcomes, focusing on 
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histopathological markers and perioperative outcomes95 were studied. A post-hoc study was 

also performed, derived from the CLASSICC patient cohort, which investigated the incidence 

of small bowel obstruction and incisional hernia rates 3 years post-resection 96. 

A further study was also performed with 5-year follow-up data97. This study was performed to 

further analyse the relationship between (CRM) positivity and local recurrence, a relationship 

that was not elicited by the 3-year follow-up data. 

The Colon Cancer Laparoscopic or Open Resection study group (COLOR) 

This study was performed across 29 European hospitals from 1997 to 2003, a similar period to 

the CLASSIC trial. It compared laparoscopic to open surgery for colon cancer in 1248 patients 

(open 621, laparoscopic 627). This was designed as a noninferiority study with the primary 

endpoint of disease free survival after 3 years98. Similar to CLASSICC, an interim short-term 

outcomes study was performed analysing histopathological features and perioperative 

outcomes99. 

The Australian Laparoscopic Colon Cancer Study Trial (ALCCaS) 

The ALCCaS study was a multicentre RCT across Australia and New Zealand. It randomised 

patients with colon cancer to laparoscopic (294 patients) or open surgery (298 patients), 

accruing patients from 1998 and 2005, with the primary endpoint of overall survival, 

recurrence-free survival and freedom from recurrence rates100. A short-term interim study was 

also performed focusing on operative and post-operative complications, length of stay and 

histopathological data101. It was a noninferiority study powered to detect a 11% difference in 

the 5-year follow-up. 

LAPKON II 

The LAPKON II trial, a multicentre German study, was published a year after the ALCCaS 

trial and differed slightly in its methodology compared to the trials preceding it. All patients 
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underwent a laparoscopy to determine the feasibility of laparoscopic surgery. Following this, 

the surgeon was notified of the result of randomisation and treatment allocation before 

performing the operation. The study was designed in this fashion to represent real world 

practice and indeed out of the 679 patients included in the study, 207 patients were excluded 

from the trial after a diagnostic laparoscopy102. 

Japan Clinical Oncology Group Study (JCOG 0404) 

The JCOG study was a noninferiority study, performed to assess long-term survival for patients 

undergoing a ‘Japanese D3 resection’ for colon cancers. In Japan, a D3 resection was indicated 

for patients with stage II or III colon cancer, therefore only patients with this disease were 

included in the study. The definition of a D3 resection varied based on the operation performed. 

For right sided lesions, the vascular pedicle was ligated along with the lymph nodes along the 

superior mesenteric artery. For left side lesions, the lymph nodes at the root of the inferior 

mesenteric artery were removed with a high ligation of this vessel. Follow-up was over a 5-

year period. Patients were randomised from 2004-2009 to laparoscopic (529 patients) and open 

(528 patients). Secondary endpoints included intra-operative and postoperative complications 

and histopathological parameters. 

The Comparison of Open versus laparoscopic surgery for mid and low Rectal cancer after 

neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy (COREAN) trial. 

This South Korean study compared laparoscopic to open surgery for rectal cancers after 

neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy.  Only patients with preoperative stage cT3N0-2M0 with mid 

to low rectal cancers were included. 170 patients were assigned to each arm. The primary 

endpoint was 3 year overall survival with an interim study investigating histopathological 

factors, recovery of bowel function, perioperative morbidity, postoperative pain and quality of 

life scores103. This study used a large noninferiority margin of 15%. It also had the lowest 

conversion to open rate of any study of 1%. 
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Laparoscopic and/or Fast track (LAFA) trial 

The LAFA study was a multicentre Dutch study that ran over 9 centres from 2005-2009. Along 

with comparing laparoscopic to open surgery for colon cancer, patients were also stratified 

based on whether they received a fast-track program or standard care. The fast-track program 

used similar pre-operative, intraoperative and postoperative measures currently used in modern 

early recovery after surgery (ERAS) protocols and was outlined in a separated study104. The 

primary outcome of this study was total postoperative hospital stay. Secondary endpoints 

included overall morbidity, QOL, physical function and social functioning scales105. The 

LAFA group also published another paper reporting on the incidence of small bowel 

obstruction and incisional hernia. The data was collected by looking at the case notes of the 

patients included in the trial at 2 and 5 years 106. 

Enhanced Recovery Program trial (EnROL) 

The UK also ran an enhanced recovery program trial from 2008 – 2012. It ran over 12 centres 

and allocated patients to laparoscopic resection (103) or open resection (101) within an 

enhanced recovery program. This study was designed to answer the question whether open 

surgery would improve outcomes to the same extent as laparoscopic surgery within an 

enhanced recovery program, as many surgeons in the UK at that time were still only performing 

open colonic resections. Primary outcomes were postoperative physical fatigue and secondary 

outcomes were LOS, complications, reoperation rates, readmission rates, body image and 

pathological assessment107. 

2.3 Contemporary studies 

The two contemporary studies both looked at rectal cancers, specifically, how the rectum was 

mobilised. 
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The American College of Surgeons Oncology Group (ASCOG) Z6051 trial  

The ASCOG trial was a multicentre trial conducted across the United States and Canada 

between 2008 and 2013. Patients were randomised to open (222 patients) or laparoscopic (240 

patients) mobilisation of the rectum with the mobilisation of the proximal colon and ligation 

of vessels being performed laparoscopically in both groups. 27 patients in the laparoscopic arm 

underwent a conversion to open operation. These patients were not included in the laparoscopic 

group for the purpose of analysis, thereby going against the intention to treat principle. This 

study was again a non-inferiority study (margin 6%). The primary outcomes are disease free 

survival and overall survival, the results of which have not yet matured. A short-term outcomes 

paper has been published reporting histopathological outcomes, QOL data and peri-operative 

morbidity. 

 

The Australian Laparoscopic Cancer of the Rectum (ALaCaRT) trial 

The ALaCaRT study was very similar to ASCOG study but run in Australasia with 237 patients 

in the laparoscopic arm and 238 in the open arm. It was a non-inferiority study (margin 8%) 

that is also waiting to mature to report on disease free survival and overall survival. Its short-

term outcomes paper focused on histopathological markers, operative time, length of incision, 

rates of stoma and morbidity.  

Apart from the above studies, a number with small number and single centre have also been 

published108-121. 
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2.4 Key Outcomes from above trials 

2.4.1 Short-term oncological outcomes 

Short-term oncological outcomes reflect the adequacy and quality of surgery. In the 

CLASSICC trial, no difference was found in the circumferential resection margins between the 

two groups regardless of whether they involved colonic or rectal cancer. Similarly, there was 

no difference in the longitudinal margins for both arms, with no positive margin for the open 

surgery and one positive margin for laparoscopic surgery. Both arms yielded similar lymph 

node harvests (open 13.5 (IQR 8-19), laparoscopic 12 (IQR 8-17). This similarity was also 

reflected in the other two early large multicentre RCTs: the US and Canada COST trial and the 

European COLOR trial99,122. 

The ALCCaS trial also showed no difference between the two groups. The distal resection 

margin was the main histopathological outcome recorded with left and right cancers analysed 

separately. A similar proportion of specimens in each group was measured fresh or fixed in 

formalin. Left sided cancers did not show any difference in their distal margins between the 

laparoscopic and open groups in the fresh specimens (80 mm, range 15-370 vs 90 mm, range 

20-380mm respectively, p=0.355) or the fixed specimens (60 mm, range 8-310mm vs 70mm 

range 6-235 respectively). This was not the same for the right sided cancers with a significant 

difference in distal margins between the laparoscopic and open groups in both the fresh 

specimens (100 mm, range 15-300mm versus 140mm, range 30-537mm respectively 

p=0.000425) and the fixed specimens (70mm, range 15-455mm versus 108mm range 25-480 

respectively p=0.0012). The study hypothesised this could be due to inadequate mobilisation 

performed laparoscopically, particularly of cancers around the hepatic flexure101. The 

LAPKON II trial which ran during a similar time as the ALCCaS trial also showed no 

difference. 
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The two most contemporary studies, the US ASCOG Z6051 and the Australasian ALaCaRT 

compared laparoscopic to open surgery for rectal cancers92,94. Although histopathological 

markers were similar in both groups, both studies did not reach their non-inferiority margins, 

indicating that laparoscopic surgery was inferior to open surgery for adequacy of cancer 

clearance. Understandably, the conversion to open rates of these two studies (9% ALaCaRT 

and 11% ASCOG Z6051) were much less than the earlier studies (COST, CLASSICC, 

COLOR) where the conversion to open rates were all above 20%. The ALCCaS study was 

performed between these two groups, with a conversion rate between these two time periods 

of 14.6%. This indicates that as the quality of surgery improved over time, not much 

improvement was seen in these histopathological parameters. 

 

2.4.2 Short-term non-oncological outcomes (Length of stay, mortality and morbidity) 

2.4.2.1 Length of Stay (LOS) 

The early trials of CLASICC and COLOR showed a decreased length of stay favouring the 

laparoscopic arm of 2 days and 1 day respectively. 

The Australian experience yielded similar results with the earlier ALCCaS study showing a 

difference of 1 day but the contemporary ALaCaRT study reporting no difference in its two 

arms with both cohorts staying an average of 8 days in hospital. The ALaCaRT trial only 

studied rectal cancers and the more aggressive fast-track approach to colorectal surgery in the 

modern era may account for this lack of difference. 

This difference was not reflected in the other fast track/enhanced recovery programs with the 

LAFA trial reporting a 2-day difference between the laparoscopic and open fast track groups. 

Interesting, there was no difference between the open standard and fast track groups with both 
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cohorts staying an average of 7 days in hospital. The EnROL study reported a two-day 

difference favouring laparoscopy. 

2.4.2.2 Perioperative Mortality 

The literature does not reveal a difference in mortality between laparoscopic and open surgery 

for colorectal cancer. 

The CLASICC trial did not show a difference between perioperative mortality between the 

open and laparoscopic groups [open 13 (5%) laparoscopic 21 (4%)]. The study was performed 

using the intention to treat principle; therefore the conversion-to-open group’s mortality data 

was included with the laparoscopic group. When this was analysed separately, they found that 

operations completed laparoscopically had a lower perioperative mortality (open 5%, 

laparoscopic 1%, conversions 9%). Large cancers with invasion in surrounding structures were 

the main cause of converting to an open operation. The higher rate of mortality in this group 

was probably due to the riskier cancer profile rather than the conversion to an open operation 

per se.  

In the ALCCaS trial 4 patients (1.4%) died in hospital compared to 2 (0.7%) in the open group 

(p=0.448). Of these, only one death was due to an anastomotic leak, occurring in the 

laparoscopic group. The remainder were caused from medical complications. In the ALaCaRT 

trial, 1 patient died in the laparoscopic group and 2 patients in the open group, again not 

showing a difference between the two groups. 

2.4.2.3 Morbidity 

Most studies did not show a difference in postoperative complications between laparoscopic 

and open surgery. The earlier COST, COLOR and CLASICC trials did not report any 

difference in overall complications in the two arms, although CLASICC did report a high rate 

of chest complications in the laparoscopic group, the most common being a pneumonia. 
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CLASICC also recorded higher complication rates in rectal resections than colonic resections 

(13% vs 7%). The rates were also higher, as with mortality, for the converted patients. 

The two modern studies ASCOG and ALaCaRT recorded no significant difference in major 

complications between the two groups. 

The lack of difference between the two groups was surprising, as one might have expected 

fewer complications in the laparoscopic group given its minimally invasive nature. 

2.4.2.4 Re-operation 

The difference in re-operation rates between laparoscopic and open surgery varied across 

studies. 

One of the earliest studies comparing laparoscopic surgery to open surgery was run in Milan, 

published in 2002. This recruited patients from 2000 to 2001 in a single centre. 136 were 

allocated to the laparoscopic group and 133 to the open group. This conversion rate was 5.1%, 

a low rate for such an early study. They reported a reoperation rate that was lower for the 

laparoscopic group than the open group (5.9% and 9.8% respectively)119. The multicentre 

COST trial, published at the same time reported no significant difference in the re-operation 

rate (0.7% laparoscopic, 1.0% open.). 

The modern ASCOG trial showed double the re-operation rate in the laparoscopic group (5.0% 

versus 2.3%). 

The varied nature of these statistics reflects the heterogeneity of this outcome caused by 

multifactorial nature of the need for re-operation.  
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2.4.3 Long-term oncological outcomes  

Long-term oncological outcomes relate to recurrence rates, disease-free survival and overall 

survival. Recurrence rates between open and laparoscopic surgery were similar in most studies 

with some studies not supporting noninferiority. 

The COST study showed that laparoscopic surgery was noninferior to open surgery in terms 

of recurrence rates (hazard ratio 0.86, 95%CI 0.63 - 1.17).  Noninferiority was also reached for 

disease free survival and overall survival regardless of stage. 

The CLASICC trial reported no significant difference in recurrence rates between laparoscopic 

and open surgery for anterior resections with a difference of 0.6%. The difference between 

patients undergoing an abdominoperineal resection was 7.6%, favouring open surgery. As per 

study protocol, this was reported as not being clinically significant as it was below 10%. No 

difference was found in overall survival. 

The COLOR study also reported no difference in overall recurrence rates between open and 

laparoscopic resection (p=0.24). There was a non-significant difference in abdominal wall 

recurrence rates, with 1.3% of patients in the laparoscopic group and 0.4% of patients in the 

open group (p=0.09) having this form of recurrence. In regards to disease free survival, the 

difference at 3 years was 2.4% (95% CI -2.1% - 7.0%) and at 5 years was 0.4% (95% CI, -

5.3% - 6.1%). The p-value for disease free survival (the primary endpoint of the study) at 3 

years was 0.030, which did not reach the specified noninferiority significance margin of 0.025. 

Overall survival did not differ between the groups (HR 0.95 95% CI 0.74 – 1.22, p=0.70). 

ALCCaS also reported no difference in 5-year OS survival between the groups [laparoscopic 

7%, open 7.0%, HR 0.98 (95% CI 0.732 – 1.335)]. Although intention to treat analysis was 

maintained, a subgroup analysis of the conversion-to-open patients was performed which found 
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that they fared worse than either group with an OS at 5 years of 55.7%. No difference was seen 

in disease free survival or recurrence. 

The COREAN trial, with its large noninferiority margin, reported that noninferiority was 

reached for its three endpoints of disease-free survival, overall survival and local recurrence. 

This was true for overall survival [open surgery 90.4%, laparoscopic surgery 91.7%, difference 

-1.3% (95% CI -7.4% - 4.8%)] and local recurrence [open surgery 4.9%, laparoscopic surgery 

2.6%, difference 2.3% (95% CI -1.8 – 6.4%)]. However, the confidence interval of disease-

free survival crossed the noninferiority margin of 15% [open surgery 72.5%, laparoscopic 

surgery 79.2%, difference -6.7%, (95% CI -15.8% - 2.4%)]. The better survival rates in these 

patients compared to the above trials is most likely a result of half the patients being ypT1-2 

cancers, a much higher proportion than the Australasian, European and USA/Canada trials. 

2.4.4 Long-term outcomes, non-oncological 

Differences in quality of life (QOL) comparing laparoscopic to open resection was commonly 

investigated with some RCTs favouring laparoscopic surgery122,123 and some showing no 

difference91,121,124.  

Two other serious long-term non-oncological outcomes post-resection for colorectal cancer are 

adhesional intestinal obstruction and incisional hernia. 

Adhesional bowel obstruction causes debilitating symptoms of abdominal pain and nausea and 

vomiting, with some patients requiring interventional procedures such as insertion of 

nasogastric tubes and in severe cases, operations for adhesiolysis with or without bowel 

resection. Incisional hernias also cause significant morbidity with abdominal pain, 

disfigurement and need for operative intervention.  Urgent surgery may be required if 

strangulation develops. Performing operations laparoscopically decreases the incidence of 
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adhesions and is thought to decrease the incidence of incisional hernias because of smaller 

incisions.  

These complications have been the subject of RCTs created post hoc from data extracted from 

larger RCTs comparing laparoscopic to open surgery in colorectal cancer for oncological 

outcomes. There are also several non-RCTs investigating these complications in colorectal 

cancer comparing laparoscopic to open surgery. We felt it would be useful to perform a 

literature review of the data available on this topic. The resultant studies of the literature review 

were pooled in a meta-analysis which required the acquisition of statistical skills in performing 

risk of bias analysis, tests for heterogeneity and Forest plots.
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Chapter 3 The Inferiority of Noninferiority 

Trials. 

The above literature review revealed the prevalence of the noninferiority study design in the 

colorectal surgical literature. What follows is a perspective piece that is directed at surgeons 

and explains the methodology of this study design and its limitations. It has been published in 

the ANZ journal of surgery (the in-print version is attached as an appendix). 
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3.1 Background 

Noninferiority trials are becoming increasingly popular in surgical literature. They aim to 

demonstrate that a new treatment is no worse than an existing treatment regarding a specified 

outcome.  If non-inferiority is demonstrated, the new treatment may have additional benefits 

which favour its use.  However, the design of noninferiority trials is, in many ways, 

counterintuitive and prone to bias. In this article we wish to highlight the design features of 

noninferiority trials by showing how they differ from other studies. We will then explore the 

biases inherent in their design. 

 

3.2 Study Design 

A key to understanding noninferiority trials is that their null hypothesis is structured differently 

to that of other study designs.  In most comparative studies, the premise of the null hypothesis 

is that there is no difference between the intervention and the control arm. The purpose of 

statistical analysis is to search for evidence against the null hypothesis. The strength of this 

evidence, represented by the p-value, dictates whether we can accept or reject the null 

hypothesis. A low p-value provides evidence against the null hypothesis whereas a high p-

value fails to do so.   

In most two-sided comparative studies, the result can show either a difference between 

intervention and control or no difference. If a difference is found, the numerical result and its 

direction will indicate whether the intervention is better or worse than control.  

We will now restrict the discussion to studies that are one sided. A one-sided study only 

investigates whether the intervention is better than control or worse than control, but is not 

designed to test both outcomes. In the case of a superiority trial, the aim is to investigate 

whether an intervention is superior to control by a specified margin called the superiority 
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margin.  The null hypothesis is that the intervention is NOT SUPERIOR to control. As can be 

seen in Figure 3.1, not superior includes equivalence and inferiority. A one-sided superiority 

trial can only analyse if an intervention is superior or not-superior to control. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Superiority Trial 

■ Zone of inferiority to Control 

■ Zone of Equivalence to Control, between -Δ and Δ. 

■ Zone of Superiority to Control 

Δ  = superiority margin 
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To continue this line of reasoning we feel it is helpful to conceptualise the opposite of a one-

sided superiority study, which would be an inferiority study (never performed). This 

hypothetical one-sided study would investigate whether an intervention is inferior to control.  

The null hypothesis is that the intervention is NOT INFERIOR to control. Not-inferior includes 

equivalence and superiority (Figure 3.2).   

 

Figure 3.2 Inferiority Trial 

■ Zone of inferiority to Control 

■ Zone of Equivalence to Control, between -Δ and Δ. 

■ Zone of Superiority to Control 

-Δ = inferiority margin 
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In a noninferiority trial however, there is a very important change to the structure of the null 

hypothesis. The null hypothesis of a noninferiority trial is that the intervention is INFERIOR 

to control. Thus, the null hypothesis of a noninferiority trial does not include equivalence, in 

contrast to the null hypotheses of superiority and inferiority trials where equivalence is included 

(Figure 3.3).  If there is evidence against the null hypothesis of a noninferiority trial, then the 

intervention is NONINFERIOR to control which could either mean the intervention is 

equivalent or superior to control. 

 

Figure 3.3 Inferiority Trial 

■ Zone of inferiority to Control 

■ Zone of Equivalence to Control, between -Δ and Δ. 

■ Zone of Superiority to Control 

-Δ = noninferiority margin 
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A common misconception with a noninferiority trial is that, if the result is not significant (i.e. 

p-value greater than 0.05), then the intervention is equivalent to control, but this is not the case.  

In fact, if there is no evidence against the null hypothesis, the intervention in a noninferiority 

trial can only be inferior to control (Figure 3.4). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Inferiority Trial 

A. Intervention inferior to control 

B. Intervention inferior to control as 95%CI crosses Δ and P>0.05 therefore no convincing 

evidence against the null hypothesis. 

C. Intervention noninferior to control 

-Δ = noninferiority margin 
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3.3 Biases 

3.3.1 Type 2 error 

Failure to reject a null hypothesis when there is a real difference between the intervention and 

control is called a Type 2 error. When the difference between treatment groups is small, a large 

number of patients is required in each group to demonstrate this difference. This is true for any 

study where the null hypothesis includes equivalence (two-sided study, superiority study, 

inferiority study). In a small noninferiority study where the intervention is truly inferior to the 

control, it may be difficult to demonstrate this difference and equivalence/superiority is more 

likely to be found; a false rejection of the null hypothesis. This means, in small noninferiority 

studies, an intervention may be found to be equivalent to control when it is, in fact, inferior. 

3.3.2 Calculations of margins 

The noninferiority trial design aims to show that a new intervention is no worse than control 

by a prespecified margin, defined by the symbol Δ (delta). This margin is used in a manner 

analogous to the 95% confidence interval (CI) used in other trials. The calculation of this 

margin is critical: too small and a noninferior intervention may be found to be inferior, too 

large and a truly inferior intervention may be found to be noninferior. 

The ideal way of calculating Δ is using Historical Evidence where an active treatment was 

compared to placebo. This active treatment then becomes the control arm in a new 

noninferiority trial with a novel active treatment. The extent to which the original active 

treatment was superior to placebo becomes the noninferiority margin of the new trial. In this 

way, the trial aims to demonstrate that the new intervention is no worse than control by the 

same amount as control is superior to placebo. To ensure that Δ is as conservative as possible, 

the lower boundary of the 95% CI of the control vs placebo trial is used as Δ for the 

noninferiority trial comparing the novel intervention against control. 
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An example of this might be a trial of a novel oral anticoagulant that does not need serum 

monitoring. Usually, the existing drug has a large therapeutic effect compared with placebo. 

Therefore, the novel drug is likely to have only a small benefit over the existing drug. Ideally, 

a three-arm study comparing the new drug to the current drug, to placebo would be performed. 

However, this would be unethical as the placebo arm would lack therapeutic benefit. To 

perform a standard 2-sided trial of the new drug versus the existing drug would require large 

numbers to achieve adequate power. Therefore, a noninferiority study fits the requirements for 

this situation. 

In surgical noninferiority trials, the Historical Evidence model is rarely used as there are very 

few studies comparing a surgical procedure to placebo. Therefore, other, less objective methods 

of calculating Δ are required. Expert opinion or margins previously used in other similar studies 

determine the margin below which the new intervention is no worse than control.  In contrast 

to the Historical Evidence technique, this method of margin selection is prone to bias.  
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3.4 Conclusion 

Noninferiority studies are becoming increasingly popular in surgical literature and therefore it 

is important to understand their design, especially the null hypothesis being that the new 

intervention is inferior to the control. Their design favours rejecting a true null hypothesis in 

studies with smaller numbers; the opposite to other study designs. How a noninferiority margin 

is chosen should be stated. In surgical literature, margin choice is commonly based on 

professional opinion which is prone to bias and larger margins may falsely reject a true null 

hypothesis.  
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Chapter 4 Laparoscopic compared with 

open resection for colorectal cancer and 

long-term incidence of adhesional 

intestinal obstruction and incisional hernia: 

a systematic review and meta-analysis. 

Chapter 2 illustrates that the focus was on oncological outcomes in comparative studies of 

laparoscopic versus open surgery for colorectal cancers. The long-term non-oncological 

outcomes of incisional hernia and adhesional bowel obstruction are usually reported post hoc 

despite their potential for serious morbidity. We therefore summarised the current evidence of 

these serious complications and pooled their results in a meta-analysis. This was the largest 

study of its kind in the current literature and was published in the journal Diseases of the Colon 

and Rectum (in-print version is attached as an appendix).  
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4.1 Abstract 

Background 

Incisional hernia and adhesional intestinal obstruction are important complications of 

laparoscopic and open resection for colorectal cancer. This is the largest systematic review of 

comparative studies on this topic. 

Objective 

To investigate whether laparoscopic surgery decreases the incidence of incisional hernia and 

adhesional intestinal obstruction compared to open surgery for colorectal cancer. 

Data Sources 

Online databases PubMed, EMBASE and the Cochrane Library were searched. Abstracts from 

the annual meetings of the American Society of Colon and Rectal Surgeons and the European 

Society of Coloproctology were examined to cover grey literature. 

Study Selection 

We included both randomised and non-randomised comparative studies. 

Interventions 

Laparoscopic resection was compared to open resection for patients with colorectal cancer. 

Main outcomes measures 

Incisional hernia and adhesional intestinal obstruction. 
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Results 

Fifteen studies met inclusion criteria (6 RCTs/9 non-RCTs); 84172 patients. 

Meta-analysis showed decreased odds of developing incisional hernia in the laparoscopic 

cohort (OR 0.79, 95%CI 0.66 to 0.95, P = 0.01) but no difference in requirement for surgery 

(OR 1.07: 95% CI; 0.64 to 1.79, P = 0.79). 

Similarly, there were decreased odds of developing adhesional intestinal obstruction in the 

laparoscopic cohort (OR 0.81: 95%CI; 0.72 to 0.92, P = 0.001) but no difference in requirement 

for surgery (OR 0.84, 95%CI: 0.53 to 1.35, P = 0.48). 

Limitations 

Incisional hernia and adhesional intestinal obstruction were poorly defined in many studies. 

Conclusion 

Laparoscopic surgery is associated with decreased odds of incisional hernias and adhesional 

intestinal obstructions compared with open surgery for colorectal cancer. 
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4.2 Introduction 

Rationale 

Laparoscopic surgery has been shown to be equivalent to open surgery for oncological 

outcomes for colon cancer.91,98,100,125 It is favoured over open surgery for its short-term non-

oncological outcomes (decreased length of stay, decreased use of postoperative analgesia, 

quicker return of bowel function and improved quality of life).95,99,107,122 

Long-term non-oncological outcomes, such as incisional hernia (IH) and adhesional intestinal 

obstruction (AIO), have not been well studied. If laparoscopic surgery decreased the incidence 

of these potentially severe complications, this would further support its use over open surgery 

for resection of colorectal cancers (CRC). 

Objective 

The aim of this study was to perform a systematic review of the current randomised (RCT) and 

non-randomised (non-RCT) comparative studies of laparoscopic and open resection for CRC 

which evaluated the incidence of IH and AIO.  Meta-analysis was used to determine the odds 

of IH and AIO in laparoscopic compared with open surgery from pooled data. Subgroup 

analyses were performed based on quality of evidence (RCT/non-RCT) and the clinically 

important outcome of requirement for surgical intervention.  

4.3 Method 

This study was performed according to the PRISMA statement for reporting systematic reviews 

and meta-analyses 126-129. 

Protocol Registration 

The protocol for this review was registered in the PROSPERO database (registration number 

CRD42019116704) detailing inclusion criteria, search methodology, data extraction and risk 

of bias analysis.130  
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Eligibility Criteria 

Types of studies 

RCTs and non-RCTs, in English, comparing laparoscopic to open surgery for colorectal cancer 

were included. No publication date restrictions were imposed.  

Types of patients 

Patients of any age diagnosed with adenocarcinoma of the colon or rectum were considered. 

For studies reporting on both benign and malignant disease, data from malignant cases were 

extracted where possible. When this could not be done, data were only included if the majority 

of patients in the study had CRC (> 70%). Both elective and emergency cases were included. 

Type of intervention 

Laparoscopic colorectal resection. If the study stated that the intervention was a laparoscopic 

resection, it was categorised as such. Laparoscopic converted to open cases remained in the 

laparoscopic cohort, maintaining the intention to treat principle. 

Type of comparison 

Open resection. Operation performed through a laparotomy either midline or transverse. 

Types of outcomes 

The two outcomes of interest were IH and AIO. If the study stated that IH or AIO was present, 

it was classified as such. 

Information sources 

A validated search strategy131 was performed of the medical databases. The electronic medical 

databases used were: PubMed, EMBASE (1974 – present) and Cochrane Library. Literature 

that has been unpublished or published in non-commercial forms (Grey literature) was also 

searched. This consisted of hand searching the abstracts of the two major international 

colorectal meetings. The European Society of Coloproctology commenced their annual 
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meetings in 2006 and the abstracts are published in the journal, Colorectal Disease. All 

abstracts from 2006 onwards were examined. The American Society of Colon and Rectal 

Surgery publishes the abstracts from its annual meeting in the Journal, Diseases of Colon and 

Rectum. Abstracts presented after 2000 were examined.  

Search strategy 

We used the following MeSH terms to search PubMed: Colorectal neoplasm, colonic 

neoplasm, rectal neoplasm, laparoscopy, incisional hernia and intestinal obstruction. These 

terms were combined with the Cochrane Highly selective Search strategy found in the 

Cochrane Handbook.131 A similar search strategy was used for EMBASE and Cochrane Library 

databases. The grey literature was hand searched for relevant articles in keeping with the 

inclusion criteria. All bibliographies of the selected full text articles were hand searched for 

further relevant articles. 

  

 

 (((((((randomized controlled trial [pt]) OR controlled clinical trial [pt]) OR randomized [tiab]) 

OR placebo [tiab]) OR drug therapy [sh]) OR randomly [tiab]) OR trial [tiab]) OR groups [tiab])  

AND (colorectal neoplasm AND colonic neoplasm AND rectal neoplasm) AND laparoscopy 

AND (incisional hernia OR intestinal obstruction) 

 

      

 

Cochrane Key 

Mesh Terms 
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Study selection 

Titles and abstracts were reviewed against the inclusion and exclusion criteria listed above. 

The full texts of the articles were then reviewed for further exclusions. Reasons for excluding 

studies were recorded at each stage of this process. The search was performed by two reviewers 

independently. Disagreements between reviewers were resolved by consensus. The results of 

the search were presented as a PRISMA flow diagram.129 

Data collection process 

Data was extracted from each study by two researchers using a premade template. The variables 

collected are listed in Table 4.1. 

Risk of bias analysis 

For RCTs, bias was assessed using the ROB 2.0 tool and for non-RCTs, the ROBIN-I tool was 

used132,133The risk of bias for each domain of the tool as well as the overall risk of bias were 

presented on a risk of bias summary table as described in 8.6.c in the Cochrane Handbook for 

systematic Reviews of Interventions.131 The tools were used by two reviewers and 

disagreements were resolved by consensus. 

Summary Measures 

The odd ratios of IH and AIO comparing laparoscopic to open surgery for colorectal cancer 

were the primary measures of treatment effect. Meta-analysis was performed using individual 

data from all studies. The odds ratios from each study were pooled and weighted using the 

DerSimonian and Laird134 random effects model. Results were presented on Forest plots. 

Heterogeneity was tested using the I2 statistic with values of 25%, 50% and 75% considered to 

be low, moderate and high respectively135,136. 
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Methods of analysis 

If available, the raw data from studies were recorded. In the cases when the outcome was 

measured as a percentage, the percentage was multiplied by the number in the cohort and 

rounded to the nearest whole number. In studies with patients with benign and malignant 

disease, if possible, data from only the malignant subset was recorded. Groups were combined 

to create dichotomous data (e.g. combining transverse laparotomy group and midline 

laparotomy) for analysis. To examine potential heterogeneity due to study design, subgroup 

analyses was performed separating RCTs from non-RCTs. A further subgroup analysis of the 

clinically important outcome of requirement for surgery (IH and AIO requiring operation vs 

no operation) was also performed. 

Statistical analysis was performed using Stata version 15.0 (College Station, Texas, USA) 

statistical software. 

Risk of bias across studies 

Publication bias was investigated by visual assessment of funnel plots with further 

substantiation by Harbord’s test137.  
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Study selection 

Using the inclusion criteria and search algorithms described above, 127 articles were found in 

online databases. A further 6 articles were found during a grey literature search. A bibliography 

search revealed another 4 studies. 137 articles were screened. The PRISMA diagram in Fig. 

4.1 details how the final studies were selected.33,96,106,138-149 

4.3.2 Study Characteristics 

Of the 15 studies selected, 6 were RCTs 96,106,146-148 and 9 were non-RCTs.33,138-145 The total 

population in the included studies was 84172 patients (laparoscopic 13390, open 70782). 

Publication dates ranged from 2002 to 2019. Three studies included patients with both colon 

and rectal cancers, one study only included patients with rectal cancers, two studies only 

included patients with right sided cancers and the remainder only included patients with colonic 

cancers. Only two trials included emergency cases.33,141 Even within these two studies, 

emergency cases were a minority. We were unable to separate the elective from the emergency 

cases within these studies. Two studies by Jensen et al138,139 used the same patient cohort but 

one studied AIO and the other IH. In our meta-analysis AIO and IH were also separately 

analysed, therefore these studies were never combined.  In terms of the type of laparoscopic 

operation performed, there were no reports of hand-assisted operations, 5 studies did not 

describe their laparoscopic technique in detail,33,106,138,139,143 one study was pure laparoscopic 

rectal resection149 and the remainder described a laparoscopic mobilisation and vessel ligation 

with extracorporeal anastomosis for colonic tumours and intraluminal anastomosis with a 

endoscopic circular stapler for left and rectal cancers. 

Definition of AIO and IH was generally poor. In regards to defining AIO, 3 studies offered no 

detail,142,145,146 3 studies relied on administrative data coding to define a small bowel 
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obstruction33,138,147 and 4 studies had good definitions, relying on clinical notes.96,106,143,149 In 

defining IH, 2 studies relied on clinical notes indicating a hernia at a portsite or extraction 

site,96,148 2 studies did the same but also looked at postoperative radiology,106,141 two study 

relied on administrative data codes for IH33,139 and 5 studies did not give a definition of 

IH.140,142,144-146 Only one study reported IH as a rate.148 

Eleven studies published conversions rates from laparoscopic to open with an average 

conversion rate of 13% (range 0.0% to 24.5%).96,106,140-142,144-150 The length of followup was 

reported in all cases and was approximately 4 to 5 years in duration. Reschef et al. included 

both benign and malignant cases (70% malignant),143 all other studies only included CRC. All 

studies were well matched in terms of age and sex (Table 4.1). Most studies had a moderate to 

high risk of bias (Figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.1 Prisma Flow Diagram 
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Table 4.1 Characteristics of included studies. 

Study Country Type of study No. 

Age (years) 

Mean (Median) 

Sex 

(% male) 

Tumour 

position 

Intervention/ 

control 

Extraction 

site 

Recruitment 

dates 

Year of 

publication 

Conv 

rate (%) Follow up (months) 

Lost to 

followup    
Lap Open Lap Open Lap  Open  

  
 Start End 

  
Lap Open Lap Open 

Winslow148 USA RCT 37 46 69 66 NS NS Colon lap/open Midline. 

Right sided 

periumbilical, 

left sided 

suprapubic 

1995 2000 2002 15 31.1 ± 16.9 # 29.4 ± 18.6 # 2 4 

Braga146 Italy RCT 190 201 65 67 61 60 Colon & 

rectum 

lap/open Midline NSb 2005 4 36 (15 – 60) ^ NS 

CLASICC96 UK RCT 280 131 69 70 58 56 Colon & 

rectum 

lap/open NS 1996 2002 2010 25 40.8 (0 - 117.6) ^ 203 

LAFA106 Netherlands RCT 208 191 68 67 58 59 Colon lap/open Midline, 

transverse, 

Pfannisteal, 

muscle 

splitting 

2005 2009 2014 12 40.8 (31.2 – 52.8) ^ 1 

COLOR147 Netherlands

/Spain 

RCT 383 403 NS NS 51 53 Colon lap/open NS 1997 2003 2011 21 49.2 # 51.6 # 4 

COLOR II149 8 Countries RCT 699 345 (67) (66) 64 61 Rectum lap/open Midline, 

transverse left, 

transverse 

right, 

pfannisteal, 

perineal 

2004 2010 2019 16 61 

(0 – 112) ^ 

61 

(0 – 124) ^ 

29 14 

Veenhof144 Netherlands Cohort study 25 28 (68) (75) 52 32 Right 

colon  

lap/open 

(transverse 

incision) 

Supraumbilical 2005 2009 2011 8 18 

(4 – 50) ^ 

20 

(1 – 60) ^ 

NS 

 

Lorenzen140 Italy Matched 

cohort study 

40 80 70 71 43 50 Right 

colon  

lap/open Upper midline 2005 2014 2016 0 40.5 ± 26.9 # NS 

 

Vignali145 Italy Matched 

Cohort Study 

98 98 70 69 53 48 Colon & 

rectum 

lap/open NS 2002 2012 2013 13 62 (12 – 132) ^ NS 

 

Patankar142 USA Matched 

Cohort Study 

172 172 67 69 43 45 Colon & 

rectum 

lap/open NS 1991 2001 2003 20 52 

(3 – 120) *  

59 

(3 – 129) * 

0 0 

Reschef143 USA Cohort study 205 205 50 50 44 52 Colon & 

rectum 

lap/open NS 1998 2010 2013 NS 46 ± 3 # 36 ± 3 # NS 

Mishra141 UK Cohort study 289 768 68 69 50 59 Colon & 

rectum 

lap/open Right sided 

RUQ muscle 

splitting, Left 

sided LLQ 

muscle 

splitting 

2006 2011 2014 0 44 (9 – 72) ^ NS 

Jensen SBO138 Denmark Cohort Study 1604 6979 70-80 

Most common 

range 

50 48 Colon lap/open NS 2001 2008 2016 NS 84 

(73.2 – 96) ~ 

115.2 

(92.4–34.4) ~ 

0 18 

Jensen IH139 Denmark Cohort Study 1588 6901 70-80 

Most common 

range 

50 48 Colon lap/open NS 2001 2008 2016 NS 105.6 (84 – 128.4) ~ 0 18 

Dobbins33 Australia Cohort Study 2318 25629 69 69 52 54 Colon & 

rectum 

lap/open NS 2000 2008 2014 NS estimated at 6.0 years NS 

a IQR = Interquartile range b NS = not stated # = mean ± standard deviation (sd) * = mean (range) ^ = median (range) ~ = median (interquartile range) 
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A 

 Bias arising from 

the 

randomisation 
process 

Bias due to 

deviations from 

intended 
interventions 

Bias due to 

missing 

outcome data 

Bias in 

measurement of 

the outcome 

Bias in 

selection of the 

reported result 

Overall risk 

of bias 

Winslow148       

Braga146       

CLASICC96       

LAFA106       

COLOR147       

COLOR II149       
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 Bias due to 
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Bias in the 
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patients in 

to the study 

Bias in the 
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of 

interventions 

Bias due to 
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from the 

intended 

interventions 

Bias due to 

missing 
data 

Bias in the 
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Veenhof144         
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Patankar142         
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Jensen 
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Jensen 
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Figure 4.2 Cochrane risk of bias assessment. 

A, Cochrane risk of bias assessment of the randomized controlled trials. 

B, Cochrane risk of bias assessment of the nonrandomized trials. 

■ Low risk of bias 

■ Moderate risk of bias 

■ Severe risk of bias 
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4.3.3 Outcomes 

Incisional hernia 

Five RCTs96,106,146,148,149 and 7 non-RCTs33,139-142,144,145 assessed the odds of IH with a total of 

40521 patients (lap 5944 cases, 430 hernias; open 34577 cases, 2129 hernias). 

Pooled meta-analysis showed decreased odds of developing IH in the laparoscopic cohort (OR 

0.79, 95%CI 0.66 to 0.95, P = 0.01). On subgroup analysis, both RCTs and non-RCTs had a 

similar odds ratio but in neither group did it reach significance [(OR 0.80, 95%CI 0.61 to 1.05, 

P = 0.11) and (OR 0.78, 95%CI 0.60 to 1.01, P = 0.06) respectively] (Figure 4.3). 

Overall there was moderate evidence of heterogeneity (I2 = 32%). On subgroup analysis, there 

was low evidence of heterogeneity in the RCTs (I2 = 5.7%, P = 0.37) whereas there was 

evidence of moderate heterogeneity for the non-RCT studies (I2 = 49%), suggesting that much 

of the heterogeneity was due to the non-RCTs. A funnel plot was symmetrical (Figure 4.4) 

indicating no significant publication bias. This was substantiated with a Harbord’s test (-0.594, 

95%CI -1.88 to 0.69, P = 0.33) indicating no small-study effect.  
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Figure 4.3 Forrest plot, incisional hernia. RCT = randomized controlled study;  

non-RCT = nonrandomized study 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Funnel plot; incisional hernia.  
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Incisional Hernia requiring operation 

Five RCTs96,106,146,148,149 and 2 non-RCTs141,142 assessed IH requiring an operation with a total 

of 3729 patients (laparoscopic 1875 cases, 107 hernias requiring operation; open 1854 cases, 

86 hernias requiring operation). 

Pooled meta-analysis did not indicate either modality of surgery increased the odds of IH 

requiring an operation (OR 1.07: 95% CI; 0.64 to 1.79, P = 0.79). In subgroup analysis, the 

RCTs similarly did not favour either modality (OR 0.77: 95% CI; 0.54 to 1.10, P = 0.16) 

however non-RCTs showed greater odds of requiring an operation in the laparoscopic group 

(OR 2.44: 95%CI; 1.27 to 4.67, P = 0.01) (Figure 4.5). 

Although there was little heterogeneity in either subgroup, overall there was moderate evidence 

of heterogeneity (I2 = 56%, P = 0.03). A Funnel plot was asymmetrical (Figure 4.6) with one 

study lying outside the 95%CI limits although a Harbord’s test was not significant and crossed 

1 (1.35: 95%CI; -2.56 to 5.25, P = 0.42). 
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Figure 4.5 Forrest plot, incisional hernia requiring operation. RCT = randomized controlled 

study; non-RCT = nonrandomized study 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Funnel plot; incisional hernia requiring operation.  
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Adhesional small bowel obstruction 

Five RCTs96,106,146,148,149 and 3 non-RCTs33,143,145 assessed the incidence of AIO with a total of 

31307 patients (lap 4 240 cases, 381 AIO; open 27067 cases, 3537 AIO). 

Pooled meta-analysis showed decreased odds of developing AIO in the laparoscopic cohort 

(OR 0.81: 95%CI; 0.72 to 0.92, P = 0.001). Subgroup analysis revealed similar results (Figure 

4.7). 

Overall, there was low evidence of heterogeneity (I2 = 0.0%, P = 0.52) and on subgroup 

analysis, both the RCTs and non-RCTs also had low evidence of heterogeneity (I2 = 27% and 

I2 = 0.0% respectively). A Funnel plot was symmetrical (Figure 4.8) indicating no significant 

publication bias which was substantiated with a Harbord’s test (-19: 95%CI; -1.35 to 0.98, 

P=0.71) indicating no small-study effects. 
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Figure 4.7 Forrest plot, adhesional intestinal obstruction. RCT = randomized controlled study; 

non-RCT = nonrandomized study 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Funnel plot; adhesional intestinal obstruction.  
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Adhesional small bowel obstruction requiring operation  

Five RCTs96,106,146,148,149 and 2 non-RCTs138,143 assessed AIO requiring an operation with a total 

of 11747 patients (laparoscopic 3428 cases, 107 AIO requiring operation; open 8319 cases, 

264 AIO requiring operation). 

Pooled meta-analysis did not indicate either modality of surgery increased the odds of AIO 

requiring an operation (OR 0.84, 95%CI: 0.53 to 1.35, P = 0.48). In subgroup analysis, the 

RCTs similarly did not favour either modality (OR 1.10: 95%CI; 0.68 to 1.78, P =0.71) 

however non-RCTs showed decreased odds of requiring an operation in the laparoscopic group 

(OR 0.60: 95%CI; 0.41 to 0.87, p = 0.01) (Figure 4.9). 

Overall there was low evidence of heterogeneity (I2 = 43%, P = 0.14). A Funnel plot was 

symmetrical (Figure 4.10) and was substantiated with a Harbord’s test (-0.11: 95%CI; -2.57 to 

2.36, p = 0.92). 
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Figure 4.9 Forrest plot, adhesional intestinal obstruction requiring operation. RCT = 

randomized controlled study; non-RCT = nonrandomized study 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Funnel plot; adhesional intestinal obstruction requiring operation.  
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4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Summary of findings 

This review encompassing 84172 patients, is the largest systematic review and meta-analysis 

evaluating IH and AIO in laparoscopic and open cases for colorectal cancer. The findings are 

globally generalisable due to the pooling of large multicentre studies from around the world. 

The inclusion of randomised and non-randomised studies has enabled maximal utilisation of 

available data and adequate power, having tested for heterogeneity. 

This is also the first study to examine AIO and IH as primary outcomes after colorectal cancer 

resectional surgery 

This study demonstrated a small decrease in odds (~20%) of IH and AIO after laparoscopic 

surgery compared with open surgery. However, there was no difference in operative 

intervention for IH and AIO. Findings from RCTs and non-RCTs were similar. 

4.4.2 Comparison to other published studies 

The incidence of IH and AIO in colorectal cancer patients was reported in a Cochrane review 

in 2008.151 Only two studies were analysed for IH and one for AIO and no difference was found 

between laparoscopic and open resection. A similar meta-analysis was performed but included 

benign cases. Whilst larger than the Cochrane review, it was much smaller than this current 

study.152 We purposefully omitted benign disease from this study. Especially in the case of 

inflammatory diseases, such as diverticular disease, factors associated with pathology process 

may influence the incidence of IH and AIO in addition to the modality of surgery. 
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4.4.3 Limitations 

The number of cases from RCTs was relatively small. However, restricting this study only to 

RCTs would have excluded the large number of cases available from non-RCTs and decreased 

the power and generalisability of the study. 

Dobbins et al,33 a large study using administrative data, heavily weighted the main analysis for 

AIO and IH. When Dobbins was excluded from the analysis, the results for IH remained the 

same with decreased odds of developing an IH in the laparoscopic group (OR 0.75, 95%CI 

0.61 to 0.92, P = 0.01), similar to the original results  (OR 0.79, 95%CI 0.66 to 0.95, P = 0.01). 

Analysing AIO without Dobbins resulted in only two small studies remaining in the non-RCTs 

subgroup. The results for the RCT subgroup remained the same. The overall result was similar 

but with wider confidence intervals and was no longer significant, (OR 0.85, 95%CI 0.64 to 

1.14, P = 0.29) (original results (OR 0.81: 95%CI; 0.72 to 0.92, P = 0.001)). 

As seen in figure 4.2, measurement error was a potential source of bias in this study with AIO 

and IH being poorly defined in most of the contributing studies. Given that the RCTs were not 

primarily designed to examine incidence of AIO and IH, these post hoc studies are likely to be 

underpowered for these outcomes and this is likely to explain the outcomes being poorly 

defined. This issue should be taken into account when interpreting the results from this 

analysis. It is unlikely that RCTs comparing laparoscopic to open surgery with the primary 

outcomes of IH and AIO will occur. Therefore, meta-analysis of the available data will remain 

the highest level of evidence on this topic. 

The number of cases was small in the subgroup of patients requiring an operation for IH and 

AIO, creating potential for Type II error. 

Reschef et al included benign and malignant colorectal cases.143 Although the majority of cases 

were malignant, 30% were benign. This is unlikely to affect the outcome. 
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The studies included in this analysis span seventeen years. The expertise in laparoscopic 

surgery is likely to be greater in the later studies, evident by the decrease in conversion rates. 

As proficiency in laparoscopy increases over time, these complications may further decrease. 

4.5 Conclusion 

The odds of developing incisional hernia and adhesional small bowel obstruction in patients 

undergoing resection for colorectal cancer were decreased in laparoscopic surgery compared 

with open surgery. On subgroup analysis based on more limited data, there was no difference 

in requirement for surgical intervention. 
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4.6 Statistical Explanations 

4.6.1 The PRISMA statement 

The PRISMA statement is a guide to help authors create a transparent systematic review and 

meta-analysis that is complete. The PRISMA statement is the sequel to the quality of reporting 

of meta-analysis (QUOROM) statement126. The QUOROM statement is a list of preferred items 

to address when preparing a systematic review and meta-analysis. The list was created from a 

conference of steering committee of 30 individuals including epidemiologists, clinicians, 

statisticians and researchers who conducted or edited systematic reviews or meta-analyses. 

Despite this statement, evidence still existed of poor quality in reporting systematic reviews 

and meta-analysis127 prompting a revision of the QUOROM statement, the PRISMA statement. 

The PRISMA statement refines what was stated in the QUOROM statement while addressing 

new advances in ‘risk of bias analysis’ and the inclusion of non-randomised trials in some 

systematic reviews and meta-analysis. 

The PRISMA statement consists of a table which lists 27 points to be addressed during a 

systematic review and meta-analysis128. It is used in conjunction with a separate document, the 

PRISMA explanation and elaboration paper129. The 27 points of the statement cover all aspects 

of a paper divided into title, abstract, methods, results, discussion and funding. The explanation 

and elaboration document expands on each point and also provides an ideal example. 

4.6.2 Protocol Registration 

It is important to register a meta-analysis in a database to ensure that duplication does not occur 

and to reduce reporting bias by enabling comparison of the final study to what was planned in 

the protocol. PROSPERO is one of the largest prospectively collated databases of systematic 

review and meta-analysis study protocols. 
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4.6.3 The Cochrane Handbook 

This validated search method was based on the advice contained within the Cochrane 

Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions. It contains the steps used by the Cochrane 

group in planning a review, searching and selecting studies, data collection, risk of bias analysis 

and statistical analysis. This handbook recommends searching the three largest databases 

(MEDLINE, EMBASE and the Cochrane Library.) with Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) 

terms. These terms are the vocabulary used for indexing journal articles within these databases. 

They exist within a tree with broad terms constituting the trunk and more specific terms, the 

branches. Terms further up the trunk will yield greater results with lower specificity whereas 

the branches consist of terms with increasing specificity but will yield fewer results. These 

‘MeSH trees’ can be searched to ensure the right terms are used. These MeSH terms are 

combined with the Cochrane Highly selective search strategy. This search strategy maximises 

the number of trials found in a search. The handbook also recommends searching grey 

literature. Grey literature consists of unpublished studies that are an important source of data. 

They tend to more current as they do not go through the longer process of peer review and 

editing that usually goes into a published study. Inclusion of grey literature can potentially 

result in less publication bias by including literature that may be overlooked by journals due to 

negative results or smaller populations. Finally, the bibliographies of all articles in the final 

group should be searched to find additional studies. 

4.6.4 Risk of bias assessment 

The Cochrane group created tools to analyse the biases present within a systematic review or 

meta-analysis. These tools allow reviewers to assess the limitations of a meta-analysis based 

on the quality of its constituent studies. The Risk of Bias (ROB) 2.0 tool is the latest iteration 

of this tool used to analyse the bias present in randomised controlled trials. It covers six areas 

of bias: bias arising from the randomisation process, bias due to deviations from the intended 
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intervention, bias due to missing outcome data, bias in measurement of the outcome and bias 

in the selection of the reported result. Each of these areas has questions to determine whether 

the bias is low, moderate or high. An overall bias for the paper is calculated based on the biases 

in each of these areas. A similar tool was created for non-randomised studies, the Risk of Bias 

in Non-Randomised Studies – of Interventions (ROBIN-I) tool. The areas of bias evaluated in 

this tool are: bias arising from confounding, bias in selection of participants into the study, bias 

in the classification of interventions, bias due to deviations from the intended interventions, 

bias due to missing data, bias in measurement of outcomes and bias in selection of the reported 

result. Similar to the ROB 2.0 tool, each area is graded as low, moderate or high risk of bias 

and an overall risk of bias is calculated.  The biases present in all the papers can be summarized 

in a ‘heat’ map as shown in this study. 

4.6.5 Pooling data, fixed effect vs random effect models 

There are two broad categories for pooling data in a meta-analysis: fixed effect model and 

random effect model. A meta-analysis will use a fixed effect model if the effect of the 

intervention is the same across studies. This indicates that the variability in the effect across 

studies is solely due to chance. In a practical sense, this type of meta-analysis contains studies 

that consist of patients from the same population having exactly the same intervention. 

Therefore, the weight given to a study is dependant entirely on its size. This almost never occurs 

in the surgical literature as patient populations and interventions vary across studies. The 

random effects model takes this variability into account, hence its use in our study. It tries to 

calculate the true effect by calculating the mean effect of all the studies within the meta-

analysis. Weight is given to a study based on how much information a study adds to finding 

this true effect. Therefore, smaller studies with greater variability are given more weight than 

they would under a fixed effect model and larger studies less. In this way, the final result is less 

likely to be dominated by larger studies. If there is publication bias within the studies included 
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in a meta-analysis, this could result in a biased result. Therefore, when performing a random 

effects analysis, testing for heterogeneity and publication bias is important.     

4.6.6 Testing for heterogeneity 

Assessing for heterogeneity is an important test in a meta-analysis. It investigates whether the 

differing results in each study are due to chance. To put it another way, the null hypothesis of 

a heterogeneity test is that all the studies included in a meta-analysis are analysing the same 

effect of an intervention. The original test used to measure heterogeneity is the Cochrane Q 

test153. This test measures the difference of each study’s effect from the overall effect found in 

the meta-analysis. A low p-value indicates evidence against the null hypothesis (i.e. the studies 

are heterogenous) and a high p-value indicates evidence for the null hypothesis (i.e. the studies 

are homogenous). The Q test in known to be poor at detecting true heterogeneity in a meta-

analysis containing a small number of studies and too readily shows heterogeneity in meta-

analysis with a large number of studies. A larger number of studies would be more likely to 

have differing methodology, follow-up times, exclusion criteria and patient demographics. 

Therefore, a more useful measure is not one that simply tests for heterogeneity in the effect of 

the studies, but how much this heterogeneity affects the pooled result of the meta-analysis. The 

test used in our study was the I2 test. The I2 test measures the percentage of the total variation 

across the study that is due to heterogeneity rather than chance. The formula for calculating I2 

is 100%× I2=Q-df/Q, where Q is the Cochrane Q test, and df is the degrees of freedom. For 

example, if a meta-analysis has an I2 statistic of 25%, this is interpreted as 25% of the overall 

result is due to heterogeneity rather than chance. Commonly, heterogeneity is classified as low, 

moderate and high for I2 values of 25%, 50% and 75% respectively. 

4.6.7 Publication bias 

Publication bias is a failure to publish a study based on the direction or strength of its results. 

This bias will result in mostly positive studies or studies with large effects being published in 
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the literature. If these studies were combined in a meta-analysis, the pooled result may be 

overestimation of the true effect or in extreme cases the opposite of the true effect. Publication 

bias is most commonly assessed visually with a funnel plot. The x-axis of the funnel plot is the 

treatment effect of the study whereas the y-axis represents the precision of the study. Precision 

is this context refers to the certainty of the result of the study. This is a direct reflection of the 

size of the study. The larger the study the more precise. The dots on Figure 4.4 represents 

individual studies. The solid vertical line represents the overall effect of the meta-analysis with 

the dotted lines representing the confidence intervals, creating an upside-down funnel. As can 

be seen, the dotted lines narrow as we travel towards the top of the funnel, i.e. as the studies 

become more precise. As would be expected, the larger studies lie closer to the overall effect 

line whereas the small studies are more scattered at the base of the funnel. Two important points 

can be seen with a visual assessment of this funnel plot. The first concern the symmetry of the 

studies. If both positive and negative studies are published in equal amounts in the meta-

analysis, the studies should lie symmetrically within this funnel, indicating no publication bias. 

An asymmetrical funnel plot indicates a preference in the literature for studies with a positive 

result indicating publication bias. The second point concerns study outliers. If a study lies 

outside the funnel it is an outlier and consideration should be given as to whether it is excluded 

from the study. 
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Chapter 5 Comparison of rates of 

incisional hernia and adhesional intestinal 

obstruction after laparoscopic and open 

colorectal cancer surgery: a cohort study. 

 

A weakness of the meta-analysis in Chapter 4 was the poor definition of incisional hernia and 

adhesional intestinal obstruction in most of the studies. As stated previously this was due to the 

post hoc nature of many of the trials. Moreover, these complications were presented as an 

incidence and rarely as a rate. In this study, we hope to fill this gap in the literature by setting 

up a study purpose built to look at incisional hernia and adhesional intestinal obstruction 

comparing laparoscopic to open resection for colorectal cancer. We also performed a survival 

analysis to present these outcomes as a rate.  
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5.1 Abstract 

Background 

This study aimed to compare rates of incisional hernia (IH) and adhesional intestinal 

obstruction (AIO) between laparoscopic and open surgery from a validated, prospectively-

collated database. 

Method 

This was a retrospective cohort study using hospital notes and radiology data. All patients 

undergoing laparoscopic or open surgery for CRC from January 1st 2014 to December 31st 2014 

were included. The rates of subsequent IH and AIO were recorded. Patient demographics, co-

morbidities and operative details were also recorded. Univariable and multivariable Cox 

Regression analysis was performed. 

Results 

Of the 64 patients, 10 of 26 (38%) patients in the open group and 16 of 38 (42%) patients in 

the laparoscopic group developed IH. The hazard ratio for IH comparing laparoscopic and open 

surgery was 0.85 (95% CI 0.38 – 1.89; p = 0.69) favouring the laparoscopic cohort but with 

wide confidence intervals and insignificant p-value. The adjusted Hazard ratio after 

multivariable cox regression analysis was 0.98 (95% CI = 0.39 – 2.50; p = 0.97). All hernias 

were small and midline or umbilical apart from one upper-abdominal port-site hernia.  

Three patients developed AIO [(open: 2 (8%), laparoscopic: 1 (3%)]; event numbers too small 

for meaningful Cox regression analysis. 

Conclusion 

The hazard of incisional hernia did not differ between laparoscopic and open cases. This study 

also revealed that the majority of hernias were small, midline and asymptomatic. 
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Adhesional bowel obstruction was demonstrated to be an uncommon complication of either 

technique. 
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5.2 Introduction 

The oncological outcomes of laparoscopic surgery for colon cancer have been shown to be 

equivalent to open surgery 91,98,100,125. Laparoscopic surgery has been favoured over open 

surgery for its short-term non-oncological outcomes (decreased length of stay, decreased use 

of post-operative analgesia, quicker return of bowel function and improved quality of 

life)95,99,107,122.  

Two other long-term non-oncological outcomes are incisional hernia (IH) and adhesional 

intestinal obstruction (AIO). IH are usually asymptomatic but can cause severe morbidity. 

Similarly, AIO can cause recurrent admissions and may require operative management.  

Studies suggest that laparoscopic surgery may decrease the incidence of IH and AIO. Some of 

the randomised controlled studies (RCT) investigating these complications were post hoc 

analyses with diminished methodological quality compared to the original trial design 96,106,146. 

Others had imprecise definitions of IH or AIO140,142,144,146,148,150 and rates were infrequently 

analysed. 

The aim of this study is to analyse the rates of IH and AIO comparing laparoscopic and open 

surgery from a validated, prospectively-collated database.  

5.3 Method 

5.3.1 Study design 

This was a retrospective cohort study. Ethical approval was granted by the Research, 

Governance and Ethics Department, Office for Research, Melbourne Health. The laparoscopic 

and open cohorts were derived from the Royal Melbourne Hospital General Surgical Audit, a 

validated, prospective and peer-reviewed database154. All patients who underwent a 

laparoscopic or open resection for colorectal cancer from January 1st 2014 to December 31st 

2014 at Royal Melbourne Hospital were included in this study. 
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Data on patient demographics, comorbidities, preoperative work-up, operative details and post-

operative course (Table 5.1) were collected by retrospective analysis of patient histories, from 

the date of the operation to April 30th 2018. All surgeries were performed or supervised by 

eight colorectal surgeons. All surgeons perform laparoscopic and open colorectal surgery. 

Techniques of closure were the same across surgeons with 1 PDS sutures used for mass closure 

of laparotomy wounds and 0 Vicryl sutures used for port sites. 

5.3.2 Incisional hernia 

An IH was defined as any hernia through an operative incision. Parastomal hernias were not 

included. 

Data concerning the occurrence of an IH was recorded as a rate (i.e. both the occurrence of IH 

and the time at which it occurred). 

Time to incisional hernia 

Time from operative date to IH diagnosis date. 

Diagnosis of incisional hernia 

IH was diagnosed by reviewing CT scans performed after the operative date and by reviewing 

surgical outpatient notes for evidence of an IH.  

CT scans were scrutinised by two surgeons for evidence of an IH. When looking at the CT 

scan, the surgeons were unaware whether the patient had a laparoscopic or open operation. The 

formal reports of the CT scans were also looked at. The recorded date of IH was the date of the 

earliest CT at which IH was found. In the absence of IH, the date of the latest CT was recorded. 

The results of surgical outpatient appointments were recorded by looking through patient files. 

The earliest outpatient appointment showing an IH was recorded. If no IH was encountered, 

the date of the last outpatient appointment was recorded. 
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Size/Site 

Where possible, the size of the hernial defect was defined as: small (defect < 2cm), moderate 

(2-5cm), large (> 5cm or containing bowel or causing loss of domain). The site of the IH was 

also recorded. 

5.3.3 Adhesional intestinal obstruction 

For cases requiring operation, the diagnosis of AIO was based on the operative note. For those 

cases treated conservatively, the case notes were interrogated to assess for symptoms and signs 

consistent with an AIO including the symptoms of nausea and vomiting, obstipation, 

abdominal pain, radiological confirmation, treatment consistent with small bowel obstruction 

and exclusion of non-adhesional causes. 

5.3.4 Statistical Analysis 

Data was analysed using Stata version 15.0 (College Station, Texas, USA) statistical software. 

The incidence of AIO and IH for the laparoscopic and open cohorts was presented initially as 

an absolute number with percentages. The risks of developing IH and AIO for both these 

cohorts were also displayed on a Kaplan-Meier graph. 

A univariable cox regression analysis assessing the hazard of IH was performed for each of the 

variables in Table 5.2. A multivariable cox regression was performed using laparoscopic 

compared with open surgery as the principle exposure of interest, adjusting for variables from 

the univariable analysis which had a greater than 0.1 change in hazard ratio and had greater 

than 4 cases in the comparison group. 

For patents that did not have follow-up outpatient appointment and CT scans (missing data) a 

follow-up period of forty days from the date of the operation was assigned and these patients 

were included in the analysis. 

A similar and separate baseline data analysis was performed for AIO. 
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Table 5.1 Definition of variables. 

Variable Definition 

Demographic 
 

Age (years) Age of patient at time of operation 

Sex 
 

Comorbidities 
 

Obesity Not Obese: BMI < 30, Obese: BMI ≥ 30 

(BMI: Body Mass Index kg/m2) 

Diabetes Diabetes requiring pharmacological treatment 

Smoking History of smoking v non-smoker 

Ischaemic heart disease (IHD) History of angina or infarct or angiographic intervention or coronary artery 

bypass grafting 

Cerebro-Vascular Disease (CVD) History of previous stroke or transient ischaemic attack (TIA) 

Respiratory Disease Diagnosis of chronic obstructive airways disease, obstructive sleep 

apnoea, asthma or interstitial lung disease 

Immunodeficiency Disease requiring treatment with immune-modifying agents (e.g. steroids, 

chemotherapy) or diseases affecting immune system (e.g. Human 

Immunodeficiency Virus) 

Past surgical History 
 

Major laparotomy Previous open abdominal surgery by major laparotomy incision excluding 

Kocher's incision, Pfannenstiel incision or routine open appendicectomy. 

Minor open Open abdominal incision via Pfannenstiel, Lanz or Kocher's incision for 

minor operation. 

Major laparoscopic Laparoscopic operation requiring major intervention (e.g. bowel resection 

or gross intra-abdominal sepsis). 

Minor laparoscopic Laparoscopic appendicectomy, diagnostic laparoscopy, laparoscopic tubal 

ligation, laparoscopic biopsy.   

Definition of operation based on tumour site 

Right Caecal, ascending, transverse or splenic flexure cancer.  

Left Cancer of descending or sigmoid colon. 

Rectum 

  

Cancer of rectosigmoid or rectum. 

  
Definition of operation based on complexity 

Complex Locally advanced tumours, qualitative assessment of operation note with 

terms such as extensive or difficult signifying complexity 
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5.4 Results 

A total of 64 patients underwent resection for CRC in 2014 (Table 5.2).  

 

Table 5.2 Baseline Data 

 
Variable 

Laparoscopic 

n = 38 (59%) 

Open 

n = 26 (41%) 

Data available 

n =  

Age (median)(interquartile range) years 68 (60 – 75) 67 (55 – 77) 64 

Sex, Male:Female (Male%) 19:19 (50%) 12:14 (46%) 64 

Obese:Not obese (Obese%) 

(Obese = BMI>30kg/m2) 

10:23 (30%)  3:16 (16%) 52 

Diabetic:Not diabetic (% Diabetic) 11:24 (31%) 4:21 (16%) 60 

Smoker:Non-smoker (%Smoker) 19:17 (53%) 14:11 (56%) 61 

IHDa:No IHD (%IHD) 3:33 (8%) 6:19 (24%) 61 

CVDb:no CVD (%CVD) 3:33 (8%) 2:23 (8%) 61 

Respiratory Disease:No Respiratory Disease (% Respiratory Disease) 9:27 (25%) 5:20 (20%) 61 

Immunodeficiency Disease Yes:No (%Yes) 1:35 (3%) 0:25 (0%) 61 

Previous open surgery 
  

61 

   Major laparotomy 5 (14%) 5 (20%) 
 

   Minor open 14 (39%) 6 (23%) 
 

   No previous open surgery 17 (47%) 14 (55%) 
 

Previous laparoscopic surgery 
  

60 

   Major lap 2(6%) 1 (4%) 
 

   Minor lap 2(6%) 0(0%) 
 

   No previous laparoscopic surgery 32(89%) 23(96%) 
 

Complexity of index operation    Simple : Complex (%Complex) 22:13 (37%) 5:19 (79%) 59 

Site cancer in index operation 
  

59 

   Right 16(46%) 11(46%) 
 

   Left 10(29%) 4(17%) 
 

   Rectum 9(26%) 9(38%)   

a IHD = Ischaemic Heart Disease 

b CVD = Cerebro-Vascular Disease 
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5.4.1 Incisional Hernia 

Eight patients (4 laparoscopic, 4 open) did not have follow-up CT scans or surgical outpatient 

review following their operations or had missing casefiles. 38 patients had their operation 

performed laparoscopically and 26 open. 26 patients developed IH [(open 10 (38%), 

laparoscopic 16 (42%)]. All hernias were midline (open) or umbilical (lap) apart from one 

epigastric lateral port-site hernia (Table 5.3 & 5.4). The median follow-up time was 26 months 

(IQR 9 – 39 months) for both groups combined. Individually, the laparoscopic group median 

follow-up time was 27 months (IQR 9 – 39 months) and the open group, 11 months (IQR 8 – 

28 months). (See Graph 1 for Kaplan-Meier Graph) 

Univariable Cox proportional hazard regression analysis showed that there was a 15% 

decreased hazard of developing an IH in the laparoscopic cohort compared with the open cohort 

but with wide confidence intervals and a high p-value suggesting no strong evidence of an 

association. Multivariable regression, adjusted for the effects of obesity, history of lung 

disease, previous open surgery, cerebrovascular disease and the site of the index operation, 

decreased the hazard of IH by 13% (95%CI 0.39 – 2.50 p = 0.97) to a hazard ratio of 0.98, 

indicating some potential confounding by the above variables but no evidence of an association 

between laparoscopic surgery and altered hazard of incisional hernia (Table 5.5). 

The proportional hazard assumption was tested using Schoenfeld residuals complemented by 

visual assessment of cumulative hazard graphs. There was no evidence of violation of the 

proportional hazards assumption. 
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Table 5.3 Number and size of incisional hernia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.4 Site of incisional hernia 

 

 

 

Hernia Size Procedure type  
 

Lap 

(n= 38) 

Open 

(n= 26) 

Total no. of 

hernias     

Small 13 8 21 

Moderate 3 2 5 

Large 0 0 0 

Total no. of hernias 16 10 26 

Site of Hernia Procedure Type 
 

 
Lap 

(n= 38) 

Open 

(n= 26) 

Total no. of 

hernias     

Umbilical 15 0 15 

Upper abdominal lateral port-site 1 0 1 

Midline 0 10 10 

Hand port 0 0 0 

Total no. of hernias 16 10 26 
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Figure 5.1 Kaplan Meier graph – Incisional hernia, laparoscopic compared with open surgery 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Kaplan Meier graph – Adhesional Intestinal Obstruction, laparoscopic compared 

with open surgery   
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Table 5.5 Univariable and multivariable Cox regression analysis – Incisional Hernias 

 Univariable analysis Multivariable analysis 

Variable n= No. of 

incisional 

hernias 

Hazard 

ratio 

95% CI p-value n= Hazard 

ratio 

95% CI p-value 

Type of operation: 

Laparoscopic compared with 

open 

64 

lap 36 v 

open 26 

26 0.85 0.38 - 1.89 0.692 52 0.98 0.39 – 2.50 0.970 

Age: 

(per year increase) 

64 26 0.99 0.95 - 1.02 0.482  
   

Sex: 

Male(M) compared with 

Female(F) 

64 

33M 31F 

26 0.94 0.43 - 2.04 0.879  
   

Obesity: 

Obese compared with Not Obese 

Obese = BMI ≥ 30kg/m2 

52 

obese 13 

not obese 39 

23 1.87 0.75 - 4.67 0.182 52 2.28 0.86 – 6.00 0.096 

Diabetes: 

Diabetic (DM) compared with 

Non-Diabetic  

60 

DM 15 non 45 

26 1.02 0.41 - 2.57 0.962  
   

Smoking: 

Smoker (SM) compared with 

Non-Smoker  

61 

SM 33 non 28 

26 0.91 0.42 - 1.99 0.820  
   

IHD:a 

IHD compared with no IHD 

  

61 

IHD 9 no IHD 52 

26 0.91 0.27 - 3.07 0.882  
   

CVD:b 

CVD compared with no CVD 

  

61 

CVD 5 no CVD 56 

26 0.43 0.06 - 3.19 0.408 52 0.30 0.04 – 2.37 0.251 

Respiratory Disease: 

Respiratory Disease (RD) 

compared with no Respiratory 

Disease  

61 

RD 14 no RD 47 

26 0.72 0.28 - 1.82 0.489 52 0.73 0.28 – 1.91 0.515 

Immunodeficiency: 

Immunodeficiency (ID) 

compared with No 

Immunodeficiency  

61 

ID 1 no ID 60 

26 1.68 0.22 - 

12.58 

0.613  
   

Previous open operation: 

Previous major open operation 

compared with minor or no 

previous open operation 

61 

10 major open 

51 minor open/nil 

26 1.86 0.74 - 4.70 0.189 52 2.81 0.78 – 10.12 0.114 

Previous laparoscopic 

operation: 

Previous major laparoscopic 

operation compared with minor 

or no previous laparoscopic 

operation 

(excludes patients with previous 

major open operations)  

51 

2 major lap 

49 minor lap/nil 

20 <0.01 - 1.000  
   

Complexity of index operation: 

Complex compared with simple 

59 

32 complex simple 

27 

26 1.03 0.47 - 2.24 0.943  
   

Site of index cancer: 

Left/rectum compared with right. 

59 

32 left/rectum 

27 right 

26 1.49 0.68 - 3.26 0.323 52 1.76 0.65 – 4.76 0.265 

aIHD = Ischaemic Heart Disease 

bCVD = Cerebro-Vascular Disease 
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5.4.2 Adhesional intestinal obstruction 

3 patients developed AIO [(open: 2 (8%), laparoscopic: 1 (3%)]. The median follow-up time 

was 26 months (IQR 12 - 42 months) for both groups combined. By treatment group, the 

median follow-up time for laparoscopic cases was 36 months (IQR 20 – 44 months) and open 

cases, 19 months (IQR 8 - 34 months) (see Graph 2 for Kaplan-Meier graph). 

Similar to the IH analysis, a Cox regression was planned for AIO. However, based on the small 

number of events, a decision was made that further statistical analysis would be unjustified. 

5.5 Discussion 

We had expected that laparoscopic surgery would decrease the hazard of IH and AIO when 

compared to open surgery for CRC. Almost 40% of the patients in our study developed an IH, 

regardless of the modality of surgery, indicating that laparoscopic surgery does not seem to 

reduce this late complication. It also revealed that the majority of hernias are small, in the 

midline and asymptomatic. 

This study only captured three cases of AIO despite a thorough search of the patients’ histories 

and radiology, highlighting the rarity of this late complication. A larger study would be 

required to assess the effects of laparoscopic surgery on the hazard of AIO. 

The follow-up times were shorter for the IH compared to the AIO group. As many more 

patients had IH than AIO, more cases were censored hence the shorter follow-up times.  

A limitation of this study is its small size. It was derived from another study testing the accuracy 

of administrative data against clinical data for IH and AIO after colorectal cancer resection. 

The year chosen was based on the first complete year of newly-introduced administrative codes 

for laparoscopic surgery and allowing the maximal time for follow up of that cohort. The 

validated clinical component of the dataset presented an opportunity to perform this current 

cohort study. A larger cohort may have revealed a stronger association between laparoscopic 
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surgery and the rates of IH and AIO. To increase numbers, resections of benign disease could 

have been included (i.e. diverticular disease and inflammatory bowel disease). However, these 

pathologies more commonly have confounding factors (i.e. perforation, fistulisation) that affect 

rates of IH and AIO more than the modality of surgery. This is usually not the case in cancer 

resections.  

We aimed to capture all IH in our study population with a detailed methodology of reviewing 

each patient’s radiology as well as clinical notes. We also looked for reports of IH and AIO in 

non-surgical outpatient clinics and inpatient admissions. No additional IH were found using 

this method. The 8 patients with missing follow-up data were included in the study to maximize 

data use and were evenly spread between the two cohorts. 

As a non-RCT, there may have been selection bias that affected surgeon choice to perform 

laparoscopic surgery that we were unable to assess in this study. We adjusted for potential 

confounding variables using multivariable Cox regression analysis. 

Our outcomes differed from those in the current literature. The CLASICC and LAFA trials 

were multi-centre RCTs comparing laparoscopic to open surgery for CRC 96,106. Both 

performed a post hoc analysis to investigate the incidence of IH and AIO by retrospectively 

reviewing case notes. In the CLASICC study, 9.2% of patients in the open group and 8.6% in 

the laparoscopic group (difference 0.6%, 95% CI: -5.3% - 6.5%) were diagnosed with IH. In 

the LAFA trial, open resection was a risk for IH (odds ratio 2.44, 95%CI: 1.12 – 5.26; P=0.022). 

Both the studies failed to use radiology as a source of IH, which may account for the lower 

numbers of IH compared to our study. Both studies reported low rates of AIO. 

Some studies did not define IH and AIO as they were not the primary outcome of the study. 

This was found both in RCTs 146-148 and non-RCTs 142,144. Others used administrative data, with 

unvalidated accuracy and only covering inpatient admission, to investigate these 
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outcomes140,147 Failure to accurately define these variables causes any outcome data to be 

questionable.  

Our study represents real-world outcomes of a typical public-sector tertiary referral colorectal 

unit in Australia, well versed with laparoscopic colorectal resections. 

5.6 Conclusion 

Our study revealed no difference in the hazard of incisional hernias or small bowel obstruction 

between laparoscopic and open resection for CRC. This study also revealed that the majority 

of hernias were small, midline and asymptomatic. Although a small non-randomised study, we 

have used detailed methodology for identifying outcomes of interest, have adjusted for 

potential confounding variables and reported our results using rate rather than just incidence.  
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5.7 Statistical Explanations 

5.7.1 Cox regression analysis 

In this study we did not present this data simply as an incidence as there were key statistical 

principles we wanted to address. 

• We wanted to present our result as a rate, 

• We wanted to adjust for potential confounders, and 

• We wanted to maximise the usage of such detailed data, 

Rate differs from incidence in that it reports on an outcome per unit time. In this study we have 

reported rate as a hazard ratio. When used for incisional hernias, a hazard ratio of two can be 

interpreted as incisional hernias occurring at twice the rate per unit time in the interventional 

group compared to the comparison group. 

A retrospective trial is subject to bias as it is not randomised. In an RCT, the process of 

randomisation results in an intervention group and control group with similar baseline variables 

(both measured and unmeasured), meaning that they are interchangeable. In nonrandomised 

trials, there are differences in these baseline variables, such as age and comorbidities, that may 

impact on the overall result. If these variables are found to confound the overall result of the 

study, they will cause a disproportionate effect in the group where they are overrepresented. 

An adjustment needs to be made to account for this. We have used a multivariable Cox 

regression analysis to perform this adjustment. 

Prior to performing a multivariable Cox regression, a univariable Cox regression was 

performed to identify the variables that had a significant impact on the overall result. Variables 

with a greater than 10% difference in hazard were determined as being significant and were 

included in the multivariable Cox regression analysis.  
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Chapter 6 Validity and reliability of coding 

for laparoscopic surgery compared to 

clinical notes in patients undergoing 

resection for colorectal cancer. 

The initial aim of the major state-wide studies planned for this thesis was to compare 

laparoscopic to open surgery for short- and long-term outcomes in the state of Victoria using 

administrative data. Prior to using laparoscopic surgery as the primary outcomes of interest, it 

was important to test the accuracy of laparoscopic coding in administrative data. If found to be 

inaccurate, this could not be used as my primary exposure of interest. 
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6.1 Abstract 

Background 

Administrative data are collected on all patients admitted to Australian hospitals. Trained 

coders assign alphanumeric codes, using the International Classification of Diseases Tenth 

Revision, Australian Modification (ICD-10-AM), to this data. Its near universal coverage 

offers a unique opportunity for research. To validate its use, the accuracy of this coding needs 

to be assessed. 

Objective 

This study assesses the accuracy of administrative data in coding laparoscopic surgery for 

colorectal cancer resections when compared to clinical notes. 

Method 

Accuracy study, complying with the STARD guidelines. Patients who underwent laparoscopic 

or open resection at The Royal Melbourne Hospital from 1st of January to the 31st of December 

for 2014 and 2018 were used in this study. The Index test was administrative data based on 

operative codes from the ICD-10-AM. To assess the accuracy of these codes, they were 

compared against the written operative reports. Data was collated in contingency tables. 

Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predicative value were derived 

from these tables. Patients were stratified into groups based on the location of the cancer. 

Results 

Overall accuracy of coding for laparoscopic colorectal cancer resection was 76% (sensitivity 

65%, specificity of 100%). Right sided cancers fared better with an accuracy was 87% 

(sensitivity 80%, specificity of 100%). For left sided cancers the accuracy was 74% (sensitivity 

71%, specificity 100%). Rectal cancers had an accuracy of 61% (sensitivity 37%, specificity 

100%). 
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Limitations 

Data from only one hospital was used for this study which may impact on generalisability as 

coding behaviours may vary across hospitals. 

Conclusions 

AD for coding laparoscopic resection for colorectal cancer has moderate validity and 

reliability. 
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6.2 Introduction 

Administrative Data (AD) are routinely collected on all patients who are admitted to a hospital 

in Australia. Trained coders assign alphanumeric codes, using the International Classification 

of Diseases Tenth Revision, Australian Modification (ICD-10-AM), to this data155. Patient 

demographics, diagnosis, length of stay, procedures and complications are all captured in this 

fashion. The strength of administrative data as a research tool is its near universal coverage, 

low cost and completeness156. 

We have performed a previous study concerning the accuracy of administrative data, compared 

with clinical data, in describing tumour characteristics and short-term post-operative outcomes 

after resection for colorectal cancer1. That study used coding algorithms consisting of 

combinations of codes validated against clinical notes to further improve the accuracy of 

clinical data. Using these algorithms our group has found coding for right sided, left sided and 

rectal cancers had accuracies of 94%, 90% and 88% respectively1. During that study’s 

recruitment period, coding for laparoscopic surgery was not well established, therefore we were 

unable to report on its accuracy. 

This study is an adjunct to the above study, aiming to assess the accuracy of administrative 

data in coding laparoscopic surgery for colorectal cancer (CRC) resections when compared to 

clinical notes. 
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6.3 Methods 

This study complied with the STARD guidelines for reporting diagnostic accuracy studies157. 

It was conducted in the Colorectal Unit of an Australian university affiliated hospital. 

Unique codes for laparoscopic colorectal resections first appeared in the 8th edition of the ICD-

10-AM published in mid-2013. Prior to this edition, to code for a laparoscopic operation, an 

open operation code was combined with the generic code for diagnostic laparoscopy. 

We therefore reviewed patients from 2014, the first calendar year that these unique codes were 

available. We recorded the coding data on consecutive patients who underwent laparoscopic 

and open resection at the Royal Melbourne Hospital for colorectal cancer from 1st of January 

2014 to 31st December 2014. To analyse whether coding behaviour had changed over time and 

to increase overall numbers, we also recorded coding data from 1st of January 2018 to 31st of 

December 2018.  

The Index Test was administrative data based on operative codes from the ICD-10-AM eighth 

edition. Outcomes for the index test were binary: laparoscopic or open. A laparoscopic 

operation was defined by an operative code containing a unique laparoscopic resection code or 

an open operation code combined with the general code for laparoscopy. An open operation 

was defined by an open operative code without a laparoscopic code (Table 6.1). It is notable 

that there were no unique codes for laparoscopic rectal cancer resection, thus all coding for 

these resections involved use of the open code with the generic code for laparoscopy. A specific 

code was available for a laparoscopic converted to open operation (table 1) allowing us the 

classify these operations as such. This subgroup was analysed separately. 

The reference standard was the operative report written by the operating surgeon. This was 

obtained from the patient’s medical records. An operation was classified as laparoscopic or 

open based on what was stated on the operation report. Hand assisted laparoscopic operations 
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were defined as laparoscopic operations. When the operation reported stated that the operation 

was converted to an open procedure, it was recorded as such. 

Patients were stratified into groups based on the location of the cancer. This stratification was 

performed by applying coding algorithms published in a previous study1. These algorithms 

combined the operative code with the tumour location code to divide patients into the groups 

right, left and rectum (Figure 6.1). Right colon extended to and included hepatic flexure, left 

colon included descending colon and sigmoid colon, and rectum included rectosigmoid and 

rectum. Illogical combinations (e.g. tumour located in the right colon with an operative code 

for anterior resection) were excluded. This was found to improve the accuracy of AD1. 

Data was collated in contingency tables and sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value 

and negative predicative value were derived from these tables. 

Reliability was assessed using the Mantel-Haenszel test for homogeneity comparing 

contingency tables over the two time periods. It was planned to combine the results over the 

two years if the data was homogenous. 

Data was analysed using Stata version 15.0 (College Station, Texas, USA) statistical software. 

There were no missing data. 

The sample size was not calculated for this study as the database was a fixed available sample. 
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Table 6.1 List of laparoscopic and open codes. 

Laparoscopic Open 

Code Operation Code Operation 

3200002 Laparoscopic limited excision of 

large intestine with formation of 

stoma 

3200000 Limited excision of large intestine with 

formation of stoma 

3200003 Laparoscopic right 

hemicolectomy with formation of 

stoma 

3200001 Right hemicolectomy with formation 

of stoma 

3200302 Laparoscopic limited excision of 

large intestine with anastomosis 
3200300 Limited excision of large intestine with 

anastomosis 

3200303 Laparoscopic right 

hemicolectomy with anastomosis 
3200301 Right hemicolectomy with anastomosis 

3200402 Laparoscopic subtotal colectomy 

with formation of stoma 
3200400 Subtotal colectomy with formation of 

stoma 

3200403 Laparoscopic extended right 

hemicolectomy with formation of 

stoma 

3200401 Extended right hemicolectomy with 

formation of stoma 

3200502 Laparoscopic subtotal colectomy 

with anastomosis 
3200500 Subtotal colectomy with anastomosis 

3200503 Laparoscopic extended right 

hemicolectomy with anastomosis 
3200501 Extended right hemicolectomy with 

anastomosis 

3200602 Laparoscopic left hemicolectomy 

with anastomosis 
3200600 Left hemicolectomy with anastomosis 

3200603 Laparoscopic left hemicolectomy 

with formation of stoma 
3200601 Left hemicolectomy with formation of 

stoma 

3200901 Laparoscopic total colectomy 

with ileostomy 
3200900 Total colectomy with ileostomy 

3201201 Laparoscopic total colectomy 

with ileorectal anastomosis 
3201200 Total colectomy with ileorectal 

anastomosis 

*3039000 Diagnostic laparoscopy 3201500 Total proctocolectomy with ileostomy 

  3202400 High anterior resection of rectum 

  3202500 Low anterior resection of rectum 

  3202600 Ultra-low anterior resection of rectum 

  3202800 Ultra-low anterior resection of rectum 

with hand-sutured coloanal 

anastomosis 

  3203000 Rectosigmoidectomy with formation of 

stoma 

  3203900 Abdominoperineal proctectomy 

  3205100 Total proctocolectomy with ileoanal 

anastomosis 

  3205101 Total proctocolectomy with ileoanal 

anastomosis and formation of 

temporary ileostomy 

  9220800 Anterior resection of rectum, level 

unspecified 

  ^9034301 Laparoscopic converted to open 

* generic code for laparoscopy, can be used in combination with open code. 

^ laparoscopic converted to open code. 
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Figure 6.1 Coding algorithms consisting of combinations of operative codes and tumour 

position codes to divide colorectal cancer resections into right, left and rectum 

  

RIGHT COLON 
 
(((laparoscopic/open right hemicolectomy (stoma/anastomosis) OR laparoscopic/open 
extended right hemicolectomy (stoma/anastomosis)) & (caecum OR appendix OR ascending 
colon OR hepatic flexure OR transverse colon OR splenic flexure OR overlapping malignant 
lesion of colon OR malignant neoplasm of colon, unspecified part)) OR ((laparoscopic/open 
subtotal colectomy (stoma/anastomosis) OR laparoscopic/open limited excision of large 
intestine with anastomosis OR laparoscopic/open left hemicolectomy (stoma/anastomosis)) 
AND (caecum OR ascending colon OR hepatic flexure OR transverse colon OR splenic 
flexure))) 
 
LEFT COLON 
 
(((laparoscopic/open rectosigmoidectomy with formation of stoma OR Anterior resection of 
rectum, level unspecified OR high anterior resection OR low anterior resection OR 
laparoscopic/open left hemicolectomy (stoma/anastomosis) OR laparoscopic/open subtotal 
colectomy (stoma/anastomosis) OR laparoscopic/open limited excision of large intestine 
with (anastomosis/stoma) OR laparoscopic/open total colectomy with ileostomy OR 
laparoscopic/open total colectomy with ileorectal anastomosis OR total proctocolectomy 
with ileostomy OR total proctocolectomy with ileoanal anastomosis OR total 
proctocolectomy with ileoanal anastomosis and formation of temporary ileostomy) AND 
(descending colon OR sigmoid colon))) 
 
RECTUM 
 
(((low anterior resection of rectum OR Anterior resection of rectum, level unspecified OR high 
anterior resection OR ultra-low anterior resection of rectum OR ultra-low anterior resection 
of rectum with hand sutured coloanal anastomosis OR abdominoperineal proctectomy OR 
perineal proctectomy OR total proctocolectomy with ileostomy OR total proctocolectomy 
with ileoanal anastomosis OR total proctocolectomy with ileoanal anastomosis and 
formation of temporary ileostomy ) AND (overlapping malignant lesion of colon OR 
malignant neoplasm of colon, unspecified part OR rectosigmoid or rectum)) OR 
((laparoscopic/open limited excision of large intestine with anastomosis OR 
rectosigmoidectomy with formation of stoma ) AND (rectosigmoid OR rectum))) 
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6.4 Results 

The Royal Melbourne Hospital database identified 120 patients having laparoscopic or open 

surgery for colorectal resections in 2014 and 2018. After the coding algorithm was applied, 

102 patients remained (Figure 6.2). Of the 18 patients excluded after the algorithm was applied, 

9 were due to non-invasive disease that was incorrectly labelled as invasive disease (Table 6.2). 

Of the remaining 102 patients, there were 45 right, 19 left and 31 rectal cancers. 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Flow diagram illustrating patient selection and subgroup breakdown. 

 

 

Table 6.2 Reasons for omission post application of algorithms. 

Reason for omission post algorithm Number 

non-invasive neoplasia/no residual disease 9 

Illogical combinations 9 

          Right 5 

          Left 0 

          Rectum 3 

 

From Surgical 
Audit

n=120

Post Algorithm

n=102

Converted

n=7

Rectum

n=31

Left

n=19

Right

n=45
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Seven patients had laparoscopic converted to open procedures. Of these, 4 were coded correctly 

as conversion to open procedures, 1 was incorrectly coded as an open procedure and 2 were 

incorrectly coded as unconverted laparoscopic procedures (Table 6.3). 

 

 

Table 6.3 How laparoscopic converted to open procedures were coded. 

  OPERATION REPORT 

DESCRIPTION 

  Laparoscopic converted to open 

 

OPERATION CODE 

DESCRIPTION 

Laparoscopic not converted 1 

Open operation only 2 

Laparoscopic converted to open 4 

Total 7 

 

 

 

A Mantel-Haenszel test for homogeneity showed that time period was not a confounding 

variable (Chi2 = 0.26; P =0.609) thus results from these two years were combined. 

Overall, the accuracy of coding for laparoscopic colorectal cancer resection was 76% with a 

sensitivity of 65% and specificity of 100%. This accuracy was much greater in right sided 

cancer with an accuracy of 87%, a sensitivity of 80% and a specificity of 100%. Left sided 

cancers were similar to the overall result with an accuracy of 74%, a sensitivity of 71% and a 

specificity of 100%. Rectal cancers had a poor accuracy of 61% with a sensitivity of 37% and 

specificity of 100% (Table 6.4). 
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Table 6.4 Accuracy analysis of laparoscopic coding for colorectal cancer 

 Overall Right Left Rectum 

ACCURACY 76 87 74 61 

SENSITIVITY 65 80 71 37 

SPECIFICITY 100 100 100 100 

PPV 100 100 100 100 

NPV 56 71 29 50 

 

 

Table 6.5 Contingency table of overall results 

  
Case Note Description 

 

 
 

Laparoscopic Open Total 

Coding 

Description 

Laparoscopic 43 0 43 

Open 23 29 52 

 Total 66 29 95 

 

 

Table 6.6 Contingency table of right sided cancers 

  
Case Note Description 

 

 
 

Laparoscopic Open Total 

Coding 

Description 

Laparoscopic 24 0 24 

Open 6 15 21 

 Total 30 15 45 
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Table 6.7 Contingency table of left sided cancers 

  
Case Note Description 

 

 
 

Laparoscopic Open Total 

Coding 

Description 

Laparoscopic 12 0 12 

Open 5 2 7 

 Total 17 2 19 

 

Table 6.8 Contingency table of rectal cancers 

  
Case Note Description 

 

 
 

Laparoscopic Open Total 

Coding 

Description 

Laparoscopic 7 0 7 

Open 12 12 24 

 Total 19 12 31 

 

 

6.5 Discussion 

Summary 

This study served to define the validity of AD in coding for laparoscopic resection of CRCs. 

Coding has moderate overall accuracy, slightly improved for right sided cancers. Coding for 

converted laparoscopic operations was specific but not sensitive. There was no evidence of 

changes over time periods, suggesting that coding was reliable. 
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This study’s strength is its clearly defined reference standard combined with data that was 

available for all patients. The subgroup analysis importantly highlighted the varying accuracies 

across differing tumour locations. 

Limitations 

The data from only one hospital was used for this study which may impact on generalisability 

as coding behaviours may vary across hospitals. However, coders must adhere to the Australian 

Coding Standard, suggesting coding is similar across the state and the country. The 

predictability of coding around the state is further substantiated by a previous study we 

performed that created algorithms for diverticulitis and applied these to eight hospitals around 

Victoria50. This showed similar patterns of coding amongst these hospitals. 

Unique coding for laparoscopic surgery has only be available since mid-2013. There is no 

evidence in this study of an early learning curve in using these codes, however over time a 

learning curve may become evident. 

Implications for practice 

Increasingly AD is used for clinical outcomes research. This study defines the validity and 

reliability of AD for coding laparoscopic operations for CRC. This will allow future studies 

using AD to compare laparoscopic to open operations for colorectal cancer to quantify the 

accuracy of laparoscopic coding data. Laparoscopic AD data should be interpreted 

cautiously. 

6.6 Conclusion 

AD for coding laparoscopic resection for colorectal cancer has moderate validity and 

reliability. 
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6.7 Stastistical Explanations 

6.7.1 The STARD statement 

The STARD statement is for accuracy studies what PRISMA is for systematic reviews and 

meta-analyses. It provides a framework to decrease bias when developing an accuracy study. 

It also ensures that all potential sources of bias are disclosed in the final report, allowing the 

readership to assess for themselves the honesty of the results. 

A key step in the STARD statement is defining the index test and the reference standard. 

The index test is the test under evaluation. In our study it was the operative code. The reference 

standard is the ‘gold standard’ and is the best available method of establishing the presence or 

absences of the target condition. In our study it was the clinical operative report as this would 

be the most accurate source to determine if the operation was performed laparoscopically or 

via an open approach. 

The STARD statement highlights that both the index test and reference standard should be 

determined prior to the study being commenced. They should also be explained in enough 

detail to allow replication. This will allow the readers to assess the applicability of the index 

test in to their own setting and the accuracy of the reference standard as the gold standard 

test157. 

6.7.2 Mantel Haenszel test 

We used this test to assess whether the patterns of coding were the same in the year 2014 and 

2018. This tested for the statistical factor of reliability over time. That is, whether coding 

accuracy remained similar over the two times periods. In other words, was time a confounding 

factor in our analysis? This is an important aspect to address as coding for laparoscopic surgery 

only came into effect in 2013. Therefore, one might expect coders to become more au fait with 

its use over time. A Mantel-Haenzel test compares contingency tables stratified by a potential 
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confounding variable, which in our example is time, to assess whether the data is homogenous 

across this stratified data158. In our example, we found that the data was indeed similar across 

2014 and 2018, allowing these data to be combined to increase the precision of the study while 

highlighting that the coding patterns were reliable. 
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Chapter 7 Impact of hospital geographic 

remoteness on short-term outcomes after 

colorectal cancer resection using state-

wide administrative data. 

 

Chapter 6 highlighted the inaccuracy of laparoscopic coding in administrative data. Therefore, 

laparoscopy could not be used as the primary exposure of interest for the state-wide studies.   

Rather than compare laparoscopic to open surgery, regional hospitals were compared to 

metropolitan hospitals to explore the question of centralisation of care rather than the mode of 

access.  
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7.1 Abstract 

Purpose 

This study aimed to use validated coding algorithms, applied to a central repository of 

administrative data (AD), to report on short-term outcomes following resection for colorectal 

cancer (CRC) comparing regional to metropolitan Victorian hospitals. 

Methodology 

A retrospective cohort study using prospectively-gathered AD. The primary outcome was 

prolonged length of stay (LOS). Secondary outcomes were: inpatient mortality, return to 

theatre (RTT), discharge destination and need for mechanical ventilation/intensive care unit 

support. Outcomes were adjusted for potential confounders via multivariable logistic 

regression analysis. 

Results 

This study of 18470 patients found strong evidence for lower odds of prolonged LOS (OR 0.53, 

95% CI 0.48 – 0.58, p=<0.001) and inpatient mortality (OR 0.67, 95%CI 0.49 – 0.91, p=0.01) 

but no difference in RTT (OR 0.94, 95%CI 0.81 – 1.09, p=0.42) and discharge destination (OR 

1.11, 95%CI 1.00 – 1.23, p=0.051) in inner regional hospitals compared with metropolitan 

hospitals. For outer regional hospitals, there was strong evidence of decreased odds of 

prolonged LOS (OR 0.64, 95%CI 0.52 – 0.77, p=<0.001) and RTT (OR 0.67, 95%CI 0.47 – 

0.95, p=0.03) but no difference in inpatient mortality (OR 0.64, 95%CI 0.38 – 1.07, p=0.08) 

and discharge destination (OR 1.08, 95%CI 0.88 – 1.33, p=0.47). 

Conclusion 

This is the largest and most detailed study concerning short term outcomes following CRC 

resection in Victorian public hospitals.  
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Inner and outer regional centres had similar or better short-term outcomes than metropolitan 

hospitals after CRC resection. 

AD with validated algorithms serves as a large accurate database to report on CRC outcomes. 
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7.2 Introduction 

7.2.1 Background 

Of the studies that examine state-wide outcomes for colorectal cancer (CRC) resection in 

Australia4,5,8,13-15,17,18,28-34,40,41 relatively few provide detailed data.  This study uses validated 

algorithms of administrative data (AD) coding to access whole-of-state data and is one of the 

largest, detailed studies on CRC surgical outcomes in Victoria. 

Centralisation of health care for CRC surgery has been advocated due to the operative 

challenges of these cases and requirements for specialised supports159-161. It might be expected 

that metropolitan hospitals with higher case and complexity volume could have better 

outcomes than their regional counterparts, but this has not been proven in Victoria.  To study 

this issue requires detailed data with broad coverage to adjust for multiple confounding 

variables. 

No multi-institutional database is perfect.  Clinical databases with prospectively-gathered, 

detailed clinical data are the most accurate of the surgical databases; the Bi-National Colorectal 

Cancer Audit (BCCA) and BIOGRID are the largest colorectal surgery databases in Australia 

and New Zealand. However, BCCA only captures 15-20% of CRC resections, with mostly 

metropolitan hospital data162. BIOGRID only has public hospital contributions from 3 sites in 

Victoria8. 

Hospital AD, whilst not as accurate as clinical data, captures 100% of inpatient episodes156. 

AD is collected on all patients admitted to Australian Hospitals. Patient demographics, co-

morbidities, type of operation, post-operative complications, histopathology and some staging 

information are recorded. Trained coders review clinical notes and then assign alphanumeric 

codes to these data based on the International Classification of Diseases Tenth Revision, 

Australian Modification (ICD-10-AM). These codes, developed for the purpose of billing, are 
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not focused on reporting data in a clinically relevant fashion. We have previously shown that 

the use of algorithms of code combinations can increase the accuracy of AD for clinical 

research1,49,156. These algorithms can be applied to the central repository of AD in Victoria, the 

Victorian Admitted Episode Dataset (VAED), to create a validated alternative database with 

broad coverage that is more clinically relevant than unmodified AD. 

7.1.2 Objectives 

This study’s aim was to use validated coding algorithms applied to the VAED to report on 

short-term outcomes following CRC surgery comparing regional to metropolitan hospitals. 

The primary outcome was prolonged length of stay (LOS). 

Secondary outcomes were: inpatient mortality, return to theatre (RTT), discharge destination 

and need for mechanical ventilation/intensive care unit support (MV/ICU). 

A further important objective was to highlight the potential of AD to provide adequately 

detailed information for clinical outcomes research in CRC at a population level. 

7.2 Methods 

7.2.1 Study Design 

This was a retrospective cohort study using prospectively-gathered AD from VAED. 

This study was performed in accordance with the STROBE statement163. 

Ethics approval for this study was granted by the Human Research and Ethics Committee, 

National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia (reference number 

HREC/52415/MH-2019). 

7.2.2 Participants 

The algorithms from a previous study were applied to the VAED to facilitate case finding and 

improve accuracy1. These algorithms stratified CRC based on anatomical location into right, 
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left and rectum giving accuracies of 93%, 89% and 88% respectively when compared to clinical 

notes. The study covered the period from 2008 to 2018.  Data from VAED is de-identified for 

patient and hospital name.  However, data can be requested by categories such as hospital 

location, case-volume etc. Patients less than 10 years old were excluded. 

7.2.3 Variables 

Exposure and Control 

The principal exposure of interest was geographic location of hospital. Patients having major 

resection for CRC (adenocarcinoma) in regional public hospitals were compared with similar 

patients from metropolitan public hospitals (control) in the state of Victoria, Australia. 

To define the geographical location of hospitals, the Accessibility/Remoteness Index of 

Australia (ARIA+) was used. ARIA+ is a nationally recognised index for defining geographical 

remoteness based on accessibility to services. It divides Australia into five categories (Figure 

7.1). All Victorian hospitals reside in major cities, inner regional and outer regional zones.  

The control group was metropolitan hospitals and was compared separately to inner regional 

and outer regional hospitals. 

 

Figure 7.1 ARIA+ remoteness classification 
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Potential Confounders 

Patient demographics, comorbidities ((Charlson Comorbidity Index score48 (CCI) and 

American Society of Anaesthesiologists (ASA) score)),  mode of surgery (open/laparoscopic 

approach)  and pathological details were recorded. Although AD does not record TNM stage, 

it does report on the presence of lymph node metastases (92% accuracy) and distant metastases 

(88% accuracy)1. 

Hospital case volume (high volume ≥50 cases per year, low volume < 50 cases per year) and 

Colorectal Surgical Society of Australia and New Zealand (CSSANZ) status were recorded. 

Victorian CSSANZ hospitals have been previously defined164. Although Peter MacCallum 

Cancer Centre is not a CSSANZ hospital, it was included in this group because of its case load, 

surgeon experience and research. 

ASA was defined categorically: low for ASA 1-2, high for ASA 3-5. To minimise data 

restriction in the final multivariable analysis, a further category was assigned ‘grade not 

recorded’ if an anaesthetic code had been used without an ASA grade  

CCI score was recorded as 0, 1 or 2, with ≥2 conferring higher mortality. This categorisation 

has been used previously16-18,48. 

Surgical mode of access was defined as laparoscopic or open. Laparoscopic was defined by the 

use of a unique code for a laparoscopic CRC operation or an open code combined with the code 

for ‘diagnostic laparoscopy’ or ‘laparoscopic division of adhesions.’ The overall accuracy of 

coding for laparoscopic operations was 76% in our institution. 

Outcomes 

The primary outcome of interest was prolonged LOS (>14 days). LOS was defined as the 

discharge date minus the admission date.  This outcome was chosen because it was likely to 

capture most significant types of post-operative morbidity. Secondary outcomes were inpatient 
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mortality, RTT, discharge destination and MV/ICU which were chosen to further inform the 

primary outcome. 

Inpatient mortality was defined as death during the index admission. 

RTT was defined as an unplanned operation following the initial CRC resection. The algorithm 

used to extract this information was described previously1. 

Discharge destination was defined as home or other. 

MV/ICU was also dichotomised as requiring these measures or not. 

7.2.4 Statistical Analysis 

Data was analysed using Stata version 15.0 (College Station, Texas, USA). Baseline data were 

presented as absolute numbers with percentages (Table1). 

A univariable logistic regression analysis assessing the odds of the primary outcome 

(prolonged LOS) was performed for each baseline variable. Multivariable logistic regression 

analysis was then performed retaining geographical location as the principal exposure of 

interest. Co-variables from the univariable analysis which were associated with ≥10% change 

in odds ratio were included in the multivariable logistic regression analysis. The co-variables, 

CSSANZ-status and Case-volume were not included in the multivariable analysis because 

CSSANZ hospitals were all metropolitan and there were no high-volume hospitals in the outer 

regional zone.   

A similar analysis was performed for the secondary outcomes. 

The sample size was not calculated for this study as the database was a fixed available sample. 

A priori, it was determined that rectal cancer, high ASA score and modality of surgery 

(laparoscopic versus open) were potential effect modifiers. Testing for effect modification was 

performed on the primary outcome by using likelihood ratio testing to compare the original 
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regression model with a further regression model including the variable of concern as an 

indicator variable. Effect modification was not tested for the secondary outcomes to minimise 

the likelihood of type 2 error. 

Patients with missing data were identified and excluded from the analysis. 

7.3 Results 

Data extracted from the VAED included 75,460 patients totalling 1,623,753 admissions. Of the 

75,460 patients, 60,819 had major colorectal resections (not necessarily for cancer). After 

applying the algorithms described above to improve the accuracy of the database, 33,275 

patients were found who had major colorectal resections for CRC stratified by tumour position. 

Patients aged less than 10 years were also excluded (5 patients) as were patients operated on in 

private hospitals leaving 18479. Finally, 9 duplicates were excluded leaving 18470 patients for 

analysis: 13511 metropolitan patients, 4193 inner regional patients and 766 outer regional 

patients (Figure 2). Baseline variables were similar across the cohorts (Table 1). This dataset 

had remarkably little missing data; only 1% of ASA scores and 2% of discharge destination 

had missing data. The distribution of missing data was similar across cohorts. 
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Figure 7.2 Study population selection flow diagram  
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Table 7.1 Baseline characteristics 

  Metropolitan Inner Regional Outer Regional 

  n=13511 (73%) n=4202(23%) n=766(4%) 

Age, deciles (years) 

(%total) 

10-19 11 (0.1%) 1 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

20s 102 (0.8%) 11 (0.3%) 2 (0.3%) 

30s 346 (2.6%) 51 (1.2%) 9 (1.2%) 

40s 908 (6.7%) 186 (4.5%) 25 (3.3%) 

50s 2095 (15.5%) 546 (13.0%) 93 (12.1%) 

60s 3429 (25.4%) 973 (23.2%) 182 (23.8%) 

70s 4118 (30.5%) 1448 (34.5%) 261 (34.1%) 

80s 2492 (18.4%) 975 (23.3%) 194 (25.3%) 

90+ 10 (0.1%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Sex M:F (Male%)  7581:5930 (56%) 2261:1932 (54%) 403:363 (53%) 

ASA score 

Grade not recorded 2390 (17.7%) 645 (15.4%) 172 (22.5%) 

1 700 (5.2%) 225 (5.4%) 47 (6.1%) 

2 4682 (34.7%) 1391 (33.2%) 244 (31.9%) 

3 4679 (34.6%) 1470 (35.1%) 260 (33.9%) 

4 896 (6.6%) 374 (8.9%) 35 (4.6%) 

5 36 (0.3%) 25 (0.6%) 2 (0.3%) 

6 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.1%) 

Missing 128 (1.0%) 62 (1.5%) 5 (0.7%) 

CCI score 

0 12380 (91.6%) 3819 (91.1%) 702 (91.6%) 

1 1020 (7.6%) 337 (8.0%) 60 (7.8%) 

2 63 (0.5%) 27 (0.6%) 3 (0.4%) 

3 20 (0.2%) 8 (0.2%) 1 (0.1%) 

4 18 (0.1%) 1 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

5 1 (0.0%) 1 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

6 9 (0.1%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Year* 

2007 765 284 49 

2008 1,056 386 74 

2009 1,118 345 67 

2010 1,157 374 54 

2011 1,159 356 66 

2012 1,102 365 73 

2013 1,119 355 59 

2014 1,101 346 70 

2015 1,172 343 61 

2016 1,117 322 59 

2017 1,207 325 67 

2018 1,240 342 56 

2019 198 50 11 

Admission type 

Elective 11343 (84%) 3465 (83%) 590 (77%) 

Emergency 2168 (16%) 728 (17%) 176 (23%) 

Side of operation 

Right 5740 (42.5%) 2121 (50.6%) 411 (53.7%) 

Left 3209 (23.8%) 902 (21.5%) 184 (24.0%) 

Rectum 4562 (33.8%) 1170 (27.9%) 171 (22.3%) 

Mode of access 
Open 7784 (57.6%) 3160 (75.4%) 700 (91.4%) 

Laparoscopic 5727 (42.4%) 1033 (24.6%) 66 (8.6%) 

Lymph node metastases 
Present 4041 (29.9%) 1323 (31.6%) 206 (26.9%) 

Absent 9470 (70.1%) 2870 (68.5%) 560 (73.1%) 

Distant metastases 
Present 1887 (14.0%) 485 (11.6%) 97 (12.7%) 

Absent 11624 (86.0%) 3708 (88.4%) 669 (87.3%) 
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7.3.1 Length of Stay 

LOS was prolonged in 23% of metropolitan hospitals, 18% inner regional hospitals and 23% 

outer regional hospitals. The median LOS was: 8 days (interquartile range (IQR) 6 – 14 days) 

in metropolitan hospitals, 8 days (IQR 6 – 13 days) in inner regional hospitals and 9 days (IQR 

7 – 14 days) in outer regional hospitals. 

Univariable logistic regression analysis showed that inner regional hospitals had 26% lower 

odds of prolonged length of stay than metropolitan hospitals (OR 0.74, 95% CI 0.68 – 0.81, 

p=<0.001). There was no evidence of a difference in incidence of prolonged length of stay in 

outer regional hospitals compared with metropolitan hospitals. (OR 0.98, 95% CI 0.83 – 1.17, 

p=0.86).  Multivariable regression, adjusted for the effects of age, gender, year, ASA score, 

CCI score, position of tumour, mode of access, admission type and distant metastasis, 

decreased the odds of prolonged LOS in inner regional hospitals further to 47% (OR 0.53, 95% 

CI 0.48 – 0.58, p=<0.001). After adjusting for the same variables, outer regional hospitals had 

36% lower odds of prolong LOS which was now significant (OR 0.64, 95%CI 0.52 – 0.77. 

p=<0.001 (Table 7.2). 

No evidence of effect modification was found.  This suggests that the subgroups of patients 

having high ASA score, rectal surgery or laparoscopic surgery in regional centres did not have 

different odds of prolonged LOS compared with metropolitan centres.
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Table 7.2 Univariable and multivariable logistic regression analysis – Prolonged length of stay 

   Univariable Multivariable 

 

 No. total 

prolonged 

LOS OR 95% CI P n= OR 95%CI P 

ARIA 
Inner v Metro 4193 v 13511 754 v 3088 0.74 0.68 0.81 <0.001 18273 0.53 0.48 0.58 <0.001 

Outer v Metro 766 v 13511 173 v 3088 0.98 0.83 1.17 0.862 18273 0.64 0.52 0.77 <0.001 

CSSANZ Hospital Yes v No 9449 v 9021 2183 v 1832 1.18 1.10 1.26 <0.001      

Case Volume ≥50 cases/year vs <50 cases/year 14199 v 4271 3195 v 820 1.22 1.12 1.33 <0.001      

Age >70 v <70 9498 v 8972 2440 v 1575 1.62 1.51 1.74 <0.001 18273 1.34 1.24 1.46 <0.001 

Sex Male v Female 10245 v 8225 2385 v 1630 1.23 1.14 1.32 <0.001 18273 1.16 1.08 1.26 <0.001 

Year 2008-2013 v 2014 - 2018 10383 v 8087 2425 v 1590 1.25 1.16 1.34 <0.001 18273 1.13 1.05 1.23 0.002 

ASA score 
High vs Low 7777 v 7289 2292 v 861 3.12 2.86 3.40 <0.001 18273 2.07 1.88 2.28 <0.001 

NR vs Low 3207 v 7289 829 v 861 2.60 2.34 2.89 <0.001 18273 2.17 1.93 2.42 <0.001 

CCI score 
1 vs 0 1417 v 16901 310 v 3644 1.02 0.89 1.16 0.781 18273 0.95 0.83 1.10 0.522 

≥2 vs 0 152 v 16901 61 v 3644 2.44 1.76 3.38 <0.001 18273 1.64 1.14 2.35 0.007 

Position 
Left vs Right 4295 v 8272 877 v 1661 1.02 0.93 1.12 0.653 18273 1.02 0.92 1.12 0.754 

Rectum vs Right 5903 v 8272 1477 v 1661 1.33 1.23 1.44 <0.001 18273 1.63 1.48 1.79 <0.001 

Mode of access Laparoscopic v Open 6826 v 11644 859 v 3156 0.39 0.36 0.42 <0.001 18273 0.56 0.51 0.62 <0.001 

Admission type Emergency/Elective 3072 v 15398 1266 v 2749 3.23 2.97 3.50 <0.001 18273 2.73 2.48 3.00 <0.001 

Lymph node metastases Positive v Negative 

 

5570 v 12900 1228 v 2787 1.03 0.95 1.11 0.504      

Distant metastases Positive v Negative 2469 v 16001 753 v 3262 1.71 1.56 1.88 <0.001 18273 1.27 1.14 1.41 <0.001 

MV/ICU Yes v No 6661 v 11809 2389 v 1626 3.50 3.26 3.77 <0.001 18273 2.80 2.58 3.03 <0.001 
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7.3.2 Inpatient Mortality 

Inpatient mortality was 1.9% in metropolitan hospitals, 2.1% in inner regional hospitals and 

2.2% in outer regional hospitals. 

Univariable logistic regression analysis showed that there was no difference in the odds of 

inpatient morality in inner regional or outer regional hospitals when compared to metropolitan 

hospitals ((OR 1.06, 95% CI 0.83 – 1.36, p=0.62) and (OR 1.14, 95% CI 0.69 – 1.87, p=0.61) 

respectively). Multivariable regression, adjusted for the effects of age, year, gender, ASA 

status, CCI, position of tumour, mode of access, admission type, lymph node metastases, 

distant metastasis and MV/ICU showed that the odds of inpatient mortality were 30% less in 

inner regional hospitals compared with metropolitan hospitals and this was statistically 

significant (OR 0.67, 95%CI 0.49 – 0.91, p=0.01). Adjusting for the same variables resulted in 

outer regional patients having no difference in odds of inpatient mortality when compared to 

metropolitan hospitals (OR 0.64, 95%CI 0.38 – 1.07, p=0.08) (Table 7.3). 
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Table 7.3 Univariable and multivariable logistic regression analysis – Inpatient mortality 

 
 Univariable Multivariable 

 

 n= 

Inpatient 

Mortality OR 95% CI P n OR 95% CI P 

ARIA 
Inner v Metro 4193 v 13511 87 v 264 1.06 0.83 1.36 0.624 18,273 0.70 0.54 0.90 0.006 

Outer v Metro 766 v 13511 17 v 264 1.14 0.69 1.87 0.607 18,273 0.64 0.38 1.07 0.089 

CSSANZ Hospital Yes v No 9449 v 9021 161 v 207 0.74 0.60 0.91 0.004      

Case Volume ≥50 cases/year vs <50 cases/year 14199 v 4271 286 v 82 1.05 0.82 1.35 0.699      

Age >70 v <70 9498 v 8972 299 v 69 4.19 3.22 5.46 <0.001 18,273 2.61 1.97 3.45 <0.001 

Sex Male v Female 10245 v 8225 228 v 140 1.31 1.06 1.63 0.012 18,273 1.37 1.10 1.72 0.006 

Year 2008-2013 v 2014 - 2018 10383 v 8087 233 v 135 1.35 1.09 1.67 0.006 18,273 1.23 0.98 1.55 0.072 

ASA score 
High vs Low 7777 v 7289 270 v 24 10.89 7.16 16.55 <0.001 18,273 3.93 2.55 6.05 <0.001 

NR vs Low 3207 v 7289 72 v 24 6.95 4.37 11.06 <0.001 18,273 3.85 2.39 6.19 <0.001 

CCI score 
1 vs 0 1417 v 16901 31 v 311 1.19 0.82 1.73 0.354 18,273 1.11 0.75 1.63 0.611 

≥2 vs 0 152 v 16901 24 v 311 11.01 7.11 17.04 <0.001 18,273 6.61 4.04 10.84 0.00 

Position 
Left vs Right 4295 v 8272 81 v 203 0.76 0.59 0.99 0.043 18,273 0.76 0.58 1.01 0.055 

Rectum vs Right 5903 v 8272 84 v 203 0.57 0.44 0.74 <0.001 18,273 0.83 0.62 1.09 0.180 

Mode of access Laparoscopic v Open 6826 v 11644 53 v 315 0.28 0.21 0.38 <0.001 18,273 0.59 0.43 0.81 0.001 

Admission type Emergency/Elective 3072 v 15398 187 v 181 5.45 4.43 6.71 <0.001 18,273 3.25 2.57 4.12 <0.001 

Lymph node metastases Positive v Negative 5570 v 2900 
 

128 v 240 1.24 1.00 1.54 0.051 18,273 1.03 0.81 1.30 0.826 

Distant metastases Positive v Negative 2469 v 16001 90 v 278 2.14 1.68 2.72 <0.001 18,273 1.55 1.19 2.02 0.001 

MV/ICU Yes v No 6661 v 11809 320 v 48 12.37 9.12 16.77 <0.001 18,273 7.32 5.34 10.03 <0.001 
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7.3.3 Return to theatre 

Only 5.6% of metropolitan patients had a RTT compared to 6.2% of inner regional patients and 

4.7% of outer regional patients. 

Univariable logistic regression analysis showed no difference in odds of RTT for inner regional 

or outer regional hospitals when compared to metropolitan hospitals ((OR 1.11, 95% CI 0.96 

– 1.29, p=0.15) and (OR 0.83, 95% CI 0.59 – 1.17, p=0.28) respectively).  

Multivariable regression, adjusted for the effects of gender, ASA, CCI, position of tumour, 

type of admission, distant metastases and MV/ICU showed that the odds of RTT were no 

different in inner regional hospitals compared to metropolitan hospitals (OR 0.94, 95% CI 0.81 

– 1.09, p=0.42).  However, adjusting for the same variables resulted in outer regional hospitals 

having 33% lower odds of RTT, which was statistically significant (OR 0.67, 95%CI 0.47 – 

0.95, p=0.03) (Table 7.4). 
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Table 7.4 Univariable and multivariable logistic regression analysis – Return to theatre 

 

 
 Univariable Multivariable 

 

 n= 

Return to 

theatre OR 95% CI P n= OR 95%CI P 

ARIA 
Inner v Metro 4193 v 13511 261 v 760 1.11 0.96 1.29 0.146 18273 0.94 0.81 1.09 0.412 

Outer v Metro 766 v 13511 36 v 760 0.83 0.59 1.17 0.278 18273 0.67 0.47 0.95 0.025 

CSSANZ Hospital Yes v No 9449 v 9021 534 v 523 0.97 0.86 1.10 0.669      

Case Volume ≥50 cases/year vs <50 cases/year 14199 v 4271 832 v 225 1.12 0.96 1.30 0.145      

Age >70 v <70 9498 v 8972 560 v 497 1.07 0.94 1.21 0.297      

Sex Male v Female 10245 v 8225 662 v 395 1.37 1.20 1.56 <0.001 18273 1.26 1.10 1.44 0.001 

Year 2008-2013 v 2014 - 2018 10383 v 8087 586 v 471 0.97 0.85 1.10 0.601      

ASA score 
High vs Low 7777 v 7289 622 v 99 6.31 5.09 7.82 <0.001 18273 4.39 3.52 5.47 <0.001 

NR vs Low 3207 v 7289 336 v 99 8.50 6.76 10.68 <0.001 18273 7.38 5.85 9.29 <0.001 

CCI score 
1 vs 0 1417 v 16901 83 v 952 1.04 0.83 1.31 0.725 18273 0.91 0.71 1.15 0.417 

≥2 vs 0 152 v 16901 22 v 952 2.84 1.80 4.48 <0.001 18273 1.79 1.11 2.87 0.017 

Position 
Left vs Right 4295 v 8272 320 v 431 1.08 0.92 1.27 0.372 18273 1.08 0.91 1.27 0.381 

Rectum vs Right 5903 v 8272 386 v 431 1.27 1.10 1.47 0.001 18273 1.32 1.13 1.53 <0.001 

Mode of access Laparoscopic v Open 6826 v 11644 367 v 690 0.90 0.79 1.03 0.121      

Admission type Emergency/Elective 3072 v 15398 235 v 822 1.47 1.26 1.71 <0.001 18273 1.20 1.02 1.41 0.027 

Lymph node metastases Positive v Negative 5570 v 12900 310 v 747 0.96 0.84 1.10 0.545      

Distant metastases Positive v Negative 2469 v 16001 157 v 900 1.14 0.96 1.36 0.144 18273 0.95 0.79 1.14 0.55 

MV/ICU Yes v No 6661 v 11809 738 v 319 4.49 3.92 5.14 <0.001 18273 3.63 3.15 4.18 <0.001 
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7.3.4 Discharge Destination 

13% of metropolitan patients were not discharged home compared to 19% of inner regional 

patients and 20% of outer regional patients. 

Univariable logistic regression analysis showed that, compared to metropolitan patients, inner 

regional patients had 55% higher odds of not being discharged home (OR 1.55, 95% CI 1.41 – 

1.70, p=<0.001). Outer regional patients had 65% higher odds of not being discharged home 

(OR 1.65, 95% CI 1.37 – 1.99, p=<0.001).  

After adjusting for the effects of age, gender, year, ASA score, CCI score, position of tumour, 

mode of access, admission type, distant metastasis and MV/ICU there was no difference in 

discharge destination between inner regional or outer regional hospitals and metropolitan 

hospitals ( (OR 1.11, 95%CI 1.00 – 1.23, p=0.051) and (OR 1.08, 95%CI 0.88 – 1.33, p=0.47) 

respectively) (Table 7.5).



 

 

 

 

Table 7.5 Univariable and multivariable logistic regression analysis – Discharge destination 

 
 Univariable Multivariable 

 

 n= 

not DC 

home OR 95% CI P n= OR 95% CI P 

ARIA 
Inner v Metro 4106 v 13247 785 v 1755 1.55 1.41 1.70 <0.001 17,907 1.11 1.00 1.23 0.051 

Outer v Metro 749 v 13247 151 v 1755 1.65 1.37 1.99 <0.001 17,907 1.08 0.88 1.33 0.466 

CSSANZ Hospital Yes v No 9288 v 8814 1120 v 1571 0.63 0.58 0.69 <0.001      

Case Volume ≥50 cases/year vs <50 cases/year 13913 v 4189 1842 v 849 0.60 0.55 0.66 <0.001      

Age >70 v <70 9199 v 8903 2165 v 526 4.90 4.43 5.42 <0.001 17,907 3.89 3.50 4.34 <0.001 

Sex Male v Female 10017 v 8085 1316 v 1375 0.74 0.68 0.80 <0.001 17,907 0.72 0.65 0.79 <0.001 

Year 2008-2013 v 2014 - 2018 10150 v 7952 1591 v 1100 1.16 1.07 1.26 0.001 17,907 1.07 0.97 1.17 0.173 

ASA score 
High vs Low 7507 v 7265 1742 v 469 4.38 3.93 4.88 <0.001 17,907 2.46 2.19 2.76 <0.001 

NR vs Low 3135 v 7265 451 v 469 2.43 2.12 2.79 <0.001 17,907 1.83 1.58 2.11 <0.001 

CCI score 
1 vs 0 1386 v 16590 232 v 2415 1.18 1.02 1.37 0.028 17,907 1.07 0.91 1.25 0.438 

≥2 vs 0 126 v 16590 44 v 2415 3.15 2.18 4.55 <0.001 17,907 2.54 1.67 3.85 <0.001 

Position 
Left vs Right 4214 v 8069 597 v 1367 0.81 0.73 0.90 <0.001 17,907 0.93 0.83 1.04 0.206 

Rectum vs Right 5819 v 8069 727 v 1367 0.70 0.64 0.77 <0.001 17,907 1.05 0.94 1.18 0.352 

Mode of access Laparoscopic v Open 6773 v 11329 598 v 2093 0.43 0.39 0.47 <0.001 17,907 0.61 0.54 0.68 <0.001 

Admission type Emergency/Elective 2885 v 15217 868 v 1823 3.16 2.88 3.47 <0.001 17,907 2.39 2.14 2.67 <0.001 

Lymph node metastases Positive v Negative 5442 v 12660 812 v 1879 1.01 0.92 1.10 0.891      

Distant metastases Positive v Negative 2379 v 15723 436 v 2255 1.34 1.20 1.50 <0.001 17,907 1.19 1.05 1.35 0.007 

MV/ICU Yes v No 6341 v 11761 1628 v 1063 3.48 3.19 3.78 <0.001 17,907 2.28 2.08 2.51 <0.001 
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CSSANZ status and hospital volume were not included in the multivariable analysis as they 

were not applicable across all cohorts. 

Compared with non-CSSANZ hospitals, CSSANZ hospitals had higher odds of prolonged LOS 

(OR 1.18, 95%CI 1.10 – 1.26, p=<0.001), decreased odds of inpatient mortality (OR 0.74, 

95%CI 0.60 – 0.91, p=0.004), no difference in odds of RTT (OR 0.97, 95%CI 0.86 – 1.10, 

p=0.67) and decreased odds of a discharge destination other than home (OR 0.63, 95%CI 0.58 

– 0.69, p=<0.001). 

Compared with low volume hospitals, high volume hospitals had higher odds of prolonged 

LOS (OR 1.22, 95%CI 1.12 – 133, p=<0.001), no difference in odds of inpatient mortality (OR 

1.05, 95%CI 0.82 – 1.35, p=0.70), or odds of RTT (OR 1.12, 95%CI 0.96 – 1.30, p=0.15) but 

decreased odds of discharge destination other than home (OR 0.60, 95%CI 0.58 – 0.66, 

p=<0.001).  
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7.4 Discussion 

This is the largest and most detailed study concerning short term outcomes of CRC resection 

involving all Victorian public hospitals.  Rather than present the results simply as an audit, we 

have chosen to subject the data to hypothesis testing to maximise their utility.  With 14 

exposure variables and 4 outcome variables, there were many ways in which this study could 

have been configured.  We felt that an important initial issue was to determine if there were 

major differences in short-term outcomes by geographical location of hospital.  This would 

determine if future studies utilising this dataset could use the whole state’s data unmodified.  A 

study of long-term survival analysis will follow. 

Overall, this study shows that short-term outcomes of CRC resection in regional hospitals are 

comparable to and sometimes better than metropolitan hospitals.  The odds of all adverse 

outcomes tend to be lower in regional hospitals.  Strong evidence was found for lower odds of 

prolonged LOS and inpatient mortality in inner regional hospital compared with metropolitan 

hospitals. For outer regional hospitals, there was strong evidence for a decrease in the odds of 

prolonged length of stay and RTT.  CSSANZ training centres performed worse than other 

hospitals in terms of LOS but better for inpatient mortality and discharge to home.  High 

volume hospitals compared with low volume hospitals performed worse regarding LOS but 

better for discharge to home.  Overall other co-variables had expected results with patients who 

were older, more comorbid, emergency cases and those requiring high dependency having 

worse outcomes. 

The methodology of this study does not account for allocation bias in determining which 

patients chose to have surgery at their regional hospital, patterns of referral to metropolitan 

hospitals and case selection by regional surgeons. However, we have used the technique of 

multivariable regression analysis to adjust for co-variables which may confound outcomes. The 

results of this study support the current practices in surgical treatment of CRC across the state 
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of Victoria. This study used AD rather than the clinical data to report on surgical colorectal 

cancer outcomes. AD has been used in the past in Australia in this setting28-35,39 however these 

studies have used unmodified  ICD-10-AM codes. Unmodified coding data does not always 

match well with data from clinical notes. We have used combinations of codes which we knew 

to be highly accurate having compared them to clinical notes 1. With these algorithms, AD 

approaches the accuracy of clinical databases but with the benefit of much higher numbers and 

state-wide generalisability4-6,8,9.  

AD cannot record all complications. The most notable example in AD is the absence of a code 

for anastomotic leak. However, many leaks would have been captured indirectly in our primary 

and secondary outcomes. It should also be noted that AD does not report on outpatient medical 

and radiation oncology treatments. 

We excluded private hospital data from this analysis because all our previous validation of AD 

was performed using public hospital data. 

The results of this study are similar to other Australian studies examining LOS but using 

unmodified AD. A study performed in New South Wales, Australia found comparable 

incidence of prolonged LOS and inpatient mortality when comparing rural to metropolitan 

patients40. They also found that high CCI, age and emergency admission were associated with 

prolonged LOS. A South Australian study found increased odds of 30-day mortality in non-

metropolitan patients 17 whereas a Queensland study did not41.  

Of the international studies exploring the effects of geographical location on LOS, one of the 

largest studies was performed in England165. This showed increased odds of prolonged LOS in 

the Central and Southern parts of England when compared to the North. An Irish study showed 

no difference in prolonged LOS after colorectal resection when case volume and 

socioeconomic status were used as markers of access to healthcare166. 
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7.5 Conclusion 

After adjustment for confounding variables, Inner and outer regional hospitals have similar or 

better short-term outcomes after resection for colorectal cancer than metropolitan hospitals in 

the state of Victoria. 

AD with validated algorithms, utilising pre-existing data and requiring minimal additional 

resources, has demonstrated fitness for purpose as a large and detailed database to report on 

CRC outcomes. 
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7.6 Statistical Explanations 

7.6.1 Effect Modification versus confounding 

Is this analysis I have accounted for confounding variables and tested for effect modification. 

These terms need some further explanation.  

Confounding 

A comparative study aims to investigate the effect of an exposure on an outcome. It does this 

by comparing an exposed group to an unexposed group. In this study, the exposure was regional 

hospitals and the unexposed group was metropolitan hospitals with the outcome being 

prolonged LOS. However, regionality is not the only variable that will affect prolonged LOS; 

a further example being age.   If this were a perfectly designed randomised trial, the only 

difference between the two groups should be the exposures alone.  In this case the effects of 

other variables (both measured and unmeasured) on prolonged LOS would be nullified as they 

would be expressed in similar amounts in each of the groups. This is not the case in 

nonrandomised data where the baseline variables can be different between the two groups.  

Those variables which have an effect on exposure and outcome and are not intermediate points 

between the two are referred to as confounding variables.   Whilst multivariable regression 

cannot adjust for bias, the technique can mathematically adjust for the effect of confounding 

variables. 

Effect Modification 

A confounding variable has the same effect on the exposure group as the control group. This 

is not the case in effect modification. Effect modification occurs when a variable, commonly 

called an indicator variable, has differing effects in the exposure group and control group. We 

have nominated rectal cancer as an indicator variable in our study. This means, we performed 

an analysis to examine if rectal cancers to have more of an effect on prolonged LOS in regional 
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hospitals than metropolitan hospitals. This expectation stems from the assumption that rectal 

cancers involve more difficult operations and that metropolitan hospitals are better setup to 

deal with the intraoperative and postoperative sequelae of these operations. We have tested this 

assumption in the above analysis by comparing a model including the effects of the indicator 

variable with a model without the effects of the indicator variable to see if the results differ. In 

our study we found no evidence of effect modification. 
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Chapter 8 Impact of hospital geographic 

remoteness on overall survival after 

colorectal cancer resection using state-

wide administrative data. 

This final study uses to process of data linkage to report on overall survival after resection for 

colorectal cancer comparing regional to metropolitan hospitals. 
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8.1 Abstract 

Purpose 

The aim of this study was to use administrative data linked to the Victorian Death Index 

database to report on overall long-term survival following CRC surgery, comparing regional 

to metropolitan hospitals. 

Methodology 

This is a retrospective cohort study using prospectively-gathered administrative data linked to 

a death database. 

The primary outcome was long-term overall survival. 

Outcomes were adjusted for potential confounders via multivariable Cox proportional hazard 

regression analysis. 

Results 

Total of 17533 patients: 12879 metropolitan patients, 3835 inner regional patients and 719 

outer regional patients. Median follow-up time was 2.64 years (IQR 1.02 – 5.42 years)). 32% 

of metropolitan patients, 35% of inner regional patients and 34% of outer regional patients 

died. 

Multivariable Cox regression, adjusted for the effects of age, ASA score, Charlson score, 

position of tumour, mode of access, admission type, lymph node metastases, distant metastases, 

return to theatre, Length of stay, ICU admission and discharge destination showed no 

difference in overall survival comparing colorectal cancer resection patients from inner or outer 

regional hospitals to metropolitan hospitals ((HR 1.02, 95%CI 0.95 – 1.09, p=0.59) and  

(HR 0.97, 95%CI 0.85 – 1.11, p=0.68) respectively). 
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Conclusion 

This is the largest and most detailed study concerning overall survival after colorectal cancer 

resection involving all Victorian public hospitals.  

There was no difference in overall survival following colorectal cancer resection when inner 

or outer regional hospitals were compared to metropolitan hospitals in the state of Victoria. 

The study demonstrated the utility of administrative data with validated algorithms, linked to 

death data for reporting colorectal cancer survival outcomes. 
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8.2 Introduction 

8.2.1 Background 

This study was designed to report on the overall survival (OS) after colorectal (CRC) resection 

in the state of Victoria over a ten-year period. In a previous study we used validated algorithms 

of administrative data (AD) to report on short-term outcomes following resection for colorectal 

cancer (CRC) in Victoria. It showed that outcomes from regional hospitals were similar to, and 

in some cases better than, metropolitan hospitals.  

AD, used alone, can only report on short-term outcomes because it only collects inpatient data. 

Trained coders review clinical notes and then assign alphanumeric codes to this data based on 

the International Classification of Diseases Tenth Revision, Australian Modification (ICD-10-

AM). This information includes patient demographics, co-morbidities, type of operation, post-

operative complications, histopathology and some staging information, but not long-term 

outcomes which occur separate to inpatient admissions.  Details of outpatient follow up and 

most deaths would not fall into the inpatient category and thus would not be captured by AD.  

To report on OS required linkage to a dataset that contains mortality data. 

Data linkage is a process whereby datasets are combined using personal identifiers present in 

both datasets. Examples of these personal identifiers are name, date of birth and Medicare 

number. In this way, case variables relating to an individual can be collected across datasets 

and combined to create a single dataset. In Victoria, linkage of datasets is performed by The 

Centre for Victorian Data Linkage (CVDL). This centre can link more than thirty different 

datasets. The two datasets that were linked in this study were the Victorian Admitted Episodes 

Dataset (VAED) and the Victorian Death Index (VDI). The VAED is a central repository of all 

AD in the state of Victoria and has 100% of inpatient data. The VDI contains death data 

collected from death certificates. Only deaths occurring in Victoria are collected in this 
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database. Combining these two datasets allowed us to report on OS having adjusted for 

potentially confounding variables such as patient demographics, comorbidities, operative 

details and pathology, present in the VAED. 

We compared regional to metropolitan hospitals in this study to  address whether centralisation 

of CRC operations might result in better long-term survival outcomes, as postulated by other 

studies,159-161 but not yet demonstrated for the state of Victoria. 

8.2.2 Objectives 

The aim of this study was to use validated coding algorithms applied to the VAED linked to 

the VDI to report on hazard of long-term mortality following major resection for CRC, 

comparing regional to metropolitan hospitals. 

A further important objective was to examine the potential of data linkage to enable long-term 

survival analysis based on AD. 

8.3 Method 

8.3.1 Study Design 

This is a retrospective cohort study using prospectively gathered administrative data stored in 

the VAED and prospectively gathered mortality data from VDI. 

This study was performed and reported in accordance with the STROBE statement on reporting 

observational studies in epidemiology163. 

Ethics approval for this study was granted by the Human Research and Ethics Committee 

(HREC), National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia (HREC reference number 

HREC/52415/MH-2019). 
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8.3.2 Variables 

Participants 

The algorithms created in a previous study were applied to the VAED to facilitate case finding 

and improve accuracy1. These algorithms stratified colorectal cancers based on anatomical 

location into right, left and rectum. Right colon was defined as extending to and including the 

splenic flexure, left colon comprised the descending colon and sigmoid colon and rectum 

included recto-sigmoid and rectum. The algorithms combined the code for ‘tumour location’ 

with the code for ‘type of operation’ to eradicate illogical combinations thereby increasing 

accuracy51. (An example of an illogical combination is a tumour location code in the ascending 

colon but with an operative code of a high anterior resection). When compared to clinical notes, 

the accuracy of validated algorithms of AD was 93%, 89% and 88% for right, left and rectum 

respectively. To create our study population, these algorithms were applied to the VAED to 

gather all patients undergoing resection for colorectal cancer in Victoria from 2008 to 2018.  

Data from VAED is de-identified for patient and hospital name.  However, data can be 

requested by categories such as hospital location, case-volume etc. 

Patients less than 10 years old were excluded from the analysis. Patients with metachronous 

cancers were also excluded from the analysis as it would be difficult to determine which 

operation affected patient survival. 

Exposure and Control 

The principal exposure of interest was geographic location of hospital. Patients having major 

resection for CRC (adenocarcinoma) in regional public hospitals were compared with patients 

having major resection for CRC in metropolitan public hospitals (control) in the state of 

Victoria, Australia. 
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To define the geographical location of hospitals, the Accessibility/Remoteness Index of 

Australia (ARIA+) was used. ARIA+ is a nationally recognised index for defining geographical 

remoteness based on accessibility to services. It was created for the purpose of informing 

research. It divides Australia into five categories:  major cities (RA1), inner regional to (RA2), 

outer regional (RA3), remote (RA4) and very remote (RA5) (Figure 1). 

The control group was hospitals in major cities (RA1) and was compared separately to inner 

regional (RA2) and outer regional (RA3) hospitals. 

 

 

Figure 8.1 ARIA+ remoteness classification 

 

 

Potential Confounders 

Details on patient demographics, comorbidities ((Charlson Comorbidity Index score48 (CCI) 

and American Society of Anaesthesiologists (ASA) score)), mode of surgery (open or 

laparoscopic approach)  and pathological details of the tumour were recorded. Although AD 
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does not record the TNM stage of the tumour, it does report on the presence of lymph node 

metastases (92% accuracy) and distant metastases (88% accuracy)1. 

Hospitals data was recorded on case volume (high volume ≥50 cases per year, low volume < 

50 cases per year) and Colorectal Surgical Society of Australia and New Zealand (CSSANZ) 

status. CSSANZ hospitals are those with the volume and expertise to achieve accreditation for 

teaching specialty colorectal surgery to post-fellowship surgeons. Victorian CSSANZ hospitals 

are Alfred Hospital, Austin Hospital, Box Hill Hospital, Dandenong Hospital, Royal 

Melbourne Hospital, St Vincent’s Hospital and Western Hospital (all metropolitan). Although 

Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre is not a CSSANZ hospital, it was included in this group 

because of its case load, surgeon experience and research.  

ASA was defined categorically: low for ASA 1-2, high for ASA 3-5. A further category was 

assigned ‘grade not recorded’ if an anaesthetic code had been used without an ASA grade. This 

was done to avoid data restriction in the final multivariable analysis. 

CCI score was also categorical as 0, 1 or 2. This is because any CCI score greater than or equal 

to 2 confers a high chance of mortality and this categorisation has been used in other studies in 

this area16-18,48. 

Surgical mode of access was defined as laparoscopic or open. An operation was defined as 

laparoscopic if it had a unique code for a laparoscopic colorectal surgical operation or had an 

open code combined with the code of ‘diagnostic laparoscopy’ or ‘laparoscopic division of 

adhesions.’ Codes for unique laparoscopic colorectal operations only came into effect after 

2013. The overall accuracy of coding for laparoscopic operations was 76% in our institution. 

Length of stay (LOS) was defined as the discharge date minus the admission date. Prolonged 

LOS was defined as >14days and expected ≤14 days. 
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RTT was defined as an unplanned operation following the initial CRC resection. The algorithm 

used to extract this information was described in a previous study1. 

Discharge destination was defined in a binary fashion as home or other. 

Mechanical ventilation/ICU admission (MV/ICU) was also dichotomised as requiring these 

measures or not. 

It should be noted that AD does not report on outpatient treatments such as chemotherapy or 

radiotherapy and does not record outpatient follow up. 

Outcome 

The outcome of interest was overall survival which in this study equates with hazard of death. 

There are two methods to link AD with mortality data: deterministic and probabilistic167. 

Deterministic linkage is when patient identifiers (such as name) match exactly across cohorts. 

This ensures 100% specificity in the matched dataset. Probabilistic linkage is not as exact and 

allows matching of patient identifiers with different spellings or combinations of words. This 

results in a greater number of matched data but with decreased specificity. The linkage for this 

study used deterministic data linkage using the Victorian Linkage Map V1812. 

Overall survival was determined from this matched data. A patient was censored either on the 

date of death as per the VDI data or the date of last inpatient follow-up. Those without a date 

of death according to the VDI records were assumed to have survived. There date of last clinical 

follow-up was defined as the discharge date of their last in-patient admission. 

8.3.3 Statistical analysis 

Data was analysed using Stata version 15.0 (College Station, Texas, USA) statistical software. 

Baseline data were presented as absolute numbers with percentages (Table1). 
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A univariable Cox regression analysis assessing hazard of death was performed for each 

baseline variable. Multivariable Cox regression analysis was then performed retaining 

geographical location as the principal exposure of interest. Co-variables from the univariable 

analysis which were associated with a greater than 10% change in hazard ratio were included 

in the multivariable Cox regression analysis. The co-variables, CSSANZ-status and Case-

volume were not included in the multivariable analysis because CSSANZ hospitals were all 

metropolitan and there were no high-volume hospitals in the outer regional zone.  Separate 

analysis was performed comparing each of the two regional zones to control.  

The proportional hazard assumption was tested using Schoenfeld residuals complemented by 

visual assessment of cumulative hazard graphs. 

Sample size was not calculated for this study as the database was a fixed available sample. 

A priori, it was determined that rectal cancer, high ASA score and modality of surgery 

(laparoscopic versus open) were potential effect modifiers. That is, the effect of a rectal cancer, 

high ASA score or mode of surgery might be different in a regional compared with a 

metropolitan setting. Testing for effect modification was performed on the primary outcome 

by using likelihood ratio testing to compare the original regression model with a further 

regression model including the variable of concern as an indicator variable.  Where evidence 

of effect modification was found, that co-variable was included as an indicator variable in the 

final multivariable model. 

If patients had missing data, they were identified and excluded from the analysis. 
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8.4 Results 

Data extracted from the VAED included 75,460 patients totalling 1,623,753 admissions. Of the 

75,460 patients, 60,819 had major colorectal resections (not necessarily for cancer). After 

applying the algorithms described above to improve the accuracy of the database, 33,275 

patients were found who had major colorectal resections for CRC stratified by tumour position. 

Patients aged less than 10 years were also excluded (five patients) as were patients operated on 

in private hospitals leaving 18479. Nine duplicates were excluded leaving 18470 patients for 

analysis. Patients who had illogical death dates (i.e. death before admission) were also excluded 

(169). After exclusion of metachronous tumours (768) there were 17533 patients: 12879 from 

metropolitan hospitals, 3835 from inner regional hospitals and 719 from outer regional 

hospitals. Data from all admissions involving these patients were used for follow-up. This 

dataset had very little missing data; only 1% of ASA score and 2% of discharge destination 

had missing data. The distribution of missing data was similar across cohorts (Figure 8.2). 

Baseline characteristics were similar across cohorts (Table 1). Median follow-up time was 2.64 

years (interquartile range (IQR) 1.02 – 5.42 years)) and follow-up time was similar across 

cohorts: metropolitan hospitals median 2.65 years (IQR 1.03 – 5.45 years), inner regional 

hospitals median 2.60 years (IQR 0.98 – 5.31 years), outer regional hospitals median 2.64 years 

(IQR 1.04 – 5.34 years). During the follow-up period, 32% of metropolitan patients, 35% of 

inner regional patients and 34% of outer regional patents died.  
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Figure 8.2 Study population selection flow diagram  
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Table 8.1 Baseline characteristics 

  Metropolitan Inner Regional Outer Regional 

  n=12879 (73%) n=3935 (23%) n=719 (4%) 

Age, deciles (years) 

(%total) 

10-19 11 (0.1%) 1 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

20s 96 (0.8%) 9 (0.2%) 1 (0.1%) 

30s 326 (2.5%) 46 (1.2%) 8 (1.1%) 

40s 864 (6.7%) 181 (4.6%) 23 (3.2%) 

50s 2020 (15.7%) 517 (13.1%) 88 (12.2%) 

60s 3257 (25.3%) 918 (23.3%) 171 (23.8%) 

70s 3940 (30.6%) 1339 (34.0%) 248 (34.5%) 

80s 2355 (18.3%) 924 (23.5%) 180 (25.0%) 

90+ 10 (0.1%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Sex M:F (Male%)  7220:5659 (56.1%) 2121:1814 (53.9%) 

383:336 

(53.3%) 

ASA score 

Grade not recorded 2260 (17.6%) 604 (15.4%) 165 (23.0%) 

1 679 (5.3%) 214 (5.4%) 43 (6.0%) 

2 4507 (35.0%) 1318 (33.5%) 232 (32.3%) 

3 4441 (34.5%) 1381 (35.1%) 243 (33.8%) 

4 833 (6.5%) 338 (8.6%) 29 (4.0%) 

5 32 (0.3%) 21 (0.5%) 2 (0.3%) 

6 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Missing 127 (1.0%) 59 (1.5%) 5 (0.7%) 

CCI score 

0 11791 (91.6%) 3585 (91.1%) 662 (92.1%) 

1 985 (7.7%) 317 (8.1%) 53 (7.4%) 

2 59 (0.5%) 23 (0.6%) 3 (0.4%) 

3 18 (0.1%) 8 (0.2%) 1 (0.1%) 

4 18 (0.1%) 1 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

5 1 (0.0%) 1 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

6 7 (0.1%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Year * 

2007 720 257 45 

2008 1,012 362 67 

2009 1,071 321 62 

2010 1,088 339 51 

2011 1,086 335 63 

2012 1,041 335 68 

2013 1,070 333 55 

2014 1,054 329 67 

2015 1,128 329 57 

2016 1,063 306 54 

2017 1,162 309 65 

2018 1,188 332 54 

2019 196 48 11 

Admission type 
Elective 10834 (84.1%) 3265 (83.0%) 559 (77.8%) 

Emergency 2045 (15.9%) 670 (17.0%) 160 (22.3%) 
 

    

Side of operation 

Right 5494 (42.7%) 1986 (50.5%) 386 (53.7%) 

Left 3045 (23.6%) 843 (21.4%) 171 (23.8%) 

Rectum 4340 (33.7%) 1106 (28.1%) 162 (22.5%) 

Mode of access 
Laparoscopic 5578 (43.3%) 997 (25.3%) 64 (8.9%) 

Open 7301 (56.7%) 2938 (74.7%) 655 (91.1%) 

Lymph nodes Metastases 
Present 9048 (70.3%) 2687 (68.3%) 526 (73.2%) 

Absent 3831 (29.8%) 1248 (31.7%) 193 (26.8%) 

Distant metastases 
Present 1726 (13.4%) 445 (11.3%) 89 (12.4%) 

Absent 11153 (86.6%) 3490 (88.7%) 630 (87.6%) 

Return to theatre 
No 12180 (94.6%) 3703 (94.1%) 685 (95.3%) 

Yes 699 (5.4%) 232 (5.9%) 34 (4.7%) 

ICU required 
No 8959 (69.6%) 1997 (50.8%) 373 (51.9%) 

Yes 3920 (30.4%) 1938 (49.3%) 346 (48.1%) 

Length of stay 
Expected 10012 (77.7%) 3235 (82.2%) 556 (77.3%) 

Prolonged 2867 (22.3%) 700 (17.8%) 163 (22.7%) 

Discharge destination 
Home 11003 (86.8%) 3143 (81.3%) 566 (79.9%) 

Other 1667 (13.2%) 723 (18.7%) 142 (20.1%) 
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Univariable Cox regression analysis showed an 11% increased long-term hazard of death from 

all causes for patients who had their CRC resection in inner regional hospitals compared to 

metropolitan hospitals (HR 1.11, 95%CI 1.05 – 1.18, p=0.001). There was no difference in 

survival between patients from outer regional hospitals compared with those from metropolitan 

hospitals (HR 1.09, 95%CI 0.96 – 1.24, p=0.20). Multivariable Cox regression, adjusted for 

the effects of age, ASA score, CCI score, position of tumour, mode of access, admission type, 

lymph node metastases, distant metastases, return to theatre, LOS, MV/ICU and discharge 

destination showed no difference in overall survival comparing CRC resection patients from 

inner or outer regional hospitals to metropolitan hospitals((HR 1.02, 95%CI 0.95 – 1.09, 

p=0.59) and (HR 0.97, 95%CI 0.85 – 1.11, p=0.68) respectively) (Table 8.2). 

CSSANZ status and hospital volume were not included in the multivariable Cox analysis as 

these variables were not represented in all geographical zones. Their effects were analysed 

from their respective univariable Cox analyses. CSSANZ hospital-status decreased the hazard 

of death by 14% (HR 0.86, 95%CI 0.81 – 0.90, p=<0.001). High volume hospitals were also 

associated with improved overall survival by a lesser degree (HR 0.93, 95%CI 0.87 – 0.98, 

p=0.01). 

No evidence of effect modification was found.  This suggests that the subgroups of patients 

having high ASA score, rectal surgery or laparoscopic surgery in regional centres did not have 

different overall survival compared with metropolitan centres. 

There was no evidence of violation of the proportional hazards assumption.



 

 

 

 

Table 8.2 Univariable and multivariable Cox regression analysis – overall survival 

 

 
 Univariable Multivariable 

 
 No. total no. of deaths HR 95% CI P n= HR 95% CI P 

ARIA 
Inner v Metro 3935 v 12879 1361 v 4072 1.11 1.05 1.18 0.001 17055 1.02 0.95 1.09 0.59 

Outer v Metro 719 v 12879 245 v 4072 1.09 0.96 1.24 0.199 17055 0.97 0.85 1.11 0.676 

CSSANZ Hospital Yes v No 9046 v 8487 2689 v 2989 0.86 0.81 0.90 <0.001 

     

Case Volume ≥40 cases/year  vs <40 cases/year 13514 v 4019 4251 v 1427 0.93 0.87 0.98 0.012 

     

Age >70 v <70 8996 v 8537 3674 v 2004 2.03 1.92 2.14 <0.001 17055 1.72 1.62 1.82 <0.001 

Sex Male v Female 9724 v 7809 3240 v 2438 1.05 1.00 1.11 0.05 

     

Year 2007-2013 v 2014 - 2019 9781 v 7752 4348 v 1330 0.93 0.87 0.99 0.031 

     

ASA score 
High vs Low 7320 V 6993 2930 v 1579 2.23 2.09 2.37 <0.001 17055 1.55 1.45 1.65 <0.001 

NR vs Low 3029 v 6993 1103 v 1579 1.64 1.52 1.78 <0.001 17055 1.39 1.29 1.51 <0.001 

CCI score 
1 vs 0 1355 v 16038 360 v 5249 1.12 1.01 1.25 0.032 17055 1.07 0.96 1.20 0.215 

≥2 vs 0 140 v 16038 69 v 5249 2.03 1.60 2.57 <0.001 17055 1.03 0.78 1.37 0.828 

Position 
Left vs Right 4059 v 7866 1291 v 2769 0.81 0.76 0.87 <0.001 17055 0.86 0.80 0.92 <0.001 

Rectum vs Right 5608 v 7866 1618 v 2769 0.70 0.66 0.75 <0.001 17055 0.90 0.84 0.96 0.001 

Mode of access Laparoscopic v Open 6639 v 10894 1450 v 4228 0.61 0.58 0.65 <0.001 17055 0.87 0.82 0.93 <0.001 

Admission type Emergency/Elective 2875 v 14658 1496 v 4182 2.38 2.25 2.53 <0.001 17055 1.45 1.35 1.55 <0.001 

Lymph nodes Positive v Negative 5272 v 12261 2339 v 3339 1.93 1.83 2.03 <0.001 17055 1.75 1.65 1.85 <0.001 

Distant metastases Positive Negative 2260 v 15273 1458 v 4220 4.17 3.92 4.43 <0.001 17055 3.97 3.71 4.23 <0.001 

Return to theatre Yes v No 965 v 16568 411 v 5267 1.53 1.38 1.69 <0.001 17055 0.85 0.75 0.95 0.006 

ICU required Yes v No 6204 v 11329 2665 v 3013 1.80 1.71 1.90 <0.001 17055 1.18 1.12 1.26 <0.001 

Length of stay Prolonged v Expected 3730 v 13803 1755 v 3923 1.90 1.79 2.01 <0.001 17055 1.20 1.13 1.29 <0.001 

Discharged destination Other v Home 2532 v 14712 1392 v 4021 2.70 2.54 2.87 <0.001 17055 1.80 1.68 1.92 <0.001 
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Figure 8.3 Kaplan-Meier Graph: Overall Survival 

 

8.5 Discussion 

Having adjusted for a large number of potentially confounding variables, we found no 

difference in OS between regional hospitals and metropolitan hospitals after major resection 

for CRC. This study has also highlighted the potential utility of data linkage by creating one of 

the largest Australian studies to report on OS after CRC resection. 

Because it was not randomised, the methodology of this study does not account for the inherent 

biases in current practice such as patterns of referral to metropolitan hospitals, case selection 

by regional surgeons and which patients chose to have surgery at their regional hospital. 

However, these results support the current practices in surgical treatment of CRC across the 

state of Victoria.  Whilst there are many potential sources of variance which could contribute 

to differing outcomes for CRC resection between regional and metropolitan centres, this study, 
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using detailed information from validated algorithms of AD, has allowed us to adjust for the 

confounding effects of many co-variables. One might hypothesise that patients in the country 

are not as comorbid or that their tumours are less advanced. However, the method has adjusted 

for such variables to ensure our final result takes those differences into account. 

Although CSSANZ and high-volume hospitals were associated with improved OS, this 

analysis was unadjusted.  In support of the overall findings of the study is the observation that 

those variables which would be expected to have an association with poorer prognosis such as 

age, comorbidity, right sided cancers, open surgery, emergency surgery, return to theatre, 

prolonged LOS, ICU admission, discharge destination other than home, lymph node and distant 

metastases, did have reduced OS. 

A limitation of AD is its accuracy. Clinical databases with prospectively-gathered, detailed 

clinical data are the most accurate of the surgical databases. The largest CRC database in 

Australia in the Bi-National Colorectal Cancer Audit (BCCA). However, The BCCA only 

captures 15-20% of CRC resections and most data are from metropolitan teaching hospitals162. 

BIOGRID, the other large clinical database with colorectal patients, only has three public sites 

in Victoria that contribute to its database8. We have used validated algorithms of AD codes to 

achieve accuracies approaching those of a clinical database but with the benefit of much 

broader population coverage than clinical databases.   

Several studies have previously used AD to report on CRC outcomes in Australia17,28-35,39-41 

however these studies have used unmodified AD with untested accuracies. Of those that did 

report on OS, their findings were in keeping with this study30,42. This has also been 

substantiated internationally in a Canadian study168 and the USA169,170. 

This study did not report on disease free survival and cancer-specific survival. Although 

potentially achievable, when CRC was listed in death certificate data as a significant 
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contributing factor to death, it was difficult to determine if the cancer was pre-existing or 

recurrent. We decided that overall survival was a more reliable measurement. 

This study has not recorded deaths that occurred outside Victoria. However, 5 year survival in 

this study was around 60%, which is similar to other states in Australia13,19,29-31 and first world 

countries.14, suggesting that this study does not have large numbers of missing death data. In 

terms of follow-up data for those who survived, we only had objective follow-up data based 

on re-admissions to a Victorian Hospitals. A future direction for improved indirect follow-up 

data would include linkages to other datasets such as electoral roles and Medicare billing. 

However, such linkages were outside the scope of the current project. 

8.6 Conclusion 

After adjustment for confounding variables, this study showed that inner and outer regional 

hospitals have similar overall survival after resection for CRC compared with metropolitan 

hospitals in the state of Victoria. 

Also highlighted is the potential of data linkage, in particular using validated AD and linking 

this to a death index to report on survival outcomes. This methodology facilitates reporting on 

survival after resection for CRC at a population level. 
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Chapter 9 Future Direction 

In this thesis I have used validated algorithms of administrative data coding linked to a death 

registry to create a data source that is accurate and can report on short- and long-term outcomes 

following resection of colorectal cancer at a population level. Some further studies can be 

generated from the dataset we have in place and more detailed and larger studies can be created 

with newer datasets in the future. 
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9.1 Studies from the current dataset 

9.1.1 Possible patient-based differences between regional and metropolitan patients. 

This future study will investigate the effect of patient’s remote habitation on outcome rather 

than the effects of the hospital’s remoteness.  Outcomes from regionally residing patients will 

be compared to patients residing in major cities when both groups have their surgery in 

metropolitan hospitals. 

Along with the hospitals ARIA+ geographical location, the administrative data stores the 

patient’s residence by ARIA+ as well. Therefore, this study would be set up as follows; 

P –  Patients undergoing colorectal resections at metropolitan hospitals in the state of 

Victoria 

I – Patients whose residence is in regional Victoria 

C –  Patients whose residence in in metropolitan Victoria 

O – Overall Survival 

In this study, we have made the regionality of the hospital a constant while comparing the 

outcomes of regional to metropolitan patients. In other words, the exposure group is those 

regional patients who come to metropolitan Victoria for their operation and the control is 

metropolitan patients who have their operation in Metropolitan Victoria.  Selection bias in this 

study may occur as some patients with serious co-morbidities or with technically difficult 

operations would be transferred to metropolitan centres for their operations. However, 

multivariable Cox regression analysis can at least adjust for the measured confounding 

variables. 
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9.1.2 Laparoscopic versus open surgery for colorectal cancer in the state of Victoria 

This was the original main aim of my thesis. However, Chapter 6 revealed that overall coding 

for laparoscopic colorectal operations was inaccurate. However, subset analysis revealed if the 

analysis was restricted to right sided cancers, the coding was very accurate. Moreover, right 

sided operations tend to be more homogenous as far as operative technique than tumours in 

other locations. Therefore, we will perform a study of right sided cancers with the same short- 

and long-term outcomes used for our current study. 

9.2 Future Datasets 

9.2.3 National study 

Each state in Australia has a central repository for its administrative data. All states use the 

ICD-10-AM to code administrative data. Therefore, we could perform all of the above studies 

for the whole of Australia. We could further understand how differing systems as well as 

geographical distances effect outcomes after resection for colorectal cancer. 

9.1.4 Improving data linkage 

In this thesis, I linked two datasets for the final overall survival study. However, data linkage 

can link more datasets to further increase the breadth and granularity of the data. One deficiency 

in our study was detailed data on tumour characteristics. Administrative data can determine 

nodal and distant metastasis but does not have information in a TNM format. As stated in the 

Introduction, registry data is collated from anatomical pathology reports and therefore can add 

more detailed histopathological data to our database. This will allow us to adjust and compare 

by stage if we linked administrative data to registry data. 

Another interesting potential data linkage concerns survival data. The study in Chapter 8 used 

data from the VDI for date of death and for those who survived, the date of last follow-up was 

ascertained from the VAED as the date of discharge of the latest admission. To improve the 
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data of last follow-up, linkage could be made to other datasets that indicate that the patient is 

still alive. Databases such as electoral databases and census data could be used.
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Chapter 10 Conclusion 

The initial aim of this thesis was to investigate short- and long-term outcomes comparing 

laparoscopic to open resection for colorectal cancer in the state of Victoria using administrative 

data linked the death data. This aim changed due to the inaccuracies in laparoscopic coding 

shown in Chapter 6. This was quite disconcerting, but after discussions with other doctoral 

candidates, changing the aim halfway through a research degree is not uncommon. In many 

ways, by changing our focus to centralisation, we have answered an even more important 

question. We found no differences in short- and long-term outcomes between regional hospitals 

compared to metropolitan hospitals after resection for colorectal cancer. This was a surprising 

result but highlighted the power of large accurate datasets used with honest and transparent 

statistical methodology. This question is unlikely to be answered in a randomised control trial 

and other nonrandomised data may lack the accuracy, generalisability and numbers of our 

dataset. We have tried to keep the message simple while accounting for any potential sources 

of bias inherent in nonrandomised trials. 

While setting up the final two state-wide projects, a number of secondary studies were created. 

Firstly, a meta-analysis which showed that the incidence of incisional hernia and adhesional 

intestinal obstruction did not differ between colorectal resections performed laparoscopically 

or with an open approach. Next, a perspective piece highlighting, for surgeons, the inferiorities 

of a noninferiority trial design prevalent in the colorectal literature. Lastly a cohort study, filling 

a gap in the current literature which fails to accurately record the rate of incisional hernia and 

adhesional bowel obstruction as a primary outcome. This found no difference in the hazard of 
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incisional hernia or small bowel obstruction when laparoscopic resection was compared to 

open resection for colorectal cancer. 

The limitations of this thesis have been highlighted in the individual studies. However, the 

main limitations of this thesis are those of administrative data. In our thesis we have minimised 

the errors inherent in coding by using algorithms of codes to eradicate illogical combinations 

thereby increasing accuracy. The other important limitation of administrative data is that it only 

contains inpatient data. We have partially accounted for this via linkage to death data to report 

on overall survival. As detailed in Chapter 9, further granularity in the dataset will be gained 

by further linkages to other datasets. 

This period of post-graduate research has enabled me to study colorectal outcomes research 

and complex clinical epidemiology in equal parts. It has been an invaluable experience for me 

and will determine the type of colorectal surgeon I will be in the future. The skills I have learnt 

and the relationships I have developed along this journey will enable me to continue this 

important work regardless where my career takes me. Having performed many different types 

of studies, I feel well placed to critically analyse surgical literature. This is an important skill 

for surgeons as it is a source to answer questions that arise during clinical practice and ensures 

that patients are exposed to the best evidence-based practices. 
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Appendix 3: Stata ‘do’ files 

Chapter 4 ‘do’ file 

*import lap/open meta file 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\sysstematic review\With new 

study\meta-analysis data table 3.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow 

 

* metan for IH sorted by year, table shows name of study and publication year 

metan LCRIH LCRnoIH OCRIH OCRnoIH, sortby(Year) label(namevar = Study, yearvar = Year) rr 

fixedi 

 

* metan for IH requiring op sorted by year, table shows name of study and publication year 

metan LCRIHOP LCRnoIHOP OCRIHOP OCRnoIHOP, sortby(Year) label(namevar = Study, yearvar = Year) 

rr fixedi by(Type) 

 

* metan for SBO sorted by year, table shows name of study and publication year 

metan LCRSBO LCRnoSBO OCRSBO OCRnoSBO, sortby(Year) label(namevar = Study, yearvar = Year) rr 

fixedi by(Type) 

 

* metan for SBO requiring op sorted by year, table shows name of study and publication year 

metan LCRSBOOP LCRnoSBOOP OCRSBOOP OCRnoSBOOP, sortby(Year) label(namevar = Study, yearvar = 

Year) rr fixedi by(Type) 

 

* metan for IH stratified by RCT vs nonRCT sorted by year, table shows name of study and 

publication year 

metan LCRIH LCRnoIH OCRIH OCRnoIH, sortby(Type) label(namevar = Study, yearvar = Year) rr 

fixedi by(Type) 

 

* metan with favours 

metan LCRSBOOP LCRnoSBOOP OCRSBOOP OCRnoSBOOP, sortby(Year) label(namevar = Study, yearvar = 

Year) rr fixedi t1(Relative risk of of adehesional small bowel obstructionrequiring operation) 

t2 (laparoscopic vs open colorectal surgery) favours (greater open # great laparoscopic) 

 

*metaregression 

metareg _ES Year, wsse(_selogES) graph 

 

* to look at funnel plot first need to run metan for variables to look at. This will generate 

necessary variables for metafunnel 

*create natural log of effect 

gen _lnES = ln(_ES) 

 

*funnel plot 

metafunnel _lnES _selogES 

 

*funnel plot with egger regression line 

metafunnel _lnES _selogES, egger 

 

*test for small study effect using Harbor method with Galbraith graph 

metabias LCRIH LCRnoIH OCRIH OCRnoIH, or harbord graph 

 

*sum all data points 

gen 

add1=LCRIH+LCRnoIH+OCRIH+OCRnoIH+LCRIHOP+LCRnoIHOP+OCRIHOP+OCRnoIHOP+LCRSBO+LCRnoSBO+OCRSBO+OC

RnoSBO+LCRSBOOP+LCRnoSBOOP+OCRSBOOP+OCRnoSBOOP 

collapse add1 

 

*new working out 

*Incisional hernia 

Clear 

 

*import lap/open meta file 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\sysstematic review\With new 

study\meta-analysis data table 3.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow 

 

* Forrest plot 

metan LCRIH LCRnoIH OCRIH OCRnoIH, sortby(Type) label(namevar = Study, yearvar = Type) or 

randomi by(Type) t1(Incisional Hernia) favours (greater open # greater laparoscopic) 

 

*Funnel plot 

gen _lnES = ln(_ES) 

metafunnel _lnES _selogES 

 

* Harbord test 
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metabias LCRIH LCRnoIH OCRIH OCRnoIH, or harbord 

 

* Incisional hernia requiring operation 

* Forrest Plot 

clear 

 

*import lap/open meta file 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\sysstematic review\With new 

study\meta-analysis data table 3.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow 

metan LCRIHOP LCRnoIHOP OCRIHOP OCRnoIHOP, sortby(Type) label(namevar = Study, yearvar = Type) 

or randomi by(Type) t1(Incisional Hernia requiring operation) favours (greater open # greater 

laparoscopic) 

 

* Funnel Plot 

gen _lnES = ln(_ES) 

metafunnel _lnES _selogES 

 

* Harbord test 

metabias LCRIHOP LCRnoIHOP OCRIHOP OCRnoIHOP, or harbord 

 

* small bowel obstruction 

clear 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\sysstematic review\With new 

study\meta-analysis data table 3.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow 

 

* Forrest Plot 

metan LCRSBO LCRnoSBO OCRSBO OCRnoSBO, sortby(Type) label(namevar = Study, yearvar = Type) or 

randomi by(Type) t1(Adhesional Small Bowel Obstruction) favours (greater open # greater 

laparoscopic) 

 

* Funnel Plot 

gen _lnES = ln(_ES) 

metafunnel _lnES _selogES 

 

* Harbord test 

metabias LCRSBO LCRnoSBO OCRSBO OCRnoSBO, or harbord 

 

*small bowel obstruction requiring operation 

clear 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\sysstematic review\With new 

study\meta-analysis data table 3.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow 

 

* Forrest Plot 

metan LCRSBOOP LCRnoSBOOP OCRSBOOP OCRnoSBOOP, sortby(Type) label(namevar = Study, yearvar = 

Type) or randomi by(Type) t1(Adhesional Intestinal Obstruction requiring operation) favours 

(greater open # greater laparoscopic) 

 

* Funnel Plot 

gen _lnES = ln(_ES) 

metafunnel _lnES _selogES 

 

* Harbord test 

metabias LCRSBOOP LCRnoSBOOP OCRSBOOP OCRnoSBOOP, or harbord 

 

admetan OCRIH OCRnoIH LCRIH LCRnoIH, sortby(Type) rr randomi by(Type) label(namevar=Study, 

yearvar=Type) counts group1(Open) group2(Laparoscopic) forestplot(favours(greater laparoscopic 

# greater open)) 
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Chapter 5 ‘do’ file 

* Import Cohort study data file 

. import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\Cohort\data IH SBO with comorbid 

2.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow clear 

 

* DATE CALCULATION 

* calculate followup time between two dates 

. generate fuIH = dateIHrad - dateOP 

* calculate followup time for IH CRC clinic 

. generate fuCRC = dateIHCRC - dateOP 

 

 

* DEFINE STS SET 

*define set as survival set for IHrad 

. stset fuIH, failure(IHrad=1) 

 

* conditional followup time for high quality followup (ie CT and CRC clinic) 

*include futime for incisional hernia CT + CRC whichever is higher when not present 

. generate fuIHc= fuIH if ((IHrad==0 & IHCRC==0)|(IHrad==0 & IHCRC==.)) 

. generate fuCRCc= fuCRC if ((IHrad==0 & IHCRC==0)|(IHrad==. & IHCRC==0)) 

. egen fucc=rowmax(fuIHc fuCRCc) 

 

* include futime for incisional hernia CT + CRC whichever is lower when present 

. generate fuhigh = (fuIH) if IHrad==1 

. replace fuhigh = (fuCRC) if (IHCRC==1)&(fuCRC)<(fuIH) | IHCRC==1&IHrad==0 

 

* Combine present with not present 

. replace fuhigh = fucc if fuhigh==. 

 

* combine CT and colorectal clinic followup outcomes 

. generate IHradCRC=IHrad 

. replace IHradCRC = IHCRC if IHCRC==1 

. replace IHradCRC = 0 if (IHCRC==0 & IHrad==0) | (IHCRC==0 & IHrad==.) | (IHCRC==. & 

IHrad==0) 

 

* STSET FOR COMBINATION RADIOLOGY AND CRC CLINIC 

. stset fuhigh, failure(IHradCRC) 

 

* convert type of operation from string to non string and generate labelling 

. gen typeNS = . 

. replace typeNS=1 if type=="lap" 

. replace typeNS=0 if type=="open" 

. label variable typeNS "type of op nonstring" 

. label define typeNS 1"lap" 0"open" 

. label value typeNS typeNS 

 

. gen sexNS = . 

. replace sexNS=1 if sex=="M" 

. replace sexNS=0 if sex=="F" 

. label variable sexNS "sex nonstring" 

. label define sexNS 1"M" 0"F" 

. label value sexNS sexNS 

 

. gen T2DMNS = . 

. replace T2DMNS=1 if T2DM=="yes" 

. replace T2DMNS=0 if T2DM=="no" 

. label variable T2DMNS "T2DM nonstring" 

. label define T2DMNS 1"yes" 0"no" 

. label value T2DMNS T2DMNS 

 

. gen smokerNS = . 

. replace smokerNS=1 if smoker=="current" 

. replace smokerNS=1 if smoker=="ex" 

. replace smokerNS=0 if smoker=="no" 

. label variable smokerNS "smoker nonstring" 

. label define smokerNS 1"yes" 0"no" 

. label value smokerNS smokerNS 

 

. gen IHDNS = . 

. replace IHDNS=1 if IHD=="yes" 

. replace IHDNS=0 if IHD=="no" 

. label variable IHDNS "IHD nonstring" 

. label define IHDNS 1"yes" 0"no" 

. label value IHDNS IHDNS 
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. gen CVANS = . 

. replace CVANS=1 if CVA=="yes" 

. replace CVANS=0 if CVA=="no" 

. label variable CVANS "CVA nonstring" 

. label define CVANS 1"yes" 0"no" 

. label value CVANS CVANS 

 

. gen LungdiseaseNS = . 

. replace LungdiseaseNS=1 if Lungdisease=="yes" 

. replace LungdiseaseNS=0 if Lungdisease=="no" 

. label variable LungdiseaseNS "Lungdisease nonstring" 

. label define LungdiseaseNS 1"yes" 0"no" 

. label value LungdiseaseNS LungdiseaseNS 

 

. gen immunodefNS = . 

. replace immunodefNS=1 if immunodef=="yes" 

. replace immunodefNS=0 if immunodef=="no" 

. label variable immunodefNS "immunodef nonstring" 

. label define immunodefNS 1"yes" 0"no" 

. label value immunodefNS immunodefNS 

 

. gen openNS = . 

. replace openNS=0 if open=="minor open" 

. replace openNS=0 if open=="no" 

. replace openNS=1 if open=="major laparotomy" 

. label variable openNS "open nonstring" 

. label define openNS 0"miopen/no" 1"major laparotomy" 

. label value openNS openNS 

 

. gen laparoscopicNS = . 

. replace laparoscopicNS=0 if laparoscopic=="minor lap" 

. replace laparoscopicNS=0 if laparoscopic=="no" 

. replace laparoscopicNS=1 if laparoscopic=="major lap" 

. label variable laparoscopicNS "laparoscopic nonstring" 

. label define laparoscopicNS 0"milap/no" 1"major lap" 

. label value laparoscopicNS laparoscopicNS 

 

* convert simple operation from string to non-string and generate labelling 

. gen simpleNS = . 

. replace simpleNS=1 if simple=="no" 

. replace simpleNS=0 if simple=="yes" 

. label variable simpleNS "simple or not simple nonstring" 

. label define simpleNS 1"no" 0"yes" 

. label value simpleNS simpleNS 

 

 

* Convert site of operation from string to non-string and generate labelling 

. gen sideNS = . 

. replace sideNS=1 if side=="left" 

. replace sideNS=1 if side=="rectum" 

. replace sideNS=0 if side=="right" 

. label variable sideNS "side nonstring" 

. label define sideNS 1"left rectum" 0"right" 

. label value sideNS sideNS 

 

* convert simple operation from string to non-string and generate labelling 

. gen BMINS = . 

. replace BMINS=1 if BMI>=30 

. replace BMINS=0 if BMI<30 

. replace BMINS=. if BMI==. 

. label variable BMINS "BMI non-string" 

. label define BMINS 1"obese" 0"not obese" 

. label value BMINS BMINS 

 

* Convert size of hernia radiology and clinic from string to non-string and generate labelling 

. gen sizeIHRC = . 

. replace sizeIHRC=1 if sizeIHR== "moderate" 

. replace sizeIHRC=0 if sizeIHR== "small" 

. replace sizeIHRC=2 if sizeIHR== "large" 

. label variable sizeIHRC "sizeIHR nonstring" 

. label define sizeIHRC 1"moderate" 0"small" 2"large" 

. label value sizeIHRC sizeIHRC 

. replace sizeIHRC=1 if sizeIHC== "moderate" 

. replace sizeIHRC=0 if sizeIHC== "small" 

. replace sizeIHRC=2 if sizeIHC== "large" 
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* tabulate size of hernia with missing values 

. tabulate sizeIHRC type, m 

 

* Convert site of hernia radiology and clinic from string to non-string and generate labelling 

. gen siteIHRC = . 

. replace siteIHRC=1 if siteIHR== "epigastric" 

. replace siteIHRC=0 if siteIHR== "umbilical" 

. replace siteIHRC=2 if siteIHR== "midline" 

. label variable siteIHRC "siteIHRC nonstring" 

. label define siteIHRC 1"epigastric" 0"umbilical" 2"midline" 

. label value siteIHRC siteIHRC 

. replace siteIHRC=1 if siteIHC== "epigastric" 

. replace siteIHRC=0 if siteIHC== "umbilical" 

. replace siteIHRC=2 if siteIHC== "midline" 

 

. tabulate siteIHRC type 

 

* logistic regression by type of operation and IH outcome (radiology and CRC clinic 

. logistic typeNS IHradCRC 

 

* tabulate open vs lap if pt had a CT or surgical followup 

. tab typeNS if fuhigh!=. 

 

* COX REGRESSION 

* regression analysis 

. stcox typeNS 

. stcox age 

. stcox sexNS 

. stcox BMINS 

. stcox T2DMNS 

. stcox smokerNS 

. stcox IHDNS 

. stcox CVANS 

. stcox LungdiseaseNS 

. stcox immunodefNS 

. stcox openNS 

. stcox laparoscopicNS 

. stcox simpleNS 

. stcox sideNS 

* only past history of open operation had p<0.1 (variable openNS) 

 

*regression analysis for independent variables with P<0.1 

. stcox typeNS LungdiseaseNS openNS laparoscopicNS sideNS 

 

* plot regression by type of operation 

. stphplot, by(typeNS) 

* adjust for age 

. stphplot, by(typeNS) adjust(age)  

 

* KAPLAN MEIR ANALYSIS 

*kaplan Meir for IH stratified by type of operation with confidence intervals 

. sts graph, by(type) ci 

*kaplan Meir for IH stratified by type of operation with at risk table under graph 

. sts graph, by(type) risktable 

*kaplan Meir IH for failure, stratified by type of operation with at risk table under graph 

. sts graph,  failure by(type) risktable 

 

* HAZARD RATIO ANALYSIS 

* graph of hazard ratio stratified by operation 

. sts graph, hazard by(type) 

* GRAPH CUMULATIVE HAZARD RATIOS 

. sts graph, cumhaz by(type) 

 

* TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN LAPAROSCOPIC AND OPEN 

. sts test type 

 

* SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION 

* SBO string to non-string 

. gen SBONS = SBO 

. replace SBONS=0 if SBO==. 

 

* calculate followup time between two dates 

. generate funCRC=dateIHnCRC-dateOP 

. egen fuhiclinic=rowmax(fuCRC funCRC) 

. generate fuSBO = . 

. replace fuSBO = dateSBO - dateOP if SBONS==1 

. replace fuSBO = fuhiclinic if SBONS==0 
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. generate fuSBOm=fuSBO/30.4 

 

* summarise SBO followup time 

summarize fuSBOm, detail 

 

* tabulate frequency for each variable 

tab type if fuSBOm!=. 

tab age if fuSBOm!=. 

tab sex if fuSBOm!=. 

tab BMINS if fuSBOm!=. 

tab T2DMNS if fuSBOm!=. 

tab smokerNS if fuSBOm!=. 

tab IHDNS if fuSBOm!=. 

tab CVANS if fuSBOm!=. 

tab LungdiseaseNS if fuSBOm!=. 

tab immunodefNS if fuSBOm!=. 

tab openNS if fuSBOm!=. 

tab laparoscopicNS if fuSBOm!=. 

tab simpleNS if fuSBOm!=. 

tab sideNS if fuSBOm!=. 

tab side if SBO==1 

 

 

* define stset for SBO 

. stset fuSBOm, failure(SBONS=1) 

 

* Kaplan Meir 

. sts graph, by(type) 

 

* cox regression SBO 

. stcox typeNS 

. stcox typeNS 

. stcox age 

. stcox sexNS 

. stcox BMI 

. stcox T2DMNS 

. stcox smokerNS 

. stcox IHDNS 

. stcox CVANS 

. stcox LungdiseaseNS 

. stcox immunodefNS 

. stcox openNS 

. stcox laparoscopicNS 

. stcox simpleNS 

. stcox sideNS 

 

* cox regression SBO with past history of open procedure 

. stcox typeNS openNS 

 

* summary table 

tabout sexNS BMINS T2DMNS smokerNS IHDNS CVANS LungdiseaseNS immunodefNS open laparoscopic 

simple side type using table4.txt, cells(freq col) replace style(tab) font(italic) f(0c 1), if 

(fuhigh!=.|fuSBOm!=.) 

 

* averate age by type of operation 

. mean age, over(typeNS), if (fuhigh!=.|fuSBOm!=.) 

* median age with IQR 

by type, sort: summarize(age), detail, if (fuhigh!=.|fuSBOm!=.) 
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Chapter 6 ‘do’ file 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\Accuracy\new analysis\data1-4.xlsx", 

sheet("Sheet1") firstrow 

* Create site of cancer variable using algorithm 

gen sideNS = . 

*for right 

replace sideNS=1 if inlist(opcode1, 3200001, 3200301, 3200501, 3200401, 3200303, 3200003, 

3200503, 3200403) & inlist(pos1, "C181", "C180", "C182", "C183", "C184", "C185", "C189", 

"C188") 

replace sideNS=1 if inlist(opcode1, 3200500, 3200400, 3200502, 3200402, 3200300, 3200000, 

3200302, 3200002, 3200600, 3200601, 3200602, 3200603) & inlist(pos1, "C181", "C180", "C182", 

"C183", "C184", "C185") 

 

*for left 

replace sideNS=2 if inlist(opcode1, 3203000, 9220800, 3202400, 3202500, 3200600, 3200601, 

3200602, 3200603, 3200300, 3200000, 3200302, 3200002, 3200900, 3200901, 3201200, 3201201, 

3201500, 3205100, 3205101) & inlist(pos1, "C186", "C187") 

 

*for rectum 

replace sideNS=3 if inlist(opcode1, 3202500, 9220800, 3202400, 3202600, 3202800, 3203900, 

3205100, 3205101) & inlist(pos1, "C19", "C20", "C188", "C189") 

replace sideNS=3 if inlist(opcode1, 3200000, 3200002, 3200300, 3200302, 3203000) & 

inlist(pos1, "C19", "C20") 

 

*delete enteries that have two tumour positions or two operations 

replace sideNS=. if inlist(opcode1, 3200000, 3200001, 3200002, 3200300, 3200301, 3200302, 

3200303, 3200400, 3200401, 3200402, 3200403, 3200500, 3200501, 3200502, 3200503, 3200600, 

3200601, 3200602, 3200603, 3200900, 3200901, 3201200, 3201201, 3201500, 3202400, 3202500, 

3202600, 3202800, 3203000, 3203900, 3205100, 3205101, 9220800) & inlist(opcode2, 3200000, 

3200001, 3200002, 3200300, 3200301, 3200302, 3200303, 3200400, 3200401, 3200402, 3200403, 

3200500, 3200501, 3200502, 3200503, 3200600, 3200601, 3200602, 3200603, 3200900, 3200901, 

3201200, 3201201, 3201500, 3202400, 3202500, 3202600, 3202800, 3203000, 3203900, 3205100, 

3205101, 9220800) 

gen pos1NS=. 

replace pos1NS=0 if pos1=="C180" 

replace pos1NS=1 if pos1=="C181" 

replace pos1NS=2 if pos1=="C182" 

replace pos1NS=3 if pos1=="C183" 

replace pos1NS=4 if pos1=="C184" 

replace pos1NS=5 if pos1=="C185" 

replace pos1NS=6 if pos1=="C189" 

replace pos1NS=7 if pos1=="C188" 

replace pos1NS=8 if pos1=="C19" 

replace pos1NS=9 if pos1=="C20" 

replace pos1NS=10 if pos1=="C186" 

replace pos1NS=11 if pos1=="C187" 

 

 

gen pos2NS=. 

replace pos2NS=0 if pos2=="C180" 

replace pos2NS=1 if pos2=="C181" 

replace pos2NS=2 if pos2=="C182" 

replace pos2NS=3 if pos2=="C183" 

replace pos2NS=4 if pos2=="C184" 

replace pos2NS=5 if pos2=="C185" 

replace pos2NS=6 if pos2=="C189" 

replace pos2NS=7 if pos2=="C188" 

replace pos2NS=8 if pos2=="C19" 

replace pos2NS=9 if pos2=="C20" 

replace pos2NS=10 if pos2=="C186" 

replace pos2NS=11 if pos2=="C187" 

 

replace sideNS=. if inlist(pos1NS, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) & inlist(pos2NS, 0, 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) 

 

* variable for mode of operation 

gen optype=. 

replace optype=0 if inlist(opcode1, 3200002, 3200003, 3200302, 3200303, 3200402, 3200403, 

3200502, 3200503, 3200602, 3200603, 3200901, 3201201) 

replace optype=1 if inlist(opcode1, 3200000, 3200001, 3200300, 3200301, 3200400, 3200401, 

3200500, 3200501, 3200600, 3200601, 3200900, 3201200, 3201500, 3202400, 3202500, 3202600, 

3202800, 3203000, 3203900, 3205100, 3205101, 9220800) 

replace optype=2 if inlist(opcode1, 3039000) | inlist(opcode2, 3039000) 

replace optype=3 if inlist(opcode1, 9034301) | inlist(opcode2, 9034301) 
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label variable optype "mode of operation" 

label define optype 1"open" 0"lapu" 2"lapd" 3"converted"  

label value optype optype 

 

 

gen optypec=. 

replace optypec=1 if optype==1 | optype==3 

replace optypec=0 if optype==0 | optype==2 

label variable optypec "mode of operation" 

label define optypec 1"open" 0"lap" 

label value optypec optypec 

 

gen ClinicalnotesNS=. 

replace ClinicalnotesNS=1 if Clinicalnotes=="open" 

replace ClinicalnotesNS=0 if Clinicalnotes=="lap" 

label variable ClinicalnotesNS "mode of operation" 

label define ClinicalnotesNS 1"open" 0"lap" 

label value ClinicalnotesNS ClinicalnotesNS 

 

 

cc optypec ClinicalnotesNS if sideNS!=., by(year) 

 

cc optypec ClinicalnotesNS if sideNS!=., by(year) woolf 

 

 

*TWO BY TWO TABLES 

 

*All 

*2014 

tabulate optype Clinicalnotes if sideNS!=. & year==2014, exact 

*2018 

tabulate optype Clinicalnotes if sideNS!=. & year==2018, exact 

 

*RIGHT 

*2014 

tabulate optype Clinicalnotes if sideNS==1 & year==2014 

*2018 

tabulate optype Clinicalnotes if sideNS==1 & year==2018 

 

*LEFT 

*2014 

tabulate optype Clinicalnotes if sideNS==2 & year==2014 

*2018 

tabulate optype Clinicalnotes if sideNS==2 & year==2018 

 

*RECTAL 

*RIGHT 

*2014 

tabulate optype Clinicalnotes if sideNS==3 & year==2014 

*2018 

tabulate optype Clinicalnotes if sideNS==3 & year==2018 

 

*---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------- 

gen opcode1NS=opcode1 

replace sideNS=. if inlist(posNS1,"appendix", "ascending", "hepatic", "transverse", "splenic", 

"unspecified", "overlapping", "rectogimoid", "rectum", "descending", "sigmoid") & 

inlist(pos2NS, "appendix", "ascending", "hepatic", "transverse", "splenic", "unspecified", 

"overlapping", "rectogimoid", "rectum", "descending", "sigmoid") 

*label operation names 

label variable opcode1NS "operation descriptor" 

label define opcode1NS 3200001"right hemicolectomy with stoma" 3200300"limited ecision of 

large intestine with anastomosis" 3200301"right hemicolectomy with anastomosis" 

3200302"laparoscopic limited excision of colon with anastomosis" 3200303"laparoscopic right 

hemicolectomy with anastomosis" 3200400"subtotal colectomy with formation of stoma" 3200401 

"extended right hemicolectomy with formation of stoma" 3200402" laparoscopic subtotal 

colectomy with formation of stoma" 3200403"laparoscopic right hemicolectomy with formation of 

stoma" 3200500"subtotal colectomy with anastomosis" 3200501"extended right hemicolectomy with 

anastomosis" 3200502"laparoscopic subtotal colectomy with anastomosis" 3200503"laparoscopic 

extended right hemicolectomy with anastomosis" 3200600"left hemicolectomy with anastomosis" 

3200601" left hemicolectomy with formation of stoma" 3200602"laparoscopic left hemicolectomy 

with anastomosis" 3200603"laparoscopic left hemicolectomy with formation of stoma" 3200900" 

total colectomy with ileostomy" 3200901"laparoscopic total colectomy with ileostomy" 

3201200"total colectomy with ileorectal anastomosis" 3201201"laparoscopic total colectomy with 

ileorectal anastomosis" 3201500"total proctocolectomy with ileostomy" 3202400"high anterior 

resection of rectum" 3202500"low anterior resection of rectum" 3202600"ultra-low anterior 

resection of rectum" 3202800"ultra-low anterior resection of rectum with hand-sutured coloanal 
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anastomosis" 3203000"rectosigmoidectomy with formation of stoma" 3203900"abdominoperineal 

resection" 3205100"total proctocolectomy with ileoanal anastomosis" 3205101"total 

proctocolectomy with ileoanal anastomosis and formation of temporary ileostomy" 9220800" 

anterior resection of rectum, level unspecified" 

label value opcode1NS opcode1NS 

 

 

*reason for missing codes 

tabulate opcode1 pos1 if side==. 

 

label variable pos1 "position descriptor" 

label define pos1 C181"appendix" 

label value pos1 pos1 

 

replace sideNS=. if inlist(posNS1,appendix, ascending, hepatic, transverse, splenic, 

unspecified, overlapping, rectogimoid, rectum, descending, sigmoid) & inlist(pos2NS, appendix, 

ascending, hepatic, transverse, splenic, unspecified, overlapping, rectogimoid, rectum, 

descending, sigmoid) 

 

label variable pos2NS "pos2 non-string" 

label define pos2NS 0"caecum" 1"appendix" 2"ascending" 3"hepatic" 4"transverse" 5"splenic" 

6"unspecified" 7"overlapping" 8"rectogimoid" 9"rectum" 10"descending" 11"sigmoid" 

label value pos2NS pos2NS 

 

label variable pos1NS "pos1 non-string" 

label define pos1NS 0"caecum" 1"appendix" 2"ascending" 3"hepatic" 4"transverse" 5"splenic" 

6"unspecified" 7"overlapping" 8"rectogimoid" 9"rectum" 10"descending" 11"sigmoid" 

label value pos1NS pos1NS 
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Chapter 7 ‘do’ file 

*allow large excel file transfer 

set excelxlsxlargefile on 

*import large file 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\STATE1C.xlsx", sheet("rq778vaed0609") 

firstrow 

save "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\stata data 2\state1.dta" 

clear 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\STATE2CA.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow 

save "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\stata data 2\state2CA.dta" 

clear 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\STATE2CB.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow 

save "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\stata data 2\state2CB.dta" 

clear 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\STATE3CA.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow 

save "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\stata data 2\state3CA.dta" 

clear 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\STATE3CB.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow 

save "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\stata data 2\state3CB.dta" 

clear 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\STATE4C.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow 

save "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\stata data 2\state4.dta" 

clear 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\STATE5C.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow 

save "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\stata data 2\state5.dta" 

clear 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\VAED study\VAED\rq778vdi.xlsx", 

sheet("rq778vdi") firstrow 

save "C:\Users\dilsh\Documents\Downloads\VAED\stata data 2\deatha.dta" 

* change working directory 

use. cd "C:\Users\dilsh\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\VAED study\VAED\stata data 2" 

C:\Users\dilsh\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\VAED study\VAED\stata data 2 

*combine datasets vertically - creates "statevert" 

. append using "state2CA" "state2CB" "state3CA" "state3CB" "state4" "state5" 

* add death data to VAED data - creates steteverthorz 

merge m:1 rq778_personID using deatha 

 

*destring variables - creates stateds 

destring, replace 

 

*Global macro for all opcodes 

global allopcodes 3200000, 3200001, 3200301, 3200501, 3200401, 3200500, 3200400, 3200600, 

3200601, 3203000, 3202400, 3201200, 3200900, 3205100, 3205101, 3201500, 3202500, 3202600, 

3203900, 3200300, 3202800, 3206000, 3200303, 3200003, 3200503, 3200403, 3200602, 3200603, 

3200502, 3200402, 3201201, 3200901, 3200302, 3200002, 9220800 

 

global TOPERall "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" 

"TOPER9" "TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" 

"TOPER18" "TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" 

"TOPER27" "TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" 

"TOPER36" "TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40" 

 

*generate variable to identify operative admissions 

gen opadmin = . 

 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace opadmin=1 if inlist(`M', $allopcodes) 

} 

 

* Right algorithms 

gen rightop1=. 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace rightop1=1 if inlist(`M', 3200303 320003 3200503 3200403 3200301 3200001 3200501 

3200401) 

} 
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gen rightside1=. 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

replace rightside1=1 if inlist(`M', "C181", "C180", "C182", "C183", "C184", "C185", "C189", 

"C188") 

} 

 

gen rightopside1=. 

replace rightopside1=1 if rightop1==1&rightside1==1 

 

gen rightside2=. 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

replace rightside2=1 if inlist(`M', "C180", "C182", "C183", "C184", "C185") 

} 

 

gen rightop2=. 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace rightop2=1 if inlist(`M', 3200500, 3200400, 3200502, 3200402, 3200300, 3200000, 

3200302, 3200002, 3200600, 3200601, 3200602, 3200603) 

} 

 

gen rightopside2=. 

replace rightopside2=1 if rightop2==1&rightside2==1 

 

gen rightopsidef=. 

replace rightopsidef=1 if rightopside1==1|rightopside2==1 

 

*Left algorithm 

gen leftop=. 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace leftop=1 if inlist(`M', 3203000, 9220800, 3202400, 3202500, 3200600, 3200601, 3200602, 

3200603, 3200300, 3200000, 3200302, 3200002, 3200900, 3200901, 3201200, 3201201, 3201500, 

3205100, 3205101) 

} 

 

gen leftside=. 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

replace leftside=1 if inlist(`M', "C186", "C187") 

} 

 

gen leftopsidef=. 

replace leftopsidef=1 if leftop==1&leftside==1 

 

* rectum algorithms 

gen rectumop1=. 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace rectumop1=1 if inlist(`M', 3202500, 9220800, 3202400, 3202600, 3202800, 3203900, 

3205100, 3205101) 

} 

 

gen rectumside1=. 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 
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"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

replace rectumside1=1 if inlist(`M', "C19", "C20", "C188", "C189") 

} 

 

gen rectumopside1=. 

replace rectumopside1=1 if rectumop1==1&rectumside1==1 

 

gen rectumside2=. 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

replace rectumside2=1 if inlist(`M', "C19", "C20") 

} 

 

gen rectumop2=. 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace rectumop2=1 if inlist(`M', 3200000, 3200002, 3200300, 3200302, 3203000) 

} 

 

gen rectumopside2=. 

replace rectumopside2=1 if rectumop2==1&rectumside2==1 

 

gen rectumopsidef=. 

replace rectumopsidef=1 if rectumopside1==1|rectumopside2==1 

 

gen sideNS=. 

replace sideNS=1 if rightopsidef==1 

replace sideNS=2 if leftopsidef==1 

replace sideNS=3 if rectumopsidef==1 

label define sideNS 1"right" 2"left" 3"rectum" 

label value sideNS sideNS 

*saved as statetestfinal 

 

*merge ARIA 

clear 

import excel "C:\Users\dilsh\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\VAED study\VAED\ARIA.xlsx", 

sheet("rq778PubHosRemoteness") firstrow 

save "C:\Users\dilsh\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\VAED study\VAED\stata data 2\ARIA5.dta" 

clear 

use statetestfinal 

drop _merge 

merge m:1 e_campus using ARIA5 

 

*gen ARIA variable 

gen ARIA=. 

replace ARIA=1 if dr_RA_NAME_2016=="Major Cities of Australia" 

replace ARIA=2 if dr_RA_NAME_2016=="Inner Regional Australia" 

replace ARIA=3 if dr_RA_NAME_2016=="Outer Regional and Remote Australia" 

label define ARIA 1"Metro" 2"Inner" 3"Outer" 

label value ARIA ARIA 

 

*gen sex variable 

gen SEXNS=. 

replace SEXNS=1 if SEX==1 

replace SEXNS=0 if SEX==2 

label define SEXNS 1"M" 0"F" 

label value SEXNS SEXNS 

 

gen sexNS=. 

replace sexNS=1 if sex==1 

replace sexNS=0 if sex==2 

label define SexNS 1"M" 0"F" 

label value sexNS sexNS 

 

* gen age variable 

gen age2=. 

replace age2=1 if AGEGROUP=="10-14" | AGEGROUP=="15-19" 

replace age2=2 if AGEGROUP=="20-24" | AGEGROUP=="25-29" 

replace age2=3 if AGEGROUP=="30-34" | AGEGROUP=="35-39" 

replace age2=4 if AGEGROUP=="40-44" | AGEGROUP=="45-49" 
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replace age2=5 if AGEGROUP=="50-54" | AGEGROUP=="55-59" 

replace age2=6 if AGEGROUP=="60-64" | AGEGROUP=="65-69" 

replace age2=7 if AGEGROUP=="70-74" | AGEGROUP=="75-79" 

replace age2=8 if AGEGROUP=="80-84" | AGEGROUP=="85-89" 

replace age2=9 if AGEGROUP=="90+" 

label define age2 1"10-19" 2"20s" 3"30s" 4"40s" 5"50s" 6"60s" 7"70s" 8"80s" 9"90+" 

label value age2 age2 

 

*gen new age variable as missed 85+ category in AGRGROUP 

gen age3=. 

replace age3=1 if AGEGROUP=="10-14" | AGEGROUP=="15-19" 

replace age3=2 if AGEGROUP=="20-24" | AGEGROUP=="25-29" 

replace age3=3 if AGEGROUP=="30-34" | AGEGROUP=="35-39" 

replace age3=4 if AGEGROUP=="40-44" | AGEGROUP=="45-49" 

replace age3=5 if AGEGROUP=="50-54" | AGEGROUP=="55-59" 

replace age3=6 if AGEGROUP=="60-64" | AGEGROUP=="65-69" 

replace age3=7 if AGEGROUP=="70-74" | AGEGROUP=="75-79" 

replace age3=8 if AGEGROUP=="80-84" | AGEGROUP=="85-89"|AGEGROUP=="85+" 

replace age3=9 if AGEGROUP=="90+" 

label define age3 1"10-19" 2"20s" 3"30s" 4"40s" 5"50s" 6"60s" 7"70s" 8"80s" 9"90+" 

label value age3 age3 

 

*gen binary age variable to regression (cutoff 70) 

gen agereg=. 

replace agereg=0 if AGEGROUP=="10-14" | AGEGROUP=="15-19"| AGEGROUP=="20-24" | AGEGROUP=="25-

29" | AGEGROUP=="30-34" | AGEGROUP=="35-39" | AGEGROUP=="40-44" | AGEGROUP=="45-49" | 

AGEGROUP=="50-54" | AGEGROUP=="55-59" | AGEGROUP=="60-64" | AGEGROUP=="65-69" 

replace agereg=1 if AGEGROUP=="70-74" | AGEGROUP=="75-79"| AGEGROUP=="80-84" | AGEGROUP=="85-

89" | AGEGROUP=="85+" | AGEGROUP=="90+" 

label define agereg 0"<70" 1">70" 

label value agereg agereg 

 

 

*gen lap v open variable 

gen optype=. 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace optype=1 if inlist(`M', 3200303, 3200003, 3200503, 3200403, 3200602, 3200603, 3200502, 

3200402, 3201201, 3200901, 3200302, 3200002, 3039000, 3039300) & sideNS!=. 

} 

replace optype=0 if optype!=1 & sideNS!=. 

label define optype 0"open" 1"lap" 

label value optype optype 

 

*gen ASA 

*ASA for baseline 

gen ASA=. 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace ASA=1 if inlist(`M',9251410, 9251419) & sideNS!=. 

} 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace ASA=2 if inlist(`M',9251420, 9251429) & sideNS!=. 

} 

 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace ASA=3 if inlist(`M',9251430, 9251439) & sideNS!=. 

} 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 
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replace ASA=4 if inlist(`M',9251440, 9251449) & sideNS!=. 

} 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace ASA=5 if inlist(`M',9251450, 9251459) & sideNS!=. 

} 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace ASA=6 if inlist(`M',9251469) & sideNS!=. 

} 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace ASA=0 if inlist(`M',9251490, 9251499) & sideNS!=. 

} 

 

*Binary ASA for regression ASA 1-2 vs ASA 3-4-5 

gen ASAreg=. 

replace ASAreg=0 if ASA==1 | ASA==2 

replace ASAreg=1 if ASA==3| ASA==4 | ASA==5 

replace ASAreg=2 if ASA==0 

label define ASAreg 0"low" 1"high" 2"NR" 

label value ASAreg ASAreg 

 

*lymph nodes 

gen LN=. 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

replace LN=1 if inlist(`M',"C772" "C775") & sideNS!=. 

} 

replace LN=0 if LN!=1 & sideNS!=. 

label define LN 0"Negative" 1"Positive" 

label value LN LN 

 

*Distant Mets 

gen MET=. 

foreach m in "C780" "C782" "C784" "C785" "C786" "C787" "C788" "C790" "C791" "C793" "C795" 

"C796" "C797" "C7982" "C7988"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace MET=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

replace MET=0 if MET!=1 & sideNS!=. 

label define MET 0"Negative" 1"Positive" 

label value MET MET 

 

*LOS 

generate LOS = e_sepdate - e_admdate 

gen LOSNS=. 

replace LOSNS=1 if LOS>14 & sideNS!=. 

replace LOSNS=0 if LOS<=14 & sideNS!=. 

label define LOSNS 1"prolonged" 0"expected" 

label value LOSNS LOSNS 

 

*year 

generate year = year(e_admdate) 

 

*binary year for regression 

gen yearreg=. 

replace yearreg=1 if inlist(year, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013) 

replace yearreg=0 if inlist(year, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019) 

label define yearreg 1"2007 - 2013" 0"2014 - 2019" 
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label value yearreg yearreg 

 

*discharge destination 

gen DC=. 

replace DC=0 if SEPMODE=="H" & sideNS!=. 

replace DC=1 if SEPMODE!="H" & SEPMODE!="D" & sideNS!=. 

label define DC 1"other" 0"home" 

label value DC DC 

 

*Charlson 

gen CHI = 0  

foreach m in "I21" "I22" "I252" "I50"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace CHI=CHI+1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen AMI = 0  

foreach m in "I21" "I22" "I252"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace AMI=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen CHF = 0  

foreach m in "I50"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace CHF=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen PVD = 0  

foreach m in "I71" "I790" "I739" "R02" "Z958"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace PVD=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen CVA = 0  

foreach m in "I60" "I61" "I62" "I63" "i65" "I66" "G450" "G451" "G452" "G458" "G459" "G46" 

"I64" "G454" "I670" "I671" "I672" "I674" "I675" "I676" "I677" "I678" "I679" "I68" "1682" 

"1688" "I69"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace CVA=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen DEM = 0  

foreach m in "F00" "F01" "F02" "F051"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace DEM=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 
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gen PUL = 0  

foreach m in "J40" "J41" "J42" "J44" "J43" "J45" "J46" "J47" "J67" "J44" "J60" "J61" "J62" 

"J63" "J66" "J64" "J65"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace PUL=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen CTD = 0  

foreach m in "M32" "M34" "M332" "M053" "M058" "M059" "M060" "M063" "M069" "M050" "M052" "M051" 

"M353"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace CTD=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen PUD = 0  

foreach m in "K25" "K26" "K27" "K28"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace PUD=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen CLD = 0  

foreach m in "K702" "K703" "K73" "K717" "K740" "K742" "K746" "K743" "K744" "K745"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace CLD=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen DMU = 0  

foreach m in "E109" "E119" "E139" "E149" "E101" "E111" "E131" "E141" "E105" "E115" "E135" 

"E145"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace DMU=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen DMC = 0  

foreach m in "E102" "E112" "E132" "E142" "E103" "E113" "E133" "E143" "E104" "E114" "E134" 

"E144"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace DMC=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen PARA = 0  

foreach m in "G81" "G041" "G820" "G821" "G822"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 
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"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace PARA=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen CRF = 0  

foreach m in "N03" "N052" "N053" "N054" "N055" "N056" "N072" "N073" "N074" "N01" "N18" "N19" 

"N25"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace CRF=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen CA = 0  

foreach m in "C0" "C1" "C2" "C3" "C40" "C41" "C43" "C45" "C46" "C47" "C48" "C49" "C5" "C6" 

"C70" "C71" "C72" "C73" "C74" "C75" "C76" "C80" "C81" "C82" "C83" "C84" "C85" "C883" "C887" 

"C889" "C900" "C901" "C91" "C92" "C93" "C940" "C941" "C942" "C943" "C9451" "C947" "C95" "C96"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace CA=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen METS = 0  

foreach m in "C77" "C78" "C79" "C80"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace METS=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen SCLD = 0  

foreach m in "K729" "K766" "K767" "K721"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace SCLD=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen HIV = 0  

foreach m in "B20" "B21" "B22" "B23" "B24"{ 

foreach M in "TDIAG1" "TDIAG2" "TDIAG3" "TDIAG4" "TDIAG5" "TDIAG6" "TDIAG7" "TDIAG8" "TDIAG9" 

"TDIAG10" "TDIAG11" "TDIAG12" "TDIAG13" "TDIAG14" "TDIAG15" "TDIAG16" "TDIAG17" "TDIAG18" 

"TDIAG19" "TDIAG20" "TDIAG21" "TDIAG22" "TDIAG23" "TDIAG24" "TDIAG25" "TDIAG26" "TDIAG27" 

"TDIAG28" "TDIAG29" "TDIAG30" "TDIAG31" "TDIAG32" "TDIAG33" "TDIAG34" "TDIAG35" "TDIAG36" 

"TDIAG37" "TDIAG38" "TDIAG39" "TDIAG40"{ 

qui replace HIV=1 if `M'=="`m'" & sideNS!=. 

} 

} 

 

gen CCI=. 

replace 

CCI=AMI+CHF+PVD+CVA+DEM+PUL+CTD+PUD+CLD+DMU+DMC*2+PARA*2+CRF*2+CA*2+METS*3+SCLD*3+HIV*6 

 

gen CCIreg=. 

replace CCIreg=0 if CCI==0 

replace CCIreg=1 if CCI==1 

replace CCIreg=2 if CCI>=2 

label define CCIreg 0"0" 1"1" 2">2" 

label value CCIreg CCIreg 

 

 

*RTT 
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gen RTTopen=. 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

replace RTTopen=1 if inlist(`M',3038500) & sideNS!=. 

} 

 

gen RTTop = 0  

foreach m in 3200000, 3200001, 3200301, 3200501, 3200401, 3200500, 3200400, 3200600, 3200601, 

3203000, 3202400, 3201200, 3200900, 3205100, 3205101, 3201500, 3202500, 3202600, 3203900, 

3200300, 3202800, 3206000, 3200303, 3200003, 3200503, 3200403, 3200602, 3200603, 3200502, 

3200402, 3201201, 3200901, 3200302, 3200002, 9220800, 3005801, 3037300, 3037800, 3039400, 

3039600, 3040303, 3384500, 3039000, 3039300{ 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

qui replace RTTop=RTTop+1 if `M'==`m'  

} 

} 

 

gen RTTASA = 0  

foreach m in 9251410, 9251419, 9251420, 9251429, 9251430, 9251439, 9251440, 9251449, 9251450, 

9251459, 9251490, 9251499{ 

foreach M in "TOPER1" "TOPER2" "TOPER3" "TOPER4" "TOPER5" "TOPER6" "TOPER7" "TOPER8" "TOPER9" 

"TOPER10" "TOPER11" "TOPER12" "TOPER13" "TOPER14" "TOPER15" "TOPER16" "TOPER17" "TOPER18" 

"TOPER19" "TOPER20" "TOPER21" "TOPER22" "TOPER23" "TOPER24" "TOPER25" "TOPER26" "TOPER27" 

"TOPER28" "TOPER29" "TOPER30" "TOPER31" "TOPER32" "TOPER33" "TOPER34" "TOPER35" "TOPER36" 

"TOPER37" "TOPER38" "TOPER39" "TOPER40"{ 

qui replace RTTASA=RTTASA+1 if `M'==`m' 

} 

} 

 

gen RTTf=. 

replace RTTf=1 if RTTASA>=2&RTTopen==1 & sideNS!=. 

replace RTTf=1 if RTTASA>=2&RTTop>=2 & sideNS!=. 

replace RTTf=0 if RTTf==. 

label define RTTf 1"yes" 0"no" 

label value RTTf RTTf 

 

 

*inpatient mortality 

gen IPM=. 

replace IPM=1 if SEPMODE=="D" 

replace IPM=0 if IPM==. 

label define IPM 1"yes" 0"no" 

label value IPM IPM 

 

*generate variable for CCU  

gen postopb=. 

replace postopb=1 if CMVHRS!=. 

replace postopb=1 if NIV_hrs!=. 

replace postopb=1 if CCUHRS!=. 

replace postopb=1 if ICUHRS!=. 

replace postopb=0 if postopb==. 

label define postopb 1"yes" 0"no" 

label value postopb postopb  

 

 

*death 

generate death = e_dod - e_admdate 

 

generate death1 = e_dod - e_admdate if sideNS!=. 

 

gen OS=. 

replace OS=1 if e_dod!=. 

 

* last date of follow up 

sort rq778_personID 

by rq778_personID: egen lastdate = max(e_sepdate) 

format lastdate %tdd_m_y 

generate fuLD=lastdate-e_admdate 

replace OS=0 if death==.&lastdate!=. 

replace death=fuLD if death==. 
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*Hi/Lo volume (greater than 40cases per year as per Nigel pg 57) 

gen e_campusa=. 

replace e_campusa=e_campus if sideNS!=.&e_campus!=0 

bysort e_campusa: gen opnumber = _N 

gen opnumbera=. 

replace opnumbera=opnumber if e_campus!=0 

replace opnumbera=. if sideNS==. 

gen HILO=. 

replace HILO=1 if opnumbera>=500  

replace HILO=0 if opnumbera<500  

label define HILO 1"HI" 0"LOW" 

label value HILO HILO 

 

*drop values if AGEGROUP is 00-04 

drop if AGEGROUP=="00-04" 

 

*Baseline table 

tab sexNS ARIA if sideNS!=., col 

tab ASA ARIA if sideNS!=., col 

tab ASA ARIA if sideNS!=., col missing 

tab ASA ARIA if sideNS!=., col 

tab CCI ARIA if sideNS!=., col 

tab sideNS ARIA if sideNS!=., col 

tab year ARIA if sideNS!=., col 

tab optype ARIA if sideNS!=., col 

tab LN ARIA if sideNS!=., col 

tab MET ARIA if sideNS!=., col 

 

*LOS univariable Logistic regression 

reg LOSNS i.ARIA if sideNS!=. 

tab LOSNS ARIA 

tab CSSANZ_flag LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS CSSANZ_flag if ARIA!=. 

tab HILO LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS HILO if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS agereg if ARIA!=. 

tab LOSNS agereg if ARIA!=. 

tab SEXNS LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS SEXNS if ARIA!=. 

tab yearreg LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg yearreg SEXNS if ARIA!=. 

tab ASAreg LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS i.ASAreg if ARIA!=. 

tab CCIreg LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS i.CCIreg if ARIA!=. 

tab sideNS LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS i.sideNS if ARIA!=. 

tab optype LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS optype if ARIA!=. 

tab LN LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS LN if ARIA!=. 

tab MET LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS MET if ARIA!=. 

tab RTTf LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS RTTf if ARIA!=. 

tab IPM LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS IPM if ARIA!=. 

tab DC LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS DC if ARIA!=. 

tab postopb LOSNS if ARIA!=. 

reg LOSNS postopb if ARIA!=. 

 

*LOS multivariable Logistic regression 

reg LOSNS i.ASAreg i.CCIreg optype MET RTTf IPM DC postopb if ARIA!=. 

 

* change working directory 

. cd "D:\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\VAED study\VAED\stata data 2" 

D:\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\VAED study\VAED\stata data 2 

use "final1" 

 

***Baseline Table 

tab age3 ARIA, col 

tab SEXNS ARIA, col 

tab ASA ARIA, m col 

tab CCI ARIA, col 

tab year ARIA 
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tab emerg ARIA, col 

tab sideNS ARIA, col 

tab optype ARIA, col 

tab LN ARIA, col 

tab MET ARIA, col 

 

*****Logistic regression analysis for short term outcomes 

**LOS 

tab ARIA LOSNS 

logistic LOSNS i.ARIA 

tab CSSANZ_flag LOSNS 

logistic LOSNS CSSANZ_flag 

tab HILO LOSNS 

logistic LOSNS HILO  

tab agereg LOSNS  

logistic LOSNS agereg 

tab SEXNS LOSNS 

logistic LOSNS SEXNS 

tab yearreg LOSNS 

logistic LOSNS yearreg 

tab ASAreg LOSNS 

logistic LOSNS i.ASAreg 

tab CCIreg LOSNS 

logistic LOSNS i.CCIreg 

tab sideNS LOSNS 

logistic LOSNS i.sideNS 

tab optype LOSNS 

logistic LOSNS optype 

tab emerg LOSNS 

logistic LOSNS emerg 

tab LN LOSNS 

logistic LOSNS LN 

tab MET LOSNS 

logistic LOSNS MET 

tab postopb LOSNS 

logistic LOSNS postopb 

 

* Multivariable Logistic regression 

logistic LOSNS i.ARIA CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store mainlogLOSNS 

*Effect Modication a priori hypothesis 

logistic LOSNS i.ARIA##i.ASAreg CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logLOSNSASA 

lrtest mainlogLOSNS logLOSNSASA 

 

logistic LOSNS i.ARIA##i.CCIreg CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.sideNS optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logLOSCCI 

lrtest mainlogLOSNS logLOSCCI 

 

logistic LOSNS i.ARIA##i.sideNS CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logLOSside 

lrtest mainlogLOSNS logLOSside 

 

logistic LOSNS i.ARIA##optype CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logLOSoptype 

lrtest mainlogLOSNS logLOSoptype 

 

 

** Inpatient mortality 

tab ARIA IPM 

logistic IPM i.ARIA 

tab CSSANZ_flag IPM 

logistic IPM CSSANZ_flag 

tab HILO IPM 

logistic IPM HILO  

tab agereg IPM  

logistic IPM agereg 

tab SEXNS IPM 

logistic IPM SEXNS 

tab yearreg IPM 

logistic IPM yearreg 

tab ASAreg IPM 
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logistic IPM i.ASAreg 

tab CCIreg IPM 

logistic IPM i.CCIreg 

tab sideNS IPM 

logistic IPM i.sideNS 

tab optype IPM 

logistic IPM optype 

tab emerg IPM 

logistic IPM emerg 

tab LN IPM 

logistic IPM LN 

tab MET IPM 

logistic IPM MET 

tab postopb IPM 

logistic IPM postopb 

 

* Multivariable analysis for IPM 

logistic IPM i.ARIA CSSANZ_flag agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype emerg 

MET postopb 

estimates store mainlogIPM 

 

*Effect Modication a priori hypothesis 

logistic IPM i.ARIA##i.ASAreg CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logIPMASA 

lrtest mainlogIPM logIPMASA 

 

logistic IPM i.ARIA##i.CCIreg CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.sideNS optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logIPMCCI 

lrtest mainlogIPM logIPMCCI 

 

logistic IPM i.ARIA##i.sideNS CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logIPMside 

lrtest mainlogIPM logIPMside 

 

logistic IPM i.ARIA##optype CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logIPMoptype 

lrtest mainlogIPM logIPMoptype 

 

** Return to theatre 

*univariable regression 

tab ARIA RTTf 

logistic RTTf i.ARIA 

tab CSSANZ_flag RTTf 

logistic RTTf CSSANZ_flag 

tab HILO RTTf 

logistic RTTf HILO  

tab agereg RTTf  

logistic RTTf agereg 

tab SEXNS RTTf 

logistic RTTf SEXNS 

tab yearreg RTTf 

logistic RTTf yearreg 

tab ASAreg RTTf 

logistic RTTf i.ASAreg 

tab CCIreg RTTf 

logistic RTTf i.CCIreg 

tab sideNS RTTf 

logistic RTTf i.sideNS 

tab optype RTTf 

logistic RTTf optype 

tab emerg RTTf 

logistic RTTf emerg 

tab LN RTTf 

logistic RTTf LN 

tab MET RTTf 

logistic RTTf MET 

tab postopb RTTf 

logistic RTTf postopb 

 

** Multivariable 

logistic RTTf i.ARIA SEXNS i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS emerg postopb 

estimates store mainlogRTT 

*Effect Modication a priori hypothesis 
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logistic RTTf i.ARIA##i.ASAreg CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logRTTASA 

lrtest mainlogRTT logRTTASA 

 

logistic RTTf i.ARIA##i.CCIreg CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.sideNS optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logRTTCCI 

lrtest mainlogRTT logRTTCCI 

 

logistic RTTf i.ARIA##i.sideNS CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logRTTside 

lrtest mainlogRTT logRTTside 

 

logistic RTTf i.ARIA##optype CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logRTToptype 

lrtest mainlogRTT logRTToptype 

 

** discharge destination 

 

*univariable regression 

tab ARIA DC 

logistic DC i.ARIA 

tab CSSANZ_flag DC 

logistic DC CSSANZ_flag 

tab HILO DC 

logistic DC HILO  

tab agereg DC  

logistic DC agereg 

tab SEXNS DC 

logistic DC SEXNS 

tab yearreg DC 

logistic DC yearreg 

tab ASAreg DC 

logistic DC i.ASAreg 

tab CCIreg DC 

logistic DC i.CCIreg 

tab sideNS DC 

logistic DC i.sideNS 

tab optype DC 

logistic DC optype 

tab emerg DC 

logistic DC emerg 

tab LN DC 

logistic DC LN 

tab MET DC 

logistic DC MET 

tab postopb DC 

logistic DC postopb 

 

** Multivariable 

logistic DC i.ARIA CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store mainlogDC 

*Effect Modication a priori hypothesis 

logistic DC i.ARIA##i.ASAreg CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logDCASA 

lrtest mainlogDC logDCASA 

 

logistic DC i.ARIA##i.CCIreg CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.sideNS optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logDCCCI 

lrtest mainlogDC logDCCCI 

 

logistic DC i.ARIA##i.sideNS CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg optype 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logDCside 

lrtest mainlogDC logDCside 

 

logistic DC i.ARIA##optype CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS 

emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logDCoptype 

lrtest mainlogDC logDCoptype 
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****** Multivariable without CSSANZ and HILO 

* Multivariable Logistic regression LOS 

logistic LOSNS i.ARIA agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype emerg MET postopb 

estimates store mainlogLOSNS 

*Effect Modication a priori hypothesis 

logistic LOSNS i.ARIA##i.ASAreg agereg SEXNS yearreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype emerg MET 

postopb 

estimates store logLOSNSASA 

lrtest mainlogLOSNS logLOSNSASA 

 

logistic LOSNS i.ARIA##i.CCIreg agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.sideNS optype emerg MET 

postopb 

estimates store logLOSCCI 

lrtest mainlogLOSNS logLOSCCI 

 

logistic LOSNS i.ARIA##i.sideNS agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg optype emerg MET 

postopb 

estimates store logLOSside 

lrtest mainlogLOSNS logLOSside 

 

logistic LOSNS i.ARIA##optype agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS emerg MET 

postopb 

estimates store logLOSoptype 

lrtest mainlogLOSNS logLOSoptype 

 

* Multivariable analysis for IPM 

logistic IPM i.ARIA agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype emerg LN MET 

postopb 

estimates store mainlogIPM 

 

*Effect Modication a priori hypothesis 

logistic IPM i.ARIA##i.ASAreg agereg SEXNS yearreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype emerg LN MET 

postopb 

estimates store logIPMASA 

lrtest mainlogIPM logIPMASA 

 

logistic IPM i.ARIA##i.CCIreg agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.sideNS optype emerg LN MET 

postopb 

estimates store logIPMCCI 

lrtest mainlogIPM logIPMCCI 

 

logistic IPM i.ARIA##i.sideNS agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg optype emerg LN MET 

postopb 

estimates store logIPMside 

lrtest mainlogIPM logIPMside 

 

logistic IPM i.ARIA##optype agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS emerg LN MET 

postopb 

estimates store logIPMoptype 

lrtest mainlogIPM logIPMoptype 

 

** Multivariable 

logistic RTTf i.ARIA SEXNS i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS emerg MET postopb 

estimates store mainlogRTT 

*Effect Modication a priori hypothesis 

logistic RTTf i.ARIA##i.ASAreg SEXNS i.CCIreg i.sideNS emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logRTTASA 

lrtest mainlogRTT logRTTASA 

 

logistic RTTf i.ARIA##i.CCIreg SEXNS i.ASAreg i.sideNS emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logRTTCCI 

lrtest mainlogRTT logRTTCCI 

 

logistic RTTf i.ARIA##i.sideNS SEXNS i.ASAreg i.CCIreg emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logRTTside 

lrtest mainlogRTT logRTTside 

 

lincom 2.ARIA +2.ARIA#3.sideNS 

lincom 3.ARIA +3.ARIA#3.sideNS 

 

logistic RTTf i.ARIA##optype SEXNS i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS MET emerg postopb 

estimates store logRTToptype 

lrtest mainlogRTT logRTToptype 

 

lincom 2.ARIA +2.ARIA#1.optype 

lincom 3.ARIA +3.ARIA#1.optype 
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logistic RTTf i.ARIA SEXNS i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.ARIA##i.sideNS i.ARIA##optype emerg MET postopb 

 

** Multivariable 

logistic DC i.ARIA agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype emerg MET postopb 

estimates store mainlogDC 

*Effect Modication a priori hypothesis 

logistic DC i.ARIA##i.ASAreg agereg SEXNS yearreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logDCASA 

lrtest mainlogDC logDCASA 

 

logistic DC i.ARIA##i.CCIreg agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.sideNS optype emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logDCCCI 

lrtest mainlogDC logDCCCI 

 

lincom 2.ARIA +2.ARIA#1.CCIreg 

lincom 2.ARIA +2.ARIA#2.CCIreg 

 

lincom 3.ARIA +3.ARIA#1.CCIreg 

lincom 3.ARIA +3.ARIA#2.CCIreg 

 

logistic DC i.ARIA##i.sideNS agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg optype emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logDCside 

lrtest mainlogDC logDCside 

 

logistic DC i.ARIA##optype agereg SEXNS yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS emerg MET postopb 

estimates store logDCoptype 

lrtest mainlogDC logDCoptype 
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Chapter 8 ‘do’ file 

 

*Cox regression for death 

*define stset 

stset death, failure(OS=1) 

 

*Univariable cox regression 

tab OS ARIA 

stcox i.ARIA 

tab OS CSSANZ_flag 

stcox CSSANZ_flag 

tab OS HILO 

stcox HILO 

tab OS yearreg 

stcox yearreg 

tab OS agereg 

stcox agereg 

tab OS SEXNS 

stcox SEXNS 

tab OS ASAreg 

stcox i.ASAreg 

tab OS CCIreg 

stcox i.CCIreg 

tab OS sideNS 

stcox i.sideNS 

tab OS optype 

stcox optype 

tab OS LN 

stcox LN 

tab OS MET 

stcox MET 

tab OS RTTf 

stcox RTTf 

tab OS DC 

stcox DC 

tab OS postopb 

stcox postopb 

 

*Multivariable cox regression without 0s 

stcox i.ARIA yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS LN MET RTTf DC postopb 

 

*Multivariable cox regression with 0s 

stcox i.ARIA CSSANZ_flag agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS LN MET RTTf DC postopb 

estimates store maincox 

 

*Effect Modication a priori hypothesis 

stcox i.ARIA##i.ASAreg CSSANZ_flag agereg i.CCIreg i.sideNS LN MET RTTf DC postopb 

*Inner >2 

estimates store coxasa 

lrtest maincox coxasa 

stcox i.ARIA##i.CCIreg CSSANZ_flag agereg i.ASAreg i.sideNS LN MET RTTf DC postopb 

estimates store coxcci 

lrtest maincox coxcci 

stcox i.ARIA##i.sideNS CSSANZ_flag agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg LN MET RTTf DC postopb 

estimates store coxside 

lrtest maincox coxside 

stcox i.ARIA##optype CSSANZ_flag agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS LN MET RTTf DC postopb 

estimates store coxoptype 

lrtest maincox coxoptype 

*there is evidence of effect modification for this 

*kAPLAN Meir Curve 

sts graph, by(ARIA) 

 

* testing for proportional hazards assumption 

*first run cox regression 

stcox i.ARIA yearreg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS LN MET RTTf DC postopb 

* then test for PH assumption 

stcox i. ARIA CSSANZ_flag agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS LN MET RTTf DC postopb, 

schoenfeld(sch*) scaledsch (scasch*) 

estat phtest, detail 

* plot PH over time 

stphplot, by(ARIA) 

*cumhaz calcuations 

. sts graph, cumhaz by(agereg) risktable 
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* ok 

. sts graph, cumhaz by(sideNS) risktable 

*ok 

. sts graph, cumhaz by(LN) risktable 

*split at 3 years 

. sts graph, cumhaz by(MET) risktable 

*time split 3 years 

. sts graph, cumhaz by(DC) risktable 

*ok 

 

*testing for LN as a time varying constant 

stcox i. ARIA CSSANZ_flag agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS LN MET RTTf DC postopb, tvc(LN) 

lincom [main]LN + 1*[tvc]LN, hr 

lincom [main]LN + 2*[tvc]LN, hr 

lincom [main]LN + 3*[tvc]LN, hr 

lincom [main]LN + 4*[tvc]LN, hr 

lincom [main]LN + 5*[tvc]LN, hr 

lincom [main]LN + 6*[tvc]LN, hr 

lincom [main]LN + 7*[tvc]LN, hr 

lincom [main]LN + 2*2*[tvc]LN, hr 

 

 

 

* new STset using ID 

stset death, failure(OS=1) id(rq778_personID) scale(365.25) 

stcox i. ARIA CSSANZ_flag agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS LN MET RTTf DC postopb, 

schoenfeld(sch*) scaledsch (scasch*) 

stcox i. ARIA CSSANZ_flag agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS LN MET RTTf DC postopb, tvc(LN) 

lincom [main]LN + 1*[tvc]LN, hr 

lincom [main]LN + 2*LN, hr 

lincom [main]LN + 3*LN, hr 

lincom [main]LN + 4*LN, hr 

lincom [main]LN + 5*LN, hr 

lincom [main]LN + 20*LN, hr 

 

gen followupyear=. 

replace followupyear=1 if _t<1 

replace followupyear=2 if _t >=1 & _t<2 

replace followupyear=3 if _t >=2 & _t<3 

replace followupyear=4 if _t >=3 & _t<4 

replace followupyear=5 if _t >=4 & _t<5 

replace followupyear=6 if _t >=5 

 

stsplit followupyears, at(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) 

stcox LN##followupyears CSSANZ_flag agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS MET RTTf DC postopb 

 

lincom 1.LN + 1.followupyears#1.LN, hr 

lincom 1.LN + 2.followupyears#1.LN, hr 

lincom 1.LN + 3.followupyears#1.LN, hr 

lincom 1.LN + 4.followupyears#1.LN, hr 

lincom 1.LN + 5.followupyears#1.LN, hr 

lincom 1.LN + 6.followupyears#1.LN, hr 

lincom 1.LN + 7.followupyears#1.LN, hr 

lincom 1.LN + 8.followupyears#1.LN, hr 

 

* for METS 

clear 

use "drop ARIA sideNS.dta 

gen followupdate=. 

replace followupdate=e_dod if OS==1 

replace followupdate=lastdate if OS==0 

stset followupdate, failure(OS=1) origin(e_admdate) id(rq778_personID) scale(365.25) 

 

stcox i. ARIA CSSANZ_flag agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS LN MET RTTf DC postopb, tvc(MET) 

lincom [main]MET + 1*[tvc]MET, hr 

lincom [main]MET + 2*[tvc]MET, hr 

lincom [main]MET + 3*[tvc]MET, hr 

lincom [main]MET + 4*[tvc]MET, hr 

lincom [main]MET + 5*[tvc]MET, hr 

lincom [main]MET + 6*[tvc]MET, hr 

lincom [main]MET + 7*[tvc]MET, hr 

lincom [main]MET + 2*2*[tvc]MET, hr 

stsplit followupyears, at(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) 

stcox MET##followupyears CSSANZ_flag agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS LN RTTf DC postopb 

 

lincom 1.MET + 1.followupyears#1.MET, hr 

lincom 1.MET + 2.followupyears#1.MET, hr 
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lincom 1.MET + 3.followupyears#1.MET, hr 

lincom 1.MET + 4.followupyears#1.MET, hr 

lincom 1.MET + 5.followupyears#1.MET, hr 

lincom 1.MET + 6.followupyears#1.MET, hr 

lincom 1.MET + 7.followupyears#1.MET, hr 

lincom 1.MET + 8.followupyears#1.MET, hr 

 

 

*do stset for dates rather than followup time 

gen followupdate=. 

replace followupdate=e_dod if OS==1 

replace followupdate=lastdate if OS==0 

stset followupdate, failure(OS=1) origin(e_admdate) id(rq778_personID) scale(365.25) 

 

 

*things to do 

*find those with survival time of zero and add small number to it death before admission date 

tab e_dod if e_admdate-e_dod==0 

tab followupdate if followupdate==e_admdate 

*interesting stuff 

*tabulating operation type by ARIA for each FY 

table optype FY, by(ARIA) 

 

 

 

*************************************** Long term survival analysis 

clear 

. cd "D:\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\VAED study\VAED\stata data 2" 

use "final1" 

 

*generate followup date for death and no death 

gen followupdate=. 

replace followupdate=e_dod if OS==1 

replace followupdate=lastdate if OS==0 

format followupdate %tdd_m_y 

 

*remove missing data 

*remove variables if death date before admission date 

table OS if e_dod-e_admdate <0 

drop if e_dod-e_admdate<0 

** 169 changes made 

 

*investigate whether there is no followup or negative followup for no deaths 

tab IPM OS if followupdate-e_admdate ==0 

replace followupdate= e_admdate +1 if followupdate-e_admdate==0 

**7 changes to death made 

 

 

 

*duplicate ID (ie operation for colorectal cancer twice. This may represent two cancers or 

return due to complication 

sort rq778_personID 

quietly by rq778_personID:  gen dup = cond(_N==1,0,_n) 

 

*see what the time difference is between discharge of subsequent admission and last admission 

for duplicate data 

gen dupdate=e_admdate-e_sepdate[_n-1] if dup==2 

replace dupdate=e_admdate-e_sepdate[_n-1] if dup==3 

drop if dup>0 

 

** save as survival1 

save "D:\Google Drive\RMH Fellowship\VAED study\VAED\stata data 2\surviva 

> l1.dta" 

 

* calculate followup time stats 

gen futime=(followupdate-e_admdate)/365.25 

sort ARIA 

by ARIA: sum futime 

by ARIA: sum futime, detail 

 

* number that have died by ARIA 

tab OS ARIA, col 

 

* Baseline table 

tab age3 ARIA, col 

tab SEXNS ARIA, col 

tab ASA ARIA, m col 
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tab CCI ARIA, col 

tab year ARIA 

tab year ARIA 

tab emerg ARIA, col 

tab sideNS ARIA, col 

tab optype ARIA, col 

tab LN ARIA, col 

tab MET ARIA, col 

 

stset followupdate, failure(OS=1) origin(e_admdate) id(rq778_personID) scale(365.25) 

 

tab ARIA OS 

stcox i.ARIA 

tab CSSANZ_flag OS 

stcox CSSANZ_flag 

tab HILO OS 

stcox HILO  

tab agereg OS  

stcox agereg 

tab SEXNS OS 

stcox SEXNS 

tab yearreg OS 

stcox yearreg 

tab ASAreg OS 

stcox i.ASAreg 

tab CCIreg OS 

stcox i.CCIreg 

tab sideNS OS 

stcox i.sideNS 

tab optype OS 

stcox optype 

tab emerg OS 

stcox emerg 

tab LN OS 

stcox LN 

tab MET OS 

stcox MET 

tab postopb OS 

stcox postopb 

 

** Multivariable 

stcox i.ARIA CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype emerg LN MET postopb 

estimates store coxsurv 

 

** effect modification 

stcox i.ARIA##i.sideNS CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg optype emerg LN MET postopb 

estimates store coxside 

lrtest coxsurv coxside 

 

stcox i.ARIA##optype CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS emerg LN MET postopb 

estimates store coxoptype 

lrtest coxsurv coxoptype 

 

stcox i.ARIA##i.ASAreg CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype emerg LN MET postopb 

estimates store coxASA 

lrtest coxsurv coxASA 

 

stcox i.ARIA##i.CCIreg CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg i.ASAreg i.sideNS optype emerg LN MET postopb 

estimates store coxCCI 

lrtest coxsurv coxCCI 

 

** test for proportional hazard assumption 

stcox i.ARIA CSSANZ_flag HILO agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype emerg LN MET postopb, 

schoenfeld(sch*) scaledsch (scasch*) 

estat phtest, detail 

 

*global test p-value 0.0000. Individual variables with low p-value age, ASA, CCI, side, emerg, 

LN, MET, postopb 

*visual assessment of graphs 

sts graph, cumhaz by(agereg) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(ASAreg) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(CCIreg) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(sideNS) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(emerg) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(LN) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(MET) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(postopb) risktable 
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**multivariable without CSSANZ and HILO given they are not in outer regional 

 

stcox i.ARIA agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype emerg LN MET postopb 

estimates store coxsurv 

 

** effect modification 

stcox i.ARIA##i.sideNS agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg optype emerg LN MET postopb 

estimates store coxside 

lrtest coxsurv coxside 

 

stcox i.ARIA##optype agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS emerg LN MET postopb 

estimates store coxoptype 

lrtest coxsurv coxoptype 

 

stcox i.ARIA##i.ASAreg agereg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype emerg LN MET postopb 

estimates store coxASA 

lrtest coxsurv coxASA 

 

stcox i.ARIA##i.CCIreg agereg i.ASAreg i.sideNS optype emerg LN MET postopb 

estimates store coxCCI 

lrtest coxsurv coxCCI 

 

** test for proportional hazard assumption 

stcox i.ARIA agereg i.ASAreg i.CCIreg i.sideNS optype emerg LN MET postopb, schoenfeld(sch*) 

scaledsch (scasch*) 

estat phtest, detail 

 

*global test p-value 0.0000. Individual variables with low p-value age, ASA, CCI, side, emerg, 

LN, MET, postopb 

*visual assessment of graphs 

sts graph, cumhaz by(agereg) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(ASAreg) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(CCIreg) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(sideNS) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(emerg) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(LN) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(MET) risktable 

sts graph, cumhaz by(postopb) risktable 

 

* look at survival function by year 

sts list, by(ARIA) compare 
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